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This program performs a modified version.-of the clustering
algorithm known as ISODATA to multispectral scanner data.
The acronym ISODATA stands for Iterative Self-Organizing
Data Analysis Technique (A). As its name implies, the
algorithm is an iterative procedure which groups similar
'objects' into sets called clusters. The algorithm was
originally developed by Ball and Hall of Stanford Research
Institute and used in their PROMENADE system. (See References
1 and 2 for articles written by Ball and Hall on this subject).
A clustering technique based on ISODATA and suitable for
MSC's use in processing multispect.ral scanner data, was
developed by E. Kan and A. Holly (LEC). To distinguish
between the original and revised programs it was decided
to call MSC's version of the clustering program ISOCLS
(Iterative Self--Organizing Clustering Program) .
The procedure will, ideally, separate all of the data into
distinct groups or clusters, the center of each cluster being
represented by its mean. The process is initialized by
assigning each data point^to the nearest estimated cluster
center (absolute distance is calculated to each cluster mean).
After assigning all of the data to clusters, new means are
calculated and tests are made to see if clusters should be
split or combined. A cluster is split if the standard
deviation of the cluster exceeds a specific threshold value.
Two clusters are combined if the distance between the cluster
-centers is smaller than the specified threshold. A cluster
is deleted if it has fewer than soine specified number of
points. The data is reassigned after each split or combine
iteration to the new clusters and the process continues
until the desired number of iterations has been obtained.
rPRECEDING PAGE BLA 44K LOT l:IM'.0
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" 2.0	 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
2.1	 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The maim program ISOCLS is used as a driver to call the
a major subroutines in the program.	 The tasks performed by
the subroutines called in the main program are summarized
below.,
SETUP - 1.	 Reads and analyzes all card input to the program.
2.	 Initializes default options if not input by user.
3.	 Does some error checking on input parameters.
4.	 Calculates the amount of storage needed for the
data user has requested and assigns drum storage
accordingly.
5.	 Prints input summary on the line printer.
TAPERD - Reads the users data tape, selects the requested
fields and channels from the data, and stores the
4 data unpacked on drum unit 4 if the core storage
array IDAT will not hold it all.
ISODAT - Performs the clustering algorithm described in the
Technical Description of this document and stores
;r the results'on drum unit 7._
• COVARR —Calculates and prints the covariance matrix for
each cluster.
' PCHSTA - Punches means and covariance matrix for each cluster




Performs the chaining algorithm described in
M'
' Section 2.2 of this document.
a
TWRITE - Creates a tape of the cluster statistics for input to

























PRINT - Prints the results obtained in the clustering
algorithm. This printout includes a summary of
the number of points in each cluster, the mean and
standard deviation of each cluster, and the
distance between cluster centers. In addition,
each field is printed (the field is identified by
lines and columns), with each data point represented
by the symbol assigned to the cluster to which it
belongs. PRINT is also called from ISODAT to
print cluster summaries and maps.
DASTAP -Creates a tape of the clustered data for display
on the PMIS DAS.
22 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION)
The aim of any clustering algorithm is to partition a given
set of multivariate data points, with little or no knowledge
about the actual distribution of the data, into disjoint
sets of,'similar' data points. The algorithm implemented in
this program uses as a measure of similarity the absolute
distance between a data point and the cluster mean. The
procedure begins with, optionally, a set of assumed cluster
means or the assumption that all the data is one cluster
Y
	
and proceeds with a series of "split" and "combine" itera-
tions *1 until the maximum number of iterations is reached.
This technical description is based on information
contained in documents written by E. Kan (References 3-6).
Excerpts are lifted from the documents in some instances.
An attempt was made to keep notations the same, however,
where symbolic names are used,the actual Fortran name for
the variable in the program is used in this discussion.
2-2
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SYMBOL FORTRAN NAME(S) DEFINITION
CLDij CLD(I,J) Intercluster distance between
clusters I and J.
d(Xk ,u (I) ) DIST Distance from the data point
k to the center of cluster I.
DLMIN DLMIN Threshold value for combining
clusters.
ISTOP ISTOP Maximum number of iterations.
k
LNCAT LNCAT Number of existing clusters
INCAT
at a given 'time.
N(I) N+(I) Total number of data points
DN(I)
assigned to cluster I.
r
NMIN NMIN Minimum number of data points
allowed per cluster.
NOFEAT NOFEAT Number of coordinates in a'
data vector.
i STDMAX STDMAX Threshold for splitting clusters.
f











the I th cluster.
Y j I ) AVP (J,I) Temporary summing variable
for the calculation of the
standard deviation of the 7th













SYMBOL	 FORTRAN NANM (S)	 DEFINITION
cr! I) STDEV(J,1) Standard deviation of the
jth coordinate of the Ith
cluster.
INITIALIZE
e initialize threshold values for splitting clusters
(STDI-1AX) , combining clusters (DLMIN) and deleting
clusters (NMIN).
CLASSIFY AND CALCULATE NEW STATISTICS
o Assign each data point to a cluster and at the same
time collect the means, standard deviations and point 	 j
count of the newly developing clusters.
1. Assign the data paint Xk	 (Xkl, Xk2	 Xk NOFEAT ) i
to the I th cluster if d (Xk , u (I) ) < d (Xk , u ( J ) ) for	 r
all J j4 I, where d(X k ,u (I) ) is defined as
NOFFAT
d(Xk ,u (I) )	 + Xk ^'	 uJI)!
j=l
2. N(I) = N(I) + 1
(I) _ N (I) -1	 (1)	 1
3• uj	 N(I)	 uj	 N( I) Xkj r
(I) _ N(I)-1	 (I) + l	 X24. Yj	 N(I)	 yj	 N (I) kj
2 1/2
Y 3 I) - Cu72)/	 j = 1, ...NOFEAT




Delete all clusters which have fewer than NMIN•members.
A cluster is deleted simply by removing the statistics
for that cluster and reducing the number of clusters
(LNCAT) accordingly.
DETERMINE TYPE OF ITERATION
Determine whether this is to be a SPLIT iteration or a
C014BINE iteration and proceed to appropriate step. The
sequence of iterations will be as follows.
SSSSCSCSC....S	 where S = Split Iteration
n
	
	 C = Combine Iteration
ISTOP
The beginning sequence of split iterations is terminated
when at least 80% of the clusters have standard deviations
less than the threshold parameter STDMAX. At that point
the iterations alternate between combine and split until
the last (ISTOP) iteration, which is always a split iteration.
The initial split iterations are for the automatic initiali-
zation of cluster centers in the event they are not input.
The sequence is shortened considerably if initial cluster
centers.are input.
SPLIT
A cluster is split along the j th coordinate if (1) the j`n
coordinate has the maximum standard deviation for the cluster,
(2) the standard deviation along the j th coordinate is






has more than 2
	 (NMIN + 1) data points.
If the above conditions are met then two new clusters are
created and the parent cluster is deleted.
	 A cluster is
created merely by defining its centers
	 (means) for each
coordinate.	 If the Ith cluster is split.in
 the j th coordinate
then the two new clusters will have centers at
(u (I) 0, 11 (I)	 (I)	 (I)... u j	 + a ' " 'uNOFEAT)'	 Where a will normally
(I)	 1
be a j	but can be a constant input by user (See Card
Input Section 3.1.1, SEP control card).	 On a given split
iteration all clusters having a standard deviation greater
than STDMAX will be split provided the maximum number of
clusters has not been reached. 	 In which event reclassifi-




Two clusters are combined if the distance between them is
less than the threshold parameter DLMIN.
	 The distance





akiakjr CLDij	 =	 (ukiS k=1
If CLDij < DLMIN and CLDi	 < CLD.	 for all m j 
j and m > i,Im
then the clusters I and J will be merged to .form a new
clutter L with means






The clusters I and J are deleted. The new cluster L is
not considered as a candidate for merging with any other
cluster on the iteration in which it was formed.
BEGIN NEXT ITERATION
If the maximum number of iterations (ISTOP) has not been
_	
reached begin the next iteration with "CLASSIFY AND
CALCULATE NEW STATISTICS". If the maximum number of itera-
tions has been reached then reclassify and calculate sta-
tistics in case new clusters were formed or deleted on the
last iteration, and then proceed to the chaining algorithm.
F`
CHAIN
The last step in the clustering procedure groups all clus-
ters 'which haver intercluster distances less than the
chaining threshold (CHNTHS) to form one cluster. The chaining
procedure was adopted because the minimum variance criteria
used in the iterative procedure above tends to group the
data into spherical (or ellipsoidal) groupings with Gaussian
distributions. This type of grouping is certainly a natural
grouping and would quite often be completely satisfactory.
However, there could be natural groupings of the data which
are odd shaped and can not be approximated by Gaussian dis- 	
s
tributions. Two examples are given in Figure 1. At the
•	 end of the sequence of split and combine iterations groupings
of the type in Figure 1 are likely to be separated into sub-
-	 clusters as illustrated in Figure 2. The chaining algorithm
will group the subclusters 1, 2, and 3 (Figure,2) into one
composite cluster, likewise clusters 4, 5, 6, and 7 would be























The algorithm scans the intercluster distance table (CLD)
s' and begins a chain with the first appearance of two clustersT
within a distance of CHNTHS units.	 Once a subcluster is in
F the chain all clusters which are within CHNTHS units of the
subcluster are added to the chain. 	 See Example Figure 3.
The statistics	 (means, standard deviations and covariance
matrices) of the clusters resulting from chaining are not
calculated by the program because often the chained cluster
cannot be represented by a Gaussian distribution.
- There are, of course, instances that one can safely combine
into one composite (Gaussian) cluster those subclusters
that are chained by the program. 	 For example, the three
subclusters 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 4 can safely be combined
r into one final cluster.	 An indication of such possibility
C
would be the fact that these three subclusters are all 	 t
pairwise close to one another.	 In this case, the following
formulas [3] can be used iteratively to compute the com-I
'^	 y posite statistics:
Assuming that two clusters 	 1n 1 ,m1 ,C1 1	 and	 {n2,m2,C2`
^.
are to be considered as one cluster 	 n,m,C	 where
n,'s,--m's, C's are respectively the number of points, mean
vectors and covariance matrices.	 Then
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(a) THE BOOMERANG — SHAPED CLUSTER 	 l
(b) THE DONUT — SIMPED CLUSTER
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13REAI; *NG UP OF THE CLUS'T'ERS	 (a) MID (b)



























A few words of-caution are at hand as to the values of
DLMIN and STDMAX in the COMBINE and SPLIT routines. The
range of values 3.2-3.9 for DLMIN have been established in
connection with the probability of misclassification. Values
outside this range are discouraged. Of course, values of
DLMIN closer to the lower bound will induce finer groupings
than otherwise. As to the value of STDMAX, its value
directly governs the size of nominal sized clusters. For
agricultural data collected by aircraft multispectral
scanners having a range of levels from 0 to 255, a value
4.5 of STDMAX is suggested. Higher values of this threshold
is acceptable, e.g., 6.0 or 7.0, inducing coarser groupings._
For ERTS data with levels from 0 to 127, probably (since









The user must provide two types of input to the program,
(1) card input specifying various optional input parameters,
initial cluster means if any,and boundaries of fields to
be clustered, (2) tape input containing the multispectral
scanner data to be clustered.
3.1.1 Card Input
There are three different formats for the card input to the
program.
0 Control cards which specify various input options
requested by the user. These cards are identified by
a key-word left justified in columns 1-10 of the card,
with the parameter value(s) in columns 11-80 (beginning
yin any column past 10). These control cards may be in
zh
any order but they should be the first cards in the
input deck. The following is a list of all available




FEATURES	 Cl, C2, C3 ...	 Use the channels indicated














preprocessor. A save tape
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Keyword Parameter Value Function




Default	 (1,2...9 in the parameter list to
A,	 B...Z,$,#,A,/,-, identify clusters in the
_ *,+,$,@.-,&,?.
	 ,•, printout. f
blank
-	 ISTOP N Perform	 N	 iterations in
(Default = 10) the clustering procedure
and stop.
LNCAT N The number of initial-
(Default - 1) estimated clusters.
j	 NMIN N Delete any cluster with
(Default = 30) fewer than	 N	 members.
DLMIN X Combine any two clusters
(Default = 3.2) whose means are closer
than X.
SEP X Upon splitting a cluster,
(Default - maximum separate the new clusters
^. of the channel's by a distance of 	 X.
standard deviations
in the cluster)
STDMAX X Split any cluster whose! 4
(Default = 4.5) maximum standard deviation ''
is greater than
	 X. ?' '
MAXCLS N Maximum number of clusters
(Default = MAXPOP) N must be less than or V
equal to the parameter
	 	 	 variable )
a











Print out a summary of the
clusters at every Nth
iteration.
Print out. a map of the clustered
data along with the summary
every Nth iteration.
N=1, indicates the input data
tape is in the UNIVERSAL format.
N=2, indicates the input data






Punch the means and covariance
matrix for each cluster.
N = 1, format for 1108 programs.
N = 2, format for 360/75 program:
N >2 or blank, both formats.
DASUNIT	 N	 Create a tape for the DAS.
(Default - nog
	A save tape is assigned to
DAS output tape)	 unit N. N cannot be 3, 4, or
7 since these units are used
internally by the program.
HEDI	 Any 60 characters Replace the first line of the
(Default -
	 standard header record with
standard heading)	 the indicated 60 characters.
A
HED2_	 Any 60 characters Replace the second line of the
(Default -	 standard header record with the
standard heading)
	 indicated 60 characters.
CHAIN	 X	 Chain all clusters within
(Default -	 X units of each other to form





EI	 Keyword	 Parameter Value	 Function
COW,1ENT	 Any 60 characters	 Print the indicated comment
(Default - no	 along with the header.
r
comment)
DATE	 Any 12 characters	 Print the date indicated
(Default - present in the header.
date)
*END*	 (Blank)	 Indicates the end of one set
of control cards.
The remaining two types of input cards follow this card in
the deck set-up.
$END*	 Blank	 Indicates the end of all
card input for one data set.
a Means'of Initial Clusters
Estimated means of initial clusters is an optional
input. Inputting initial means should decrease the
number of iterations required to cluster the data.
If this option is exercised, the control card LNCAT
must be set to the number of initial clusters.
Estimated means must be input for each channel listed
on the FEATURES card, one value for each channel for
each initial cluster. The means immediately follow the
*END* card listed above, they are read with an 8F10.2
format. Punched 8 values per card with a 10 column
field width, the means should be ordered all channels
(in same order as FEATURE card) for the first cluster,
followed by all channels for the second cluster, and
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e Field Boundary Definitions
The fields to be clustered are defined by beginning and
ending scan line with an increment, and beginning and
ending sample point with an increment. These cards
immediately follow the means or *END* if no means input.
All fields are clustered together as one data set, but the
boundary lines and samples are maintained for printout pur-
poses. The format for these cards is as follows.
Columns	 Format	 Input Definition
	1-6
	 A6	 Any six character name to identify
this field. (May be blank).
	
21-25	 I5	 First line number
	
26-30	 I5	 Last line number
	
31-35	 I5	 Line increment
	
36-40	 I5	 First sample number
	
41-45	 I5	 Last sample number
	
46-50	 I5	 Sample increment
*Integer formats must be right-justified in the column fieZd.
All card input to the program is read and analyzed by sub-
routine SETUP.
.	 3.1.2 Tape Input
The input tape contains the data to be clustered. It must
be in either the UNIVERSAL format or the LARSYS II format,
and it must be assigned to Fortran unit 3 or logical unit C.
The LARSYS II format is defined in Appendix S. The UNIVERSAL
format is defined in Reference 7.
3-5
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Subroutine TAPERD reads the data tape, unpacks the data and
selects what the user has requested. The requested data is
stored on drum unit 4, unpacked, for use in the clustering
procedure.
3.2 PROGRAM RUN PREPARATIONS
The deck set-up for execution on the UNIVAC 1108 is given
on page 3.8. Sample for Deck Setup and input is given in
Section 5.5.1.
3.3 OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
3.3.1 Line Printer Output
Line printer output consists of the following items:
1. Input summary printed by subroutine SETUP.
2. Summary of the cluster structures and map of
the data printed by subroutine PRINT. This
includes means and standards deviations of
each cluster and count of points assigned
to each cluster.
3. According to the value of KRN, messages are
printed by subroutine ISODAT when clusters
are split, combined or deleted.
4. Covariance matrix of each cluster printed
by subroutine COVARR.
5. Summary of chaining algorithm printed by
subroutine CHAIN.
6. Diagnostic messages printed in several
routines. The diagnostic messages are
listed in'Appendix A'with explanations and





Sample Output is given in Section 5.5.2.
3.3.2 Card Output
The subroutine PCHSTA outputs on cards the statistics (means
and covariance matrix) for each cluster.
Punched output is controlled by the -input card PUNCH (See
Section 3.1.1). ,'he statistics can be punched in either
or both of two formats. One format is acceptable to the
1108 versions of the LARSYS and TLU programs. The other
format is acceptable to the 360/75 ERIPS system.
The punched card output does not reflect the chaining
algorithm (i.e., the cards are punched for all subclusters
before chaining).
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM 	 ISOCLS
^Y	








(VNKS ASG F = save tape***
DNS ASG B = save tape*
bR ASG C = data tape number
OR ASG A = program tape number
i
0 TCP * * s.
of'^'^ Q
oN MSG FILES REQ. TAPES 3 FH432 4
0 Z RUN - - -
( Front of deck)
`' *	 Omit this card if the DAS tape option is not used.
**	 Omit this card if the PUNCH option is not used.
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3.3.2	 Tape Output
Subroutine DASTAP creates a data tape which will allow the
user to ,display the results of the clustering on the PMTS'
DAS.	 The format of this tape is as follows:
(a)	 The number of files on the tape equals the number of
fields input by the user.
.(b)	 The number of records on each file equals the number of
scan lines in the particular field. r''
(c)	 Each record is a series of 16 bit bytes, each byte
containing the number of the cluster to which the1
corresponding data point belongs.
This, tape should be mounted on a 9-track tape drive so '
that it will be compatible with the PMTS DAS.
Subroutine TWRITE creates a data tape containing the statistics
of the clusters.	 This tape is an interface between the
I
r	 ISOCLS program and a preprocessor for the Earth Resources
Interactive Processing System (ERIPS).	 It should be mounted
on a 9-track drive, using the BCD hardware converter soi
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Since the program uses drum for internal storage of the
data, the user is somewhat limited in the amount of data
he can cluster at one time. The program is designed to
use drum storage only if the amount of data requested by the
user exceeds internal dimensions of the program. The num-
ber of data points times the number of channels cannot exceed
the number of words available on the FH432 drum. Presently
there are 786,432 words of storage available on the PH432
drum, however this number may change with the system. The
program prints a diagnostic message if the user has requested
too much data. See subroutine SETUP (5.3) for a descrip-
tion on how the drum units are assigned.
Dimensions in the program restrict the number of clusters
to fifty, the number of features to thirty and the number
of fields to one hundred. The program was designed so that
these dimensions could be easily changed if necessary. See
Section 5.2 for instruction on how to change these dimensions.
4.2 Running Time/Lines of Output
Run time for the program depends on several factors (?) the
number of data points being clustered, (2) the number of
channels requested, (3) the number of iterations and (4)
the number of times printout is requested. Execution time
for a sample case where 1524 data points from 3 channels
were clustered, iterating 30 times and printing every third
iteration, was 2 minutes and 42 seconds. Increasing the
number of data points to 7882 with the other variables the
same increased execution time to 6 minutes and 20 seconds.
4-1
N





Lines of printed output will depend on how many iterations
are printed. This is controlled by the user with the input
parameters KRN and MAP (see Input Description). Printing
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I TDATE	 SETUP APERD SODAT	 OVARR PCHST CHAIN RINT DASTAP
L' Obtains	 Reads card Reads tape Performs	 Calculates Punches Performs Prints Creates
current	 input and input and clustering	 and prints means and chaining .final tape for
date	 makes drum stores on algorithm.	 covariance covariance algorithm results PMIS-DAS
assignments drum. PRINT	 matrices matrix NTRAN3 PACK






1	 System routine which returns the number of words available on FH432 and FH1782 drums.
2	 System routine which assigns specific word length to drum unit.
3	 System binarj.­ I/O routine.






5.2	 'COMMON' Symbol Definitions
The procedure element COMMON is a list of FORTRAN statements
which are included in most of the subroutines throughout
the program.	 They are defined in a procedure so that changes
may be made easily. 	 Changing a statement in the procedure
results in the changes being made throughout the program..+
However when a change is made to the procedure, all routines
-	 including the procedure must be recompiled.
The common block PASS is used to pass variables from one
subroutine to another.	 Symbol definitions for this common
block are given below.
ROUTINE a
FORTRAN	 WHERE INITIALIZED t
Name	 Mode	 Definition	 OR CALCULATED
HEAD
	 A	 Array containing the	 MAIN PROGRAM or
E. heading to be printed, at 	 SETUP
t- the top of each page of
•	 output.
r" NOFEAT	 I	 Number of channels requested 	 SETUP




I	 Array containing the specific
	 SETUP
'	 channels requested by the
user.
ISTOP	 I	 Maximum number of iterations 	 SETUP R
for the clustering procedure.
a
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Name Mode Definition OR CALCULATED
y
NMIN I Minimum number of points SETUP
to allow per cluster. M
KRN I Print summary of clusters SETUP-
every KRNth iteration. +
STDMAX R Maximum standard deviation SETUP
allowed before splitting a
cluster.
•DLMIN R Minimum distance- between SETUP
clusters before combining.
i
SEP	 R	 Distance to separate clusters	 SETUP or	
f r
upon splitting.	 ISODAT
MEANS	 R	 Means (one for each channel	 SETUP &
for each cluster).	 ISODAT
r
STDEV	 R	 Standard deviations (one 	 ISODAT
for each channel for each
cluster).
F'	 NOFLD	 I	 Number of fields input by	 SETUP
user.
FLDNAM	 A	 Array containing alpha- 	 SETUP
numeric name for each field.
BLOCK	 I	 Array containing field	 SETUP
identifiers. Begin and end
scan line, sciln line incre-
ment, begin and end sample
point and sample increment
for each field.
^..a:,._...,^...-:...-. _-_,._ ._._,.^.. 	 ..	 sw.: _.
	 -------	




Name Mode Definition OR CALCULATED
BLK I Array containing number TAPEP.D
of scan lines and number
of points on a scan line
f
for each field.
SYMBLS A Array containing symbols to SETUP
_ be used in the printout to
identify the clusters.
DAS I Unit upon which the DAS SETUP
output tape is to be
generated.
FORMAT I Trigger indicating which SETUP n
format the data tape is in-.
MAP. I Print map of clustered data SETUP
every MAP iterations.
SPTRIG I Trigger indicating whether SETUP a
or not user has input a value
i for SEP or desires to use
default option.
y IRD I Number of records written TAPERD
on drum.
KPTS I Number of data points on TAPERD a
` last record of drum. FRMT1 or i
FRMT2
NOPTS I Maximum number of points TAPERD }
that can be contained in
the array IDAT.	 All drum
records on unit 4 are of
length NOPTS*NOFEAT except








FORTRAN	 Mode	 Definition	 OR CALCULATED
CLD	 R	 Array containing the	 CLDIST
distances between
cluster means.
N	 I	 Array containing count	 ISODAT
of points within each
cluster.
NBLK	 I	 Array containing count	 PRINT
of points in each cluster
in each field.
PUNCH	 I	 Trigger indicating whether	 SETUP
or not statistics are to be
punched.
MAXCLS	 I	 Maximum number of clusters.	 SETUP
ICHN
	
I	 Trigger indicating whether 	 SETUP
chaining is to be performed.
CHNTHS	 R	 Chaining threshold.	 SETUP
ICHAIN	 I	 Array containing numbers of 	 CHAIN
clusters which have been
chained.
VARSIZ	 I	 Word size of the covariance 	 TAPERD
r°	 matrix for one cluster.
NOFEAT* (NOFEAT+1) /Z
.	 KUNIT	 I	 Unit for ERIPS interface tape 	 SETUP
'	 In addition to the common block PASS the procedure element
defines four parameter variables. 	 These are used for dimen-
sions and were defined in this manner because of the high
probability that the user.may need to change.the dimensions
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procedure element will change it throughout the program, if
all ro^itines are recompiled.
I






Dimension for number of clusters. MAXCLS




Dimension for number of features. NOFEAT
cannot exceed this number. Set at 30.
MAXFLD	 Dimension for number of fields. NOFLD
cannot exceed this number. Set at 100.
MAXLIM	 Dimension of the array IDAT. This dimension
is set as large as possible to avoid using
r drum whenever there is enough core storage
available. This number is set at 25000. It
can be decreased without any effect on the
execution of the program (possibly execution
time may be increased since drum will have
to be accessed more frequently).
j	 The following routines include the procedure element and
f	 must be recompiled when a change is made.
I
1. CHAIN	 6. ISOCLS
2. CLDIST	 7. PCHSTA
3. COVARR	 8. PRINT
4. DASTAP	 9. SETUP
5 - ISODAT	 -	
_ _ =





The following subroutines were taken from other programs
and are not documented here.
1. FIND12 (NXTCHR,NUMBER,FIND) taken from LARSYS
t	 2. FLTNUM taken from LARSYS
3. UNPACK taken from LARSYS







Author/Date	 - Ruth Minter, October 1972
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 - FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
Subroutine CHAIN chains into one cluster all those subclusters
that are close to at least one other subcluster in the group.
Two subclusters are said to be close if their intercluster distance
is less than some prespecified threshold value.
USAGE




Block Name	 Input	 Output





For definitions of labeled common parameters see Section 5.2.
• STORAGE
Coding occupies 250 8 (168 10 ) locations and internal








The end product of this subroutine is a converged index
array (IP or ICHAIN). Subclusters that are to be chained
together (and thus considered to belong to one composite
cluster) will have the same index value. The index array
is obtained as follows:
1. Set IP(I) = I for I = 1 to LNCAT (number of clusters).
2. Set JP(I) = IP(I) for I = 1 to LNCAT.
3. Set I	 1
4. For all clusters J, J>I, if CLD(I,J)<CHNTHS set
IP (J) = IP(I) = MIN (IP (I) , IP (J)) .
5. If I = LNCAT go to step 6, otherwise I = I + 1
return to step 4.
6. If JP(I) # IP(I) for any I, I = 1 to LNCAT, return
to step 2, otherwise the process has converged.
The subroutine prints a summary of the clusters which have
been chained, adjusts the symbol array for the final map







:I DENT-I F I CATION
` --Name/Title	 — CLDIST
Author/Date	 — Ruth Minter, April 1972
Organization/ Installation — LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification	 — UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 — FORTRAN V
PURPOSE







Block Name	 Input	 Output
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• Stora g e
Coding occupies 142 8 (98 10 ) locations.
	 Internal data
a




•	 Text Code Type Description
ij I,J I Index for specific cluster.
k K I Index for specific feature.
V AMN R Means t
Cr STDEV R Standard deviations





1/^CLD ij =	 u	 .;^	 -	 u 06ki	 kj 	 ki kj
)2/
.	 If 
aki or Qkj equals zero, CLD ij is arbitrarily set to





















- Ruth Minter, October 1972
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 - FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
Subroutine COVARR calculates and prints the covariance
matrix for each cluster. Since the covariance matrix is




CALL COVARR (COVAR, C, IPLACE)
_ 'Arguments:
Parameter
Name	 In/Out Dimension	 Type Description
COVAR	 Out (LNCAT,	 R Array containing co-
VARSIZ)
variance matrix for
each of LNCAT clusters.
C	 In (NOFEAT,	 R Array containing input
NOPTS) data.	 If the data ex-
- seeds the maximum di-
mensions of this array,
it is stored on drum unit
4 and read in a block at







Name	 In/Out Dimension Type	 Description
	
IPLACE	 In NOPTS	 I	 Array containing cluster
number to which each
corresponding data point
belongs. This information
is stored on drum unit 7
if the user has requested





Text Code Type Description
C jk COVAR R The	 (j,kth ) element in the covariance
matrix for a particular cluster.
-	 n N I The number of data points in a
particular cluster
a
j,k J,K I Indices corresponding to particular
features
Y • Model





- ujuk j=1, NOFEAT and k=1,j t^
Each element in the covariance matrix is calculated
Y as indicated above and stored in the array COVAR in
consecutive locations.






































	 - Ruth Minter, April 1972
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification




Subroutine DASTAP generates the output tape for the PMTS






Name	 In/Out Dimension Type
	 Description
IPLACE	 In	 NOPTS•
	 I	 Array containing the
i
cluster number to which
each data point belongs.
	
3
This information will be
stored on drum unit 7








Name	 In/Out Dimension	 Type Description
IBUF	 In I Storage buffer used
•
for one scan line of
data taken from larger
array IPLACE.
IOBUF	 In I Storage buffer used for
the packed scan line.
k^ •	 Data In/Out
Labeled Common:
ti
Block Name Input Output Y








l^ 	 A ICHAIN
•	 Storage
}x _Coding occupies 234 8 	(156 10 )	 locations. internal data v
occupies 70 8	(5610 ) locations.
ri METHOD
Beginning with the first field input by the user, a buffer
is filled with the cluster identification for one scan line
of data.	 Subroutine PACK is called to pack the line in
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ECPD202
litthen written on the user's tape mounted on unit DAS. This
is repeated until all the scan lines from one field have
been packed and written on the output tape. An end-of-file
is written after the field and the process is repeated until
all fields have been written on the output tape.
The format of the DAS output tape is described in more










Author/Date	 - Ruth Minter, April 1972
u;
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification 	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language
	 - FORTRAN V
a
PURPOSE
Subroutine ISODAT performs the clustering algorithm










Name	 In/Out Dimension Type
	 Description
C	 In	 NOFEAT x	 R	 Array containing the
r.'	 NOPTS	 data which is to be
clustered. If the data
exceeds the maximum
	 !
dimensions of this array,
iit is stored on drum unit
4 and read in a block at









Name	 In/Out Dlmension ­ Typ	 Description
IPLACE	 Out	 NOPTS	 I	 Array containing the




this information on drum
unit 7 if it exceeds the

















Coding occupies 1331 8 (729 10 ) locations. Internal data
occupies 6456 8
 (3374 10 ) locations.
METHOD
See the Technical Description of this program (Section 2.2)
for a discussion of the algorithm implemented in this
subroutine.
YAGE 1





Parameter	 - • 1- 7 1 - - _




IPLP.CE---	 Out	 NOPTS	 I	 Array containing the
number of the cluster to
•	 which the corresponding
=	 data point belongs.
-- 
_ Subroutine ISODAT stores
this information on drum
unit 7 if it exceeds the














Coding occupies 1331 8 (72910 ) locations. Internal data
	 }
occupies 6456 8 (3374 10) locations.
METHOD
See the Technical Description of this program (Section 2.2)






















Author/Date	 - Ruth Minter, October 1972
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 - FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
Subroutine PACK packs a string of bytes into 36 bit








Name	 In/Out Dimension Type
	 Description
LNGTH
	 In	 1	 I	 Bit'length of the bytes
to be packed. Must be
less than 36.
BIAS	 In	 1	 I	 Bit position to begin
packing the data in the










`z Name	 In/Out Dimension	 Type	 Description
NSAMP	 In 1	 I	 Number of bytes to be
packed.
- INBUF	 In NSAMP	 I	 Array containing the
data to be packed. 	 The
data must be right
justified in the last
LNGTH bits of the 36 bit
computer word.
OBUF	 Out WDOUT	 I	 Array containing the
packed data.	 Trailing bits
in the last word are
meaningless.
WDOUT	 Out 1	 I	 Number of words in the
output array OBUF.
®	 Storage
Coding occupies 236 8 (158 10 ) locations and internal
data occupies 25 8	(21r10 )	 locations.
+ METHOD
' The routine uses the bit manipulation function FLD to
extract the correct bits from the input buffer and insert
,-
.n













	 20 31 35 0
	 20 35 0
Position
OBUF






Author/Date	 - Ruth Minter, October 1972
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification
	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 - FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
Subroutine PCHSTA punches the means and covariance
matrix for each cluster in two different formats. One
of the formats is the same as the one used in the 1108
version of the LARSYS's STAT processor; cards punched
in this format can be used in the 1108 versions of TLU







Name	 In/Out Dimension Type
	 Description




encode the output data
in preparation for
''	 nttnrhinrr rarAc fnr +-hc
,,
INAL UALITYR OF POOR Q	 CPD202
Parameter
__Name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 Type	 Description
COVAR •	In	 (LNCAT,	 R	 Covariance matrices
VARSIZ)	 for all clusters.
- *-.Data In/Out	 1




NOFEAT , PUNCH	 l
MEANS




Coding occupies 456 8
 (302 10 ) locations and internal




:y For the 1108 programs the statistics are punched with a
. 5E15.8 format with the keyword 'MEAN' or 'COVAR' in the
-; first 5 columns of each card.
Since the 1108 'E' format specification is not compatible
with the 360/75 it was necessary to make two alterations-
in the 1108 card output so that the 360/75 could read
the cards.	 The 360/75 version of LARSYS .punches the
	 J
y statistics with an E14.7'format with the key letters
PCHSTA-2,
CPD202 i
'MN' or 'CV' in the first two columns and a sequence
number in the last 8 columns of the card.	 The differencesr
in the two 'E' format specifications are as follows:
1108	 E14.7	 +.XXXXXXX+XX
On output the plus sign preceding the number
(but not the exponent) is omitted.
j^
360/75	 E14.7	 +.XXXXXXXE+XX
On output the plus sign is omitted from both the
number and the exponent.
Since the 360/75 expects the exponent to have an
	 E
preceding it, it was necessary to encode the numbers
with an E14.8 format and replace the last decimal digit
with an 'E'.	 In addition all plus signs are removed
















' Author/Date	 - Ruth Minter, April 1972 x
Organization/Installation 	 - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1108 {
FORTRAN VSource Language	 -
PURPOSE H
Subroutine PRINT provides most of the printed output for
. y
the program.	 PRINT is called by subroutine ISODAT, the
number of times it is called is controlled by the input





CALL PRINT (KKT, IPLACE)
Arguments:
-Parameter a
Nams	 In/Out	 Dimension- Type
	
Description



















stored on drum unit 7

























data occupies 1166 8 (63010 ) locations
METHOD }
The following information is printed by this subroutine
	
,y	






`	 (2) Total number of clusters
(3) Total number of data points
4„
	
(4) Summary of total points in each cluster
(5) Means{
(6) Standard deviations




	 I-f the user has requested a map of the data to be printed
for this iteration or if the iteration counter has been set
negative then the following is printed for each field.
(a) Header record
(b) Field name
(c) Total number of points in the field 	 s
- (d) Field boundaries (lines and samples)
(e) For each data point in the field, the symbol
associated with the cluster to which the point
belongs	 l
(f) Summary of points per cluster in the field.I
	
•	 1
If the number of sample points on a scan line exceeds 110,
	 7.














Author/Date	 - Ruth Minter, April 1972
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 - FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
Subroutine SETUP reads and analyzes all card input to the
program, initializes default options and assigns drum


























Author/Date	 - Ruth Minter, April 1972
Organization/Installation..-LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification 	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 FORTRAN V	 -
PURPOSE
Subroutine SETUP reads and analyzes all card input to the
program, initializes default options and assigns drum






























Coding occupies 1362 8 (754 10 ) locations. Internal data
occupies 606 8 (39010 ) locations.
METHOD
I Card input to the program is in three formats. The first
cards in the input deck (control cards) are identified by
I
	
	 key words in columns 1-6 of the card. These key-words are
listed in section 3.1.1. The subroutine reads the data
card, identifies the key-word and branches to the state-
ment number which processes that particular input. After
the information located in columns 11-80 of the card is pro-
cessed the program branches back to the read statement and
reads the next card.
The key-word -*END* signals the end of the control cards.
If the control parameter LNCAT has been set greater than
1 the initial estimated cluster means are read with an
F	
_
8F10.3 format. If LNCAT is less than or equal to 1, the
read statement is not executed.
Immediately following the means (or the *END* card if
1	 ^^means not input), the field identifiers are read. A
	 :)
field is completely defined on one card, the name is
read with an A6 format from columns 1-6, the boundaries
are read with an I5 format (see section 3.1.1 for a more
detailed format description). Up to 'MAXFLD' (this
parameter variable is set at 20) fields may be read in.
	 }
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CPD202
After all card input has been read, the number of data points
(IPTS) user has requested is calculated from the field
boundaries.	 This computation is necessary for assigning
drum lengths.
The user's input data will be stored unpakced on drum unit
4 by subroutine TAPERD, the length of drum unit 4 must be
IPTS*NOFEAT words.	 Subroutine ISODAT will store on drum
unit 7 the cluster number to which each data point belongs,
so drum unit 7 must have a word length of IPTS.
The system routines DRMAVL and DRMASG allow Univac 1108
EXEC 2 users flexibility in the assignment of scratch drum
files.	 The system default divides the FH432 drum into 4
r. equal drum files of length 600,000 8 words and the FH1782 drum °!
is not used.	 DRMASG and DRMAVL increases the drum space
-' available by providing access to the FH1782 drum and allows
the user to specify the number and length of the files.
Both file assignments in this program (4 and 7) are made to
FH432 drum if possible, since this is a higher speed drum
than FH1782.	 However the user is allowed all of FH432 drum
for the data (Unit 4) if needed, in this case Unit 7 will














Author/Date	 - Ruth Minter, April 1972
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 - FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
Subroutine TAPERD reads the users data tape and calls
the necessary routines to unpack the data, select the
data requested by the user and store the data unpacked
on drum unit 4.
USAGE
• Calling Sequence
CALL TAPERD(IBUF) r I
Arguments:
Parameter
Name	 In/Out Dimension Type	 Description
IBUF	 Out	 MAXDIM	 I	 Storage array passed
from the main program
(called IDAT in the
main program). This
array will at one time
CPD202
Parameter
Name	 In/Out Dimension ape	 Description
tape and the line
unpacked 8 bit elements
per word, the remainder
of the array is used to
accumulate the data user













Coding occupies 564 8 (372 10 ) locations. Internal data
occupies 241 8 (161 10 ) locations.
•	 METHOD	 a
Since the storage requirements vary considerably with 	
c'
..	
fthe data tapes used, dimensions for the buffer areas
needed are calculated after reading the header record
from the user's input tape. 	 i
Immediately upon entry into the subroutine, the header
record is read from the data-tape and unpacked. The








line (NS) are extracted from the header record. The word
length of the buffer to receive the packed data record
from tape is determined as follows:
KBUF = NC*NS*8/36 + 1
The buffer to hold the unpacked scan line must be NC*NS
words.	 The amount of storage left in the IBUF array is
MAXDIM - KBUF - NC*NS.	 This storage is used to accumulate
the•data to be used in the clustering procedure as it is
read and unpacked from the tape.	 When the buffer is
filled it is written on to drum unit 4.
After all the data to be clustered has been stored on
drum, the buffer areas used to read and unpack the data
tape can be used to store the data to be clustered. 	 The
amount
*
of storage needed for the covariance matrices is
calculated (VARSIZ*MAXCLS) because this will be stored in
the IBUF (or IDAT) array along with the data.
	 The maxi-
mum number of points which the core array will hold is
calculated as NOPTS.
	 If this number is less than or
equal to the number of data points to be clustered, then
the • data is read back into core from drum unit 4 and drum
is never used again.
If all the data cannot be contained in core at one time,
then it must be read in a block at a time.
	 The number of
blocks is calculated as IRD and the length of each block








Author/Date	 - Ruth ,Minter, April 1972
Programmer	 - LEC Test Data Reduction
Organization/Installation - LEC for CAD-MSC
Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1108
Source Language	 SLEUTH
PURPOSE
This assembly language routine was designed to be called
by FORTRAN and to return the current date DAY MONTH YEAR






Name	 In/Out Dimension Type	 Description
DATE	 Out	 2	 A	 Array which contains
the current date in the
J'orm DAY MONTH YEAR











YkI.YYr 3 R 	 MRS
a OL POP•• COrMOh•CpMMON 03 DEC 73	 12:22:44.477(
POP	 BL1 2403 0010
THIS PROC ELEMENT PROCESSED ON 03	 DEC	 73	 AT	 12;22:44
( ODOCCI PROC	 0 4 15IN	 1 ENTRY	 POIN T	I	 COMMOs•	 FCOPT F
;:-+ OCOG02 PARAMETER MAXPOP n 50.MAAFET833 l
000003 PARAMETER	 MAXDIM-25000
lODOCOv PARAMETER	 MAAFLJ•I00
000005 COMMON / PASS/HEA0142) , NOFEAT , FET•ECIMAXFET)•I STOP 9LNCAT , NMIN•KRN,





+ 000011 •	 .PUNCH,MAXCLS,ICHN,CMNTn5*1CMA1N(MAXPOP),VARSIZ
000012 •,KUN17




l 000016 INTEGER	 SPTRIG,BLOCK.BLK.SYMbLStHEAD,FETVEC,FLDNAM,DAS
000017 INTEGER 'FORMAT
000018 END
COMMON PROCEDURE 29	 NOV	 73	 13;40;47	 0	 01536122	 14	 18	 ( DELETED) l{












0003 R 02650 7 CMhTMS
ODU3	 1 OO&Ull FLONAM
ODU3 026506 ICMh
0003 0077C3 IKO
0000	 l 000066 KNCAT
0000	 1 00006 4 M
0003 014674 NBLa	 1,
0003	 1 02650 4 PUNCH
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S T O R AGE ASSIGNMEN T 	IBLOCK- TYP L. RELATIVE LOCA T ION, NAME)
0001 000203 IDOL COCo	 90^071 IIO F 0000	 000193 I Z O F 0001 000005	 122.
0000 000125 13OF 0000	 "00192 IYOF 0001
	
0000,4'1 -1416	 _..__pOQ1 000070	 1536
OOLI 000012 2C L 0001	 030171 21 4 6 0001	 000022 4 0L 0001 003060 SOL
0001 000103 80L COCI	 039133 9 1L 9003	 1	 00731 S BLK 0003 1	 00 6 155	 BLOCK
0003 R	 007706 CLO 0003	 1	 007677 DAS 1003	 030116 JL M IN 0003 1	 000053	 FETVEG
0003 1	 007700 FO R MAT 0003	 1	 039: 030 H EAD DODD	 1	 00706 3 1 0003 026510	 ICHAIN
0000 1	 000061 IMO DODD	 1	 .139070 IM 0000
	
000145 INJPs 0003 1	 026i(0
	 1P
0003 000111 ISTOP 0000	 1	 003065 J 0000	 1	 000000 JP 03UO 1	 00006 7 	K
0003 007704 KPTS OOC3	 003114 KRN 0003	 026573 KUNIT 0003 1	 000112	 LNCA•
0003 007701 MAP 0003	 C26SCS MAACLS 0303 R 000120 MEANS 3003 014612	 N
0003 000113 NM14 0003	 03`C52 NOFEAT 0003	 006013 NOFLD 0003 007705 NOPTS
OOU3 000117 SEP 0003	 1	 637702 SPTRIG 0003	 003054 SToEV 0003 000115	 STOMAA
0003 1	 026>72 VARSIZ
CCI01 !• SJ8ROUTINE	 CHAIN LhA10000
OCIUI 2. (..••.••.•-•....-.••••••.....•................ . ...... ...• ..............•CMA10p10
00101 3- C• 9CMA10020
00101 4- Co THIS
	
SUBROJTINE	 CHAINS ALL Cr. J STEa5	 A MOSE MEANS ARE LESS THAN	 -CHAICO30
00101 S. CO D6MIN	 UNITS	 APART. •CMA10040
00101 6• C• IF	 -	 OISTANCE BET*EEN CLUSTERS L	 A N D M <	 DL M IN •CHA100SO
00101 7• C• DISTANCE 9ET*EEN CLUSTERS	 L	 AND N	 >	 OLMIN •CHAI0060
00101 A. C- DISTANCE 9E T AEEA CLJSTERS	 M	 AND n	 <	 OL M 1 N -CHA10070
00101 9• C• THEN-CLJSTERS L.M.	 AND N	 ARE	 CHAICI!:D -CHAIOOdO
ODIDI 10- C• -CHAIOORO
OOIUI 11• C• INPUT	 CLJ-C'_JSTER 3151ANCES •CMAIOIUU
07101 12• C• OL41N-MINI-J" D ISTANCE BE T ALE N CL U STE R S •CMAl0I10
CO101 13- co LNCAT-NU48E4 OF	 CLUSTERS •CHA101L0
00101 14• CO •CMAIOIJO
00101 IS- C• OUTPUT	 ICHAIN-ARRAY
	
CONTAINING NUMBERS O F C M AI NEO CL U S T EMS	 •CMAID140





































































SIOMAX DL4IN SE P 2 4E;NS I MAXFET 4AX P O P ►
 S T OEVIMAXFEi MAAPOPI.
• N
	 DJFLO,;L ti y'4 M A XF L.J, BL OCKIMARFLD,6),g-4IMAAFLO.2 ► .
• STMBLSIM.IK^OPl,9A5.F09yA1.vAO.








IN T EGER FJRMAT
ENO
DIMENSION JPIMAXA'OP!,IP('•AXPOP)
EW U IVALE N CL (IP.ICHAINI
IMu•0
DO 10 1.1,LNCAT
10 IP11 ► • I	 ^•
20 0J 30 I•I.L,,CAT
30 JP11 ► . I P M
t•0
40 1.1•I








60 DO 70 1•I.L)CAT




80 K n ^
IM.Y ♦ 1
OJ 9J I•IM,LNCAT




JPI<1 • 1 .
90 CONTINUE
I ► (K.LJ.0) iU TO 1^D
IF IIMO.Ei.^l ARITE 16.I4D ►
IF (THO.Ei.'^l ARITE (6.Hf.AD)
IHJ n 1
A K ITE (6,IIO)M,(JP(ll.I.I.K)
A9 1TE 16,1201-4









































00224 ;80 IF	 1 M.LT.LN(AT)	 GO	 TO	 80 CHAIO570
00226 59• IFIKNCAT.EW.LNCATIRETURN (HAI3SUO
00 2 3C 6D• *R1TE	 (6 0 1101KNCAT CHA10590
00213 61• RE TORN CHA106GO
an234 620 110	 FJRMAT(/ •	THE	 FOLL0r1 H G	 CLUSTERS
	
SHOULD	 BE	 CMAINEU •• ' • ,13I4) CHAIC610
OC235 636 120	 F OK-AT(/ •	IN	 THE	 FINAL	 OUTPUT	 N I P	 ALL	 O r	THE	 ABO V E CLUSTERS	 RILL OCHA10620
00215 64• •E	 REPRESENTED	 BY	 TNC	 SYMBOL FOR	 CLUSTER I .i4//) CHA10630
00116 e5• 130	 F JAMATI O	THE	 ABOVE	 CHAINING 4EO^CES	 THE	 EFFECTIVE NUMBER	 OF	 CLUSTECHAlOA40




0014G e9• Eti,j CHA13670
END O F
	CO M PIL A TION: NO	 DIAGNOSTICS. If
CHAIN SYMBOLIC 29	 NOV 7.	 13:40: 49 0	 01536532 -14	 68	 (DELETED)
CHAIN CODE RLLOCAIAELE 19	 NOV 71	 11: 4 0:49 1	 01540 4 22 24	 I	 1DLLLTLD)










r0001 000010 1216 0001 000033	 1246	 0001	 000047	 1 3 06 0001 000107	 ISL 0001	 000067 SL
0003 R	 000110 AM% 0003 1	 007305	 81.1( - 	 0003	 1	 006155	 BLOCK 0003 026507 CMNTMS 0003	 R	 007706 CLO
OOU? 1	 007677 DAS 0003 000116	 OL M I N	0003	 1	 00005 3	FETVEC 0003	 1 00 6 311	 FLDNAM 0003	 1	 007700	 FCR-AT
0003 1	 000000 ME A D 0000 1	 OOD000	 1	 0003	 026510-ICHAIN	 - -0003 026506 ICMN	 ---0000	 000006	 INJPS
0003 077703 [RD 0003 000111	 (STOP	 OOOP	 1	 00000 1	J 0000	 1 000002 K 0003	 007704	 KPTS
0003 00011% KRN 0003 026573	 KUNIT	 0003	 1	 00011 2	LhCAT OOU3 007701	 MAP 0003	 026SOS MAXCLS
0003 R	 000120 MEANS 0003 014611	 N	 0003	 014674	 NBLK 0003 000113	 hMIN 0003	 1	 OOOOS2	 NOFEAT
OD03 006010 NO F LD OOC3 007705 hOPTS	 0003	 10 2 650 4 PUNCH 0003 000111	 SEP 0003	 1	 007702	 SQTRI6
0003 R	 003054 STDEV 0003 000115	 slohAX
	 0003	 1	 007615	 STMBLS OOC3	 1 026572	 VARSIt
00100 it C• CLD10000
00:00 20 (.,.,•,.•,................. . ....... ,.••••....•••.••...• ........ ,...•,.•CLDIOCIO
00100 3• C•
.CLD10GZO







00100 S• C, CLUSTER	 MEANS CLOIO040
00100 60 C. CLO10050
00100 7• C• •CLCIO060
OC100 130 CO INPUT AMy1P1EANS1
	 -	
MEANS
	 OF	 EACH	 FEATURE	 OF	 EACH CLUS T ER 0(LD1007O
0010C 9• C• STDEV	 -	 STAKDARD
	
DEVIA T ION S	FOR	 E A CH FEAT URE/(LUSTLhCLD10080




	 OF	 CLUSTE R S •CLDIOC90
00100 11• C, NOFEAT	 -	 NU M BER	 OF	 F EAT U RES	 fC h ANNELSI •(LDICI00
OOICO 12• C• •CLO1J110
00100 130 C• OUTPUT CLO	 -	 ARRAY	 CONTAINI N C,	 D I STANCE	 BETWEEN CLUSTERS •ILLD1012C
00100 14• C• C(D11•,-(.DISTANCE	 BETAEEN
	
CLUSTERS h AND	 M	 •CLDIGIJC
00100 :S•.. V• CL01014C
00100 160 CO•,•,.•6............................. .........,..•,,.,,ssCL91015C
00100 170 C• (Lb 1016C
00101 IB• SUdhUuTIKE CLLIST CLO10170
00103 19• INCLUDE	 COMtON.LIST CL0101BG
00104 19. PARAMETER MAXPOP n SO.MAAFET•30
00105 14• PARAMETEP, MAXDIM-25000












UNIVAC IIOB FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 25A	 -fE X ECB LEVEL E12310010Af
THIS COMPILATIUN AAS DONE ON 03 DEC 73 AT 12:22:46
SU B ROUTINE CLOIS T	ENTRY POINT 000137






EXTERNAL R EFERENCES (BLOCK. NAMEI
0004	 SORT
0005	 NERR3f
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
s00107 19. COMMON/PASS/MEADt42).NOFEAT.FETVECI"AXFETI.ISTOP.LNCAT.NMIN.KRN+
00107 19• •	 STDMAK.DLM!N.SEP,MEANSIMAKFET.HAXPCP1.STOEVIMA)IIET.FIAAPOPI.
00107 19• +	 NDFLD.FLCNA M ("AIFLD).BLDCKIMAAFLD.6 l .8LKI M A AP L0.210-	 -	
--
-
0010) 19• •	 SYI.BLSIPAAPOPI.CAS.FCRMAT.+IAP,1	
U0107 190 •	 SPTRI6.IRO.KPTS.':OPTS.CLOIMAIPGP,MA%POGI
00107 19• •.	 NIMAKPGPI.NBLK( ► AKFLC.MAAPOP)
00107 19• •	 .PJNCH,MAACLS.ICNN.CMNTMS.ICMAINIMAAPOP).VA R SIZ -- ----- -- -•	 -	 -	 --- 1
OC107 1 1 • •.KUNIT
00110 190 INTEGER	 VARSIZ .__ --
00111 19. INTEGER	 PUNCH
00112 190 REAL	 MEANS
C0113 19• INTEGER	 SPTRIG,BLOCK.BLK,SYNeLS,MEAD.FETVEC,FLDNAM,DAS
0011 4 19• INTEGER	 FORM A T -
! 1001 IS 15 . ENO
00116 2C• DIMENSION	 ANNIMAAFEI+MAA P CPI CL01019U	 - —•	 -- ----•---	 --
00117 21• EWUIVALENCE	 (A MN,MEANS) ELD10200	 1
00120 22• DO	 30	 1 n I.LNCAT	 - .CLD1021D	 ------_.-	 --	 ----	 ---	 I
00123 230 DO	 20	 J•I,LP.CAT CLO10210
00116 24• CL0II,J1-0•r CLU10230
00127 25• DG	 10	 K • I.N;FEAT
0
CLO10240
00132 26• IF(S10EVIK.II.GT .C•0	 •AND.	 STDEVIK.JI•(,T.0.0)GD
0013 4 27• CLU(I,J)•959.99
00135 28• GO	 TO	 IS -
00136 290 S	 CONTINUE
-	 00137 30• CLUII,J)•CLUII•j1#IAt1NIK.11• AMNIK,J11••2/ISTOEV(K.1)•STDEVIK.J)) CL0102S0	 --	 -
00140 31• 10	 CONTINUE CLDIO]6C
00142 32• CLO(1.J)mS3STICLO(I.J1)
00143 33• 15	 CONTINUE
001 r4 34• CLD(J.1)•CLC(I.JI CLO10280
00145 3S• 20 CONTINUE CLD10290
00147 36• 30 CONTINUE CLD10300
00151 37• RETURN CLDIOJIO
00151 380 ENO CLO10320.	 ----
END	 nF COMPILATION:	 NO	 DIAGNOSTICS.
CLDIST SYMBOLIC	 29	 NOV	 73	 13:4G:S0 0	 OIS4113 6	14	 38	 (DELETED)
CLDIST CODE	 RELOCATASLE	 29	 NOV	 73	 13:40:50 1	 015 4 21 6 2	 24	 1	 IDELETED)















	 FOR.*	 COVARR.CCVAPR 03	 DEC 73 12:22:48,613 _
UNIVAC






DONE	 ON	 03	 CEC	 73	 AT	 11:22:45
i
f
( SUBROUTINE CO V A R R ENTRY	 POI N T	 000473
STORAGE USED: CODE(l)	 OOC 4 45:	 DATA(C)
	





	 R EFERENCES (BLOCK.	 NAME)








STORAGE ASSIG N MENT ;BLOC K .	 TTPE.	 RELATIyE	 LOCA T ION.	 NAME)
0000 000025 100F	 0000	 000027	 IIO F
	0000
	
000030 120F 0001 000020 1214 0001 OOCU20 1246
t 0001 000120 1 45G	 0001	 000134	 1S2G	 0001	 000143 1551: 0001 000176 1 7 16 0001 000211 ITS(.
0001 000036 2 0 1.	 000)	 000220
	 Z OO G	0001	 000260 11 5 6 cool 00027: 2236 0001 000313 2336
0701 000347 24 1 6	 0001	 000072	 30L	 0000	 000016 90F 0003	 1 007305 BLK OOC3	 I 006l5S BLOCK
( 0003 026507 CHNTHS	 0003	 n07706	 CLO	 0003	 1	 00767 7 OAS 0003 000116 DLMIN 0003	 1 000053 FETvEC
OOU3	 1 C06011 FLDNAM	 0003	 1	 0077p0	 FORMAT
	 0003	 1000000 HEAD OOOo	 1 000001 1 0000	 1 OOOUO3 ICCT
0003 026510 ICMAIN
	 0003	 026506	 ICHN	 0000	 1	 000010 1CLS DODO	 1 000012 11 0000 000040 INJPs




100000 6 ISTAT 0003	 1 000111 ISTOP 0000	 1 000005 IORD^j
0000	 1 000002 J	 0000	 1	 000014	 JK	 0000	 1	 00ooll -x 0000	 1 000013 K/ N C 0000	 1 00000 7 KK
0003	 1 007704 KPTS	 0003	 000114	 KRN	 0003	 026573 KUNIT 0003	 1 000112 LNCAT 0000	 1 000000 LOC( 0000	 1 000015 Y	 00-3	 077701	 MAP	 0003	 C26505 MAACLS 0003 R 000120 MEANS 0003	 1 014612 N
0003 014674 NFLK	 0003	 000113	 NMIN	 0003	 1	 00005 2 NOFEAT 0003 006010 NOFLO 0003	 1 007 7 05 NOPTS
0003	 1 026SC4 PUNCH	 0003	 000117	 SE P	0003	 1007701 SPTHIG 0003 003054 STDEV 0003 000115 STOMA n
I 0003	 1 007615 STMBLS
	 0003	 1	 016572	 VARSIZ
(
00101 to SUBROUTINE	 C O V ARR (COV A R.C.I P LACEI COVAOOOO
OO101 2• co COVAOOIO
00101 3• C.	 SUBROUTINE OVAVR 	 CALCULATES
	 AND	 PRIN15
	
TG	 ME	 COVARIANCE MATrtIX FOR COVA0020
00101 4• C•	 EACH	 CLUSTER covADn3o
00101 _• C• COVAOO40
00103 6• INCLUDE	 COMMON.LIST COVA00S0
C0104 6• PARAMETER	 MAXPOP n SO.MAXFET-37
00105 6• PARAMETER
	 M.XDIM•25000
COIC6 6• PARAMETER	 MAXFLD•100
001(17 L• COMMON/PASS/HEAD(421.NOFEAT.FETVEC(MAXFET).15TOP,LNCAT.NMIn.KRN.
00107 E• •	 STOMAX.OLMIN.SEP.MEANS(MAXFET.NAXPCP).STOEVIMAXFET.MAAPOPI.
00107 6• 6	 NOFLO.FLONAM(MAX FLO)•BLOCKIHAXFLD.6).BLK(MAXFLO.2).
00107 6• •	 SYMBLS(MAXPOP).oAS.FORMAT.PAP,
I










R E A L	 MEANS





CO	 10	 I•I.VARSIZ COVAC080
CO	 10	 J•I.L•jCAT COVA0090	 ---
10	 COVARIJ.1)•C•C COVAO700



















C • SINCE	 THE	 COVARIANCE	 MATRIX	 15	 SYMME T RIC A L	 ONLY	 THE	 LOAE R COVA0240
C • TRIANGULAR	 PORTION	 OF	 THE	 MATRIX
	 15
	 CALC U LATED. COVA0250
C* cOVA0260
30	 DO	 40	 1•I.ICCT COVAO270
KK•0 COVA02bO
ICLS•IPLACEill --	 LOVAG290	 — •—•-	 - - -
CO	 4 0	 J•I.NoFEAT LOVA0300





IF	 (IRC.GT.0)	 GO	 TO	 20 COVA0360
00	 SO	 1•I.LkCAT COVAG310
KK•O COVA03b0
00	 SO	 J•I.NCFEAT COVA0390




WRITE	 16.120 1 COVA0440
WRITE	 16.HEA0! COVAOM50
CO	 80	 I•I.LACAT COVA046C
*RITE	 (6.9011 COVA0470
















































































































































! OC236 56• JK.K.KINC-1 COYACSSO
`
00237 57 - RRITE	 (6,IO011COVARII0 M I$r • K.J K I	 • COVAOS6C
002-45 SB• 11.11.1 COVAGSIO	
—
00 24 6 590 60	 If1KINCALT•ISTOPIKINC 6 KI N C • I COVAOSBp t
00251 6C• ► RITE	 16.1101 COVADS90
00253 "I• 7C	 CONTINUE COVA0600
00265 62• BG	 C UhTINUE COVA0610
OC257 63• RETURN COVA062C
0026( 640 90	 FORM A TI	 COVARIAhrE	 M A TRIX	 FOR	 C LUSTER'.1 4 /1 COVA0630





0^163 61• 120	 FORMAT11h11 COVAC660
00164 6b• ENO CUVA0620
CND O F COMPIL A TIONI
	
OIA640STICS.
COwARM SYMBOLIC	 29	 NOV	 73	 (3:4C:52 0	 OI64i462	 1#4	 68	 IDELETE01
COVA kR COLE	 RELOCATABLE	 L9	 NOY	 73	 13140:51 1	 015 4 4351	 24	 1	 IDELETE01
0	 01644 4 02	 14	 13
If
S-d 8
C FOR • OASTAP,OASTA P
	03 uEC 73	 12:22:5;•625
uNIvAt 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 1SA
	 — tE X ECB LEVFL E120100111A1
I-IS COM P ILATION $AS DONE ON 03 OEC 73 A T 12:22:50
1
SUBROUTINE DASTAP	 ELTI-Y P01 r,T ODC2%t
f	 ,1






















 A9LOCK. TYPE. RELATIY[ LOCATION. NAME!
00U1	 000041 _1336	 0001	 OD0G50.140(a	 0001 - OODD SIL-LAI3 6	 --0001	 DoG035 20L - -	 0001	 000120 30L
OOUI	 000173 3SL	 0001	 00020S ROL	 0000	 C00013 &OF	 0000	 OCUO33 7OF	 0000	 000043 e0F
0003 1 00 7 30S BL K	0003 1 006ISS BLOCK	 0003	 026507 CHNTHS
	
COC3	 OC7706 CLO	 0003 1 CU7677 OAS
0003	 000116 OL M I N	0003 1 pOCC53 FETVEC
	
0003 1 006011 FLONAM	 0003 1 007700 FORMAL
	
0003 1 000000 HEAD
0000 1 000007 1
	 0003 1 026510 1CHAIN
	 0003	 026506 IC H N	 COCO 1 COOUO 4
 IFLD	 0000	 000067 INJPA
0000 1 000002 IFTS	 0003 1 C07703 IRD	 0000 1 00000 1 IREC	 DOLD 1 000003 ISTAT	 0003	 000111 (STOP
0000 1 000012 IVOCNT 	 0000 1 000010 J	 0000 1 000000L IL 	 __.0000 1 000011 KP	 000) ! C0770 4 KITS
0003	 000114 KF N 	 0003	 026573 KU N I1	 0000 1 OOCOO S LI N ES	 COG3	 000112 LNCAT	 0000 1 000006 LETS
000]	 007701 MAP	 0004	 026505 14AXCLS	 0003 R 000120 MEANS	 COC3	 014642 N	 0003	 C14674 14al.K
0003	 000113 NMIN	 0003	 COOCS2 NOFEAT	 0003 1 006010 NOFLO	 0003 1 0077^,a NOPTS	 0003 1 026504 PUNCH
0003	 000117 SE P 	0003 1 007702 SP TR IG	 0003	 003CS4 STOEV	 0003	 000115 STOMAK
	
0003 1 007615 StIMBLS




1•	 C .	 DASTCOOO
OOIOU
	
1•	 C•	 THIS SUB R OUTINE GE N E R ATES A TA P E FOR DIS P LAY ON THE PM1S JAS.	 045TOCIC	 ^.
00100	 .3•	 C•	 EACH FIELD IS ON A SE P ARATE FILE OF THE T APE.	 OASTOC20
	 "C! C^




pii00!00	 L•	 C•	 POINT ON A PARTICULAR LI N E BELONGS. THE VALUES ARE PACKED IN 	 DAST004o	 9







	 B•	 C•	 DASTOO70	 C




05103	 100	 INCLUDE CCM.:ON.LIST 	 DASTOC90
	
.r-100104	 10•	 PARAMETER MAXPCP•SC.MAXFET•30
	
.-400:05	 IC•	 PAN,.METEF MAICIP-25000
C0106	 IO•	 PARAMETER MAXFLC•ICO
00107	 10•	 COMMON/PASS/MEAD(421.7+OFEAT.FETVECII.AXFET),ISTOP,LNCAT.NMI1d.KkN.
00107	 10•	 • STDMAX.OLm1N,SEP.ME ASS I M AXFET.!-AXPCP1,STDEVI MAX FET.MAAPOPI.
0CID7	 IC•	 • NUFLO. F LONA M IMAXFLOI. BLOC . M AXFLD,61 SL K IMAXFLO.21.	 —




00107 10- •	 STMBLS(.'A•kOP),DAi,FOkMAT,MAP,
00107 10. -	 SPA'4IG.IkO,KPTS,NOF'S,CLDIMAXPOP,MAXPCo)
00107 IC - •.	 N(MAAPCPI,NBLKIMAXFLO.MAXPOPI







00111 10• INTEGER	 PUN C H
00112 IC- REAL	 MEANS
00113 10' 1NIEGER	 S P TPIG,BLOCK, St. K.S T MBLS	 tiEAO,AETvE(,FLONAM.DAS
.




OCI(6 11- CIMENSION	 ISUF(l),IOBUF(l) DAS101GO
DC117 12• OIAMEKSIOU	 IPLACE(NOP T SI OASTOIIO
00120 13• CLL	 NTRAN(7.101 DAST0120
00111 14• K-0 DASTOIJO
00122 15- IRLC-IRO UAST0140
00113 164 IPTS-NOFTS DASIOISO
0011 4 170 10 1F(1 R EC- LE•IIIPTS-KP 1 5 DASTO160
OC126 16- IF	 (IkD.EQ.01	 GO	 TC	 20 OAST0170
00130 19• CALL	 NTRAN(7,1,IPTS.I P LACE,ISTAT,22) JAST0180
00131 200 20 CONTINUE UAS10190
00132 21- 00	 50	 IFLO-1.NOFLC DAST0200
00135 220 LINES-BLKIIFLO,I) UASTO210I 00136 230 LPTS-BLF(IFLO.2) DAST0220
- 00137 24• DO	 4C	 I & I.LINES DAST0210
CLI41 2S- DU	 30	 J-I.LPTS UA5TO240
00145 260 K-K.I DASTOR50
00146 27- KP.IPLACEIK) DAST0260
'
(
00147 28- IbUF(JI n ICMAINIKP) UAST0270
00150 290 IF	 IK.LT.IP)SI	 GO	 TO	 30 DASTC200
00IS2 3C- IRLC-IREC-1 DAST0290
OOIS3 316 IF	 (IREC•E0.01	 GO	 TO	 30 DAST0300
OO1S5 32• IFIIREC-EQ-1)IPTS-KPTS DAST0310
OC1S7 33• CALL	 NTRAN(7,1,IPTS,I P LACE.ISTAT,127 UAS10320
00160 346 K-U DAST0330




0016 4 370 CALL
	
NTRAN(DAS.I.I W DCNT.IOBU F .IS T AT.221 DAST0360
00165 380 IF(ISTAT.GT.OIGO	 TO	 40






00177 43• 35 -1klTE(6.6010AS,tSTAT
00203 440 RLTuRFI DAST03VO
002C4 45- 40 CONTINUE U A S 
I 




00107 47- 50 CONTINUE UASTOglO
00211 48• &RITE	 16.701NoFLD DAST0130
00214 49• RETURN DAST0450
00215 50• 60 FONMATI/'	 ANITE	 ON	 U N I T1 .13. 1	 T E R MI N A T E)	 ABNOK M ALL Y ' / '	 OAS 'A P E	 NOUAST04bO
07115 510 -T	 CREATEO',SX,-	 ISTAT-',:5)
00216 S2• 7C FVRF'ATI /IX.F6.'	 FILES	 ARIITEN	 04	 DAS	 OUT P UT	 TAPE-) OAST0480
00217 530 90 FOKMATI •	END-O F -TA P E	 ON	 UNIT-.14,'	 LAST	 LINE	 *RITTEN9.IS/1
00220 540 END VASTOR90











UNIVAC 1106 FORTRAN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 25A	 - ( E X ECS LEVTE EIIOlOC10A1
THIS COMPILATION AAA DONE ON C3 DEC 73 AT 1 ?:22:56
"At% PROGRAM
STORAGE USED: COOE111 000207: DAT A IG1 060672; BLANK COM040N121 nn0000
COMMON BLOCKS:
0003	 PASS	 026574
EXTERNAL REF ENE NCES (BLOCK, NAME 
I





















T Y PE, Q ELATIVE	 LOCA T ION, NAMEI
0001 000053 IOL OOOI 000120 ISIG ^.001 00016S 167G
OOU3	 1 007305 SL K 0003 1 0061SS BLOCK 0003 R 026507 CHNIHS
0003 R 000016 DATE 0003 R 0001 16 JOI N O003 10000S 3 FETVEC
0003	 1 000000 HEAD 0003 R 000002 HEDI 0003 R 00002 3 HED2
0003	 1 DZL506 IC H N 0000 1 _1000o l) IDAT 0000 060661 1NJPS
0000	 1 060652 KOIM 0000 1 06065.- KPLCE 0003 1 00 7 70 4 KPTS
0000	 10606SI KVAR 0000 1 060654 LD1 01 0003 1 OOCl1 2 LNCAT
0703	 R 000120 ME A NS 0003 1 0 146 12 .4 0003 1 01467 4 NaLK
0003	 1 006010 NO F LD 0003 100770S NO P TS 0003 1 02650 4 PUNCH
0003	 R CO3054 STCEV 0003 R 000115 STOMAX 0003 1 007615 STMBLS
10001	 OOO1S2 3CL
0003 R 007706 CLD
0003 1 006011 FLONAR
DOJO 1 060653 1
0003 1 007703 IRD
0003 1 000114 KRN
0003 1 007701 MAP
0003 1 000113 NMIN
0003 R 000117 SEP
0003 1 026572 VPRSI?
00(,1	 000003 SL
OOU3 1 007677 OAS
0003 1 007700 FGRRAT
0003 1 C26510 ICMAIN
0003 1 000111 ISTOF
0003 1 026573 KUNIT
0003 1 0265CS MAIICLS
0003 1 000052 NOFEAT
0003 1 007702 SPTRIG
A
C	 00100 1. .• IS000000
OOlOU 2. C ... ........... .•.......................................................IS000010
OC100 3• C. IS000020






00100 S. C• ALGORITM	 IISODATAI
	
O R IGINALLY	 DEVELO P ED	 BY	 BALL	 AND	 HALL	 OF IS000040
00100 60 co STANFORD
	 RESEA R C H	INSTITUTE.	 T HE	 ALGO R I T HM HAS BEEN MODIFIED ISOCOOSO





00100 S. C• 15000070
00100 9• co THE
	 PROG P AM EXPECTS MULTISPECTRAL
	
SCANNE R
 DA T A ISOCOOBO
OOIOU IG• CO IN	 EITHER	 THE	 LARSYS	 22	 OR	 THE
	 UNI V E R SAL 15000090
00 Do 11• C• FORMAT.	 THE
	
DATA	 TAPE	 S H OULD	 BE	 ASS I GNED	 TO FORTRAN	 UNIT	 3. IS000100
00100 .121 Cs DRUM UNITS 4	 AND	 7	 A R E	 USED	 INTERNALLY	 B y
	THE	 PROGRAM	 IF	 THE 15000110







































































16 0 C• IS000150
17 • INCLUDE	 COMMON.LIST IS000160
17 • PARAMETER	 MAXPOP•SD.MA7FET-30
17 • PARAMETER	 MAX0IM•25^00
17 • PARAMETER	 HAOFLO•130
17• COA"3N/PASS /HEAOl411,NOrEAT,FETVECIMAAFETI,ISTOP,LN!AT, N M I %,KRN.
17 • •	 STOMAX,OLPIN,SEP,'(:ANSIMAIFET.MAX"OPI,SToLVIMAIFCT,•AAPOP).
17• •	 NO:LD.FLONA M I • AXF.9I, BLOCK (-"ARFLD.AI.SLKIMAAFLD.^1•
11 • •	 STMBLSIMAXPOP).DAS,FORMAT.MAP,
11 • •	 SPTRIG.IRO,<PTS.N'CPTS.CLD(MAXPOP.MAAPOP)
17 • ••	 hIMAAFOP).4BLKIMAXFLD,MAAPOPI
17• •	 .?.;14CH.MAXCL5,IC1.4.CHNTHS,ICHA1NIMAKPOP).VARSIZ
17• •, KUV1T
I7 • INTEGER	 VARSIZ
l7 • INTEGER	 PUNCH
17 • REAL	 MEANS
17 . INTEGER	 SPT.'IG.9LOCK,BLK,SVMBLS.HEAO.FETVEC.FLUNAM.OAS
17 • INTEGER	 FORMAT
I/ • E%o
la . DIMENSION	 HE01(10).HED2110!•OATE121 IS000170
19 • DIMENSION	 IDAT(MAXOlA)	 _.150(0160
?0• DATA
	
HEAD	 / • (I H	025.60" 15000190
21 0 1	 -..T100.20H	 'IH	 •TZ5.60H IS0002L,
22 • 2	 /IHO•TIO.60HIS00O210
1] • 3	 ^-	 _	 -^--	 _	 - --_	 _ ___..	 // 1 ^J. 1S000220-
24• EyvIVALENCE	 (HEDIIII, MEA'1131),	 IOATE111."EA011511. IS000230
25 • •	 (HE02(ll.HEADl20)) IS000240
26 • DATA	 HEDI	 /'	 MANNED	 SPACECRAFT	 CLNTLR IS000250
27 0 •	 1/ 15000260
26 • DATA	 "EC2	 /'	 HOUSTON.	 TEXAS 15000270
29 • •	 ^/ IS000280
30 • C• IS000290
31 0 C• SET	 THE DATE	 FROM	 TOATE IS000300
32 • co 150(0310




35 • C• CALL	 SETUP	 TO	 READ	 CARD	 INPUT	 AND	 INITIALIZE	 DEFAULT	 VAI. U LS IS000340	 _.
36 0 C• ISOCO350
37 • 5	 CALL	 SETUP
36 0 C• IS00037D
39 • co CALL
	





42 • C• 150(0410
43 • C• CALL	 ISODAT	 TO	 PERFORM	 CLUSTERING IS000420
44• C• 15000430
45 • KPLCE	 n 	 NOPTS•NOFEAT	 1 IS000440
4 6 0 CALL	 ISODATIIDATIII.IDATIK P LCEII ISOL0450
47 0 C• ISUCC460
4B • C• C4LC(JLATE	 CSVA R IANCE	 MAT P IX	 FOR	 EACH	 CLUSTER ISOLD470
49 • C• IS000480
50 • KVAR-KPLCE•..OPTS IS00049C
51 • CALL	 COVARR(IDATIKVAR),IDATIII.IDATIK P LCEII ISOCO5o0
52 • C








a.^ ^~v	 - _	
- .i.^Y _	
^LS►n:llnrcafW^[iia..t1^ . 	 _ _ ^ _`^-iYaae^nuRl fa.lliWe^3711a^+^ll^ic+`ii^1^.617r<^.^rtiV^s3 - ^-^•' ^^llll:d^^fi^ ^i^^lY'^^^P))^^^
I	 •	 ' 	 •	 1
OO135 55• IFIKUNIT	 -LE-	 01	 GO	 TO	 l0
00137 56• CALL	 TIIRITE(IOAT4KVAR1)
00137 570 C•
00137 s8• CO PUNCH STA T IS T ICS	 IF	 REQUESTED
00137 So• C•






C• CHAIN C LI i STF R S	 MMOSE	 OIS T A NCFS	 A R E LESS	 T H A N	 OLMIN
00140 63• C•
00142 e4• IF(ICMN.GT.OICALL	 CHAIN
C0141 65• C•
00142 66• co Ph1NT	 FINAL	 RESULTS
00142 67• C•
00144 68• CALL	 PRINT(.1.IOAT(KPLCE)i
00144 69• C•
00144 700 C. CREATE	 DAS	 OUTPUT	 TAPE	 I F	DESIRED
00144 71• C•
00145 720 IF	 IOAS.LE.01	 GO	 TO	 30
00147 73• KOIM•NOP15.1
00!50 740 00	 70	 1`19NOFLL
0013 75• 20 LDIM.MAfO(LDIM.BIKlI.211
ODI55 76• LDIM n LOIN	 • KDI M	•	 1
00156 770 IF(IRO.EQ.OICALL	 TRNSFR
00160 78• CALL	 OASTAP(IOATII)•IDAT(X01041.I0AT(LDI-)1
OC160 790 C• -
00161 80• 30 CONTINUF






C• TkANSFER	 THE	 DATA	 IN	 CORE	 FRCM	 IC ► T(KPLCE)	 TO	 IDAT(1)
00162 84• C•
00163 850 SUBROUTINE	 TRNSFR
00166 86• DO	 20	 1 n 1.KPTS
00171 87• 20 ID%)lll•IDAT(KFLCE•I-1)
00173 BO. RETURN
00174 89• EuD


































29 NOV 73	 13:40:58	 0	 01456624
150CL5	 CODE	 RELOCATASLE	 29 NOV 73












W FOR,* I50OAT.ISODA T	03 DEC 73	 12.121Sf.6141	 I
UNIvA( 1108 FORT R AN V EXEC 11 LEVEL 25A
	
-1E X EC8 LEVEL E12010010A1
	 1
'MIS	 COM P ILATION RAS D O NE 01;	 03 DEC	 73	 AT 12:22:57
SUBROVTINE ISOOAT	 ENTRY POINT 001240
S T ORAGE USED: CODE(l) 0013717 DAT A 1Cl OC6 4 60:	 BLANK COMMON121 000000
COMMON BLO(,KS:
e 1 0003 PASS 0265)4












1 STORAGE ASSIGNMEN T .(BLOC K .	 .TYPE.	 RELATIVE	 LOCA T ION. NAME)
0001 000035, ICL OOC1 O0C33S 11CL OCO0 076237 120F 0001 OCOO17 127G 0001 000021 1336
0001 000376 ISCL Cool 000406 170L 0071 000134 171G 0001 000431 190L JOOI 000071 20L
0001 000167 201;G 0001 030446 100L (3001 000174 20 4 6 0000 006243 21O F 0001 000452 220L
0001 000252 224G OOU1 930457 230L 0001 000333 2506 0001 000521 250L 0001 000346 2546
0001 000600 28CL COCO Q0623C 33F 0001 000417 3 00G 0001 000617 3 10L 0001 000623 320L
0001 000471 33 4 6 0000 n06263 3 4 OF 0001 000510 34IG 00,01 000647 3SOL 0001 0006S2 360L
0001 000701 3 8 0L 0000 006301 39OF 0001 000127 4 0L 0001 000733 4 00L 0001 000737 410L
0001 000670 41 6 6 0001 000755 4 30L 0001 001034 V4 0L Or)CI 000747 4 506 0001 001016 4676
0001 001:11 47OL OOCO -00631 6 49 0 F 0001 001127 SCOL - 0001 001057 5066.._ _._.pool 001172 520L
C 0001 001115 5266 Cool 001174 530L 0001 001142 537G COCO 006333 54OF 0001 001147 5466
0001 001210 SSCL 0000 006351 56OF 0001 001310 60 7 6 coot OU1311 6126 cool 000211 70L
OODI 000216 BOL 0000 R	 003100 AMN 0007 R 000000 AVP OOG3 1	 00 7 30 -` BLK 0003	 1 006155 BLOCK
— -	 0003 R 02650 7 CMNTHS 0003 R	 007736 CL D 0003 1	 Oo767 7 OAS 0000 R 00620 GIST 0003	 H 000116 DLMIh_	 .
0000 R 006225 OMIN 0000 R	 x03016 ON 0003 .	 00005 3 FETVEC 0003 1	 006011 FLDNAM 0003	 1 007700 FORMAT
00003	 1 000000 MEAD 0000 1	 00623 2 I 0700 1	 006206 ICCT 0003 1	 026510 ICMAIN 0003	 1 026506 ICMH
0000	 T 006224 INC 0003 1	 000112 INCAT 0000 006402 INJPf 0000 006406 INJPS 0000	 1 006120 !e
----	 -	 0000	 1 006207 IRC 0003 1	 007703 !R0 0000 1	 00273 4 ISGMA 0000 1	 006220 ISP4T 0000	 1 000211 157AI
000 3	1 000111 ISTOP 0000 1	 906204 ITER COOO 1	 006210 JOROS 0000 1	 006203 J 0000	 1 006215 K
0003	 1 000052 KDIM 0000 1906212 K 0000 1	 00620 5 KKT 0003 1	 00 77 0 4 KPTS . 0003	 1 OOUII 6 KRNl
0003	 1 026573 KUNIT 0000 1	 006223 Kx 0000 1	 00622 7 L 0003 1	 000112 LNCAT 0000	 1 006226 M
- -	 0003	 1 OJ77OI MAP 0003 1	 026505 MAXCLS 0003 R	 000120 MEANS--_ 0003 1	 014612 N. —__- 0003	 1 014674 hHLK
0-;0	 1 00622 2 NCAT 0003 1	 000113 NMIN 0003 1	 004052 NOFEAT 0003 1	 006010 NDFLO 0OC3	 1 007705 NOP15
0003	 1 026504 PUNCH 0000 R	 X06216 RNO 0000 R	 006213 SDIST 00j3 R	 00011 7 SEP 0000 N 00601° S.MA
0303 000115 SG M IN Oonl 1	 007702 SPTRIG 0003 R	 00305 4 STDEY 0003 R	 OC1II5 STOMA  0003	 1 077615 SfMBLS





K2, K•	 ^,.rt	 r	 -f
00101 1• SuaROUTINE	 ISOOAT(C,I P LACEI lsoJ0000
C0103 2• INCLUDE	 C3M4O N .LIST ISOODOIJ
00104 1• PARAMETER	 M .XPOP n 53.MAXrET030
00105 2• PA4AMETE4	 M ► XjI4•25000
Q010 6 2 PAkA 4ETER 	 MAXFl3•100
000107 1. C0MMCN/PASS/NEAD(411.NOFEAT' FETvEC1MAXFETI.ISTOP,LNCAT 	 NMI;,.KMN
00107 2• •	 STOM A X,DLMIN,SE°. M EA N SIMA X FE T . g AX P O P I.S T OE V(MAXFLT,MAAPOP),
00107 2• •	 VCFLD•FLDNAM( MAXFL71•RLOCKI4AXFL0961.BLKtMAAFLO•212
Of'107 1• •	 ST.,9L5I14AXPOPI.9AS.FORMAT,MAP'.
00107 2• •	 SPTRIG.IRO,KPTS.NOPTS.CLDIMAAP!IP.MAXPOPI
CC107 20 • .	 NIPAXP0P1,Ne)LKI Y 4XFLD,MAXP0PI
CO107 2• •	 , PUI,Ch."IAACL5,ICnN.CMNTMS.ICAA(N(MAXP001.VARSII
00107 2• •.KUNIT
00110 2• INTEGER	 VARSII
00111 1 - INTEGER	 PUNC4 (




OD114 1• INTEGER	 FORMAT
00115 1 - ENO
00116 3• E.UIVALENCE	 ISGMIN,STDMAx) 15000520
OCi17 V• DIMENSION	 AV P (MAXFET, M AX P O P ) IS000030
0C110 S• OIME%SION	 ISGMAIMAX P O P ),O N IMAXPO P I ISOJO043
00121 6• DIMENSION	 C(NOFEAT,NOPT S I.IPLA CEINO P TSI.AMN( M AXFET, MA X P O P ), 15000050
00121 7 - •	 S4MAI M AX P O P) 15000060
C1122 R• E4U1VALENCE	 (KDI4.NOFEATI.(LNCAT.INCATI ISJODO70
00123 9• INTEGER	 TRIGI.TRIGZ ISOUOOdO
00124 I7• DIMENSION	 IP(MAXPOP) IS000090
0012S II• T41G2.O IS000100
00126 12• DO	 5	 1•I.MAXCLS
00131 134, N(ll•O
C0132 I46 DO	 S	 J•I,NOFEAT
00135 ISO AMNIJ,II n 0.0
0:136 i6• S	 AVPIJ,II.O.G
00141 170 ASSIGN	 230	 TO	 ITER I SOLID 110
00142 JR. KKT•I 15000120
00142 I9• C• IsJo013o
00142 200 C•	 ASSIGN	 DATA	 TO	 CLUSTERS 15000140
CO142 210 C• 15000150
00143 22• 10	 CONTINUE 15000160 l
00144 234 IF	 ILNCAT,LE•1•AND.K K T.G T .11	 GO	 TO	 530 15000170
C0146 240 CALL	 RESET 15000180 c
OC147 2S9 CALL	 NTRAN(4,10 t 15000190
DOlso 260 CALL	 NTRAN(7,IOF IS000200
OCI51 27• IC(T.NOPTS 15000210
cc 152 26• IRC.IRO ISOJO220 _0
	
>
00153 29• 20	 1FIIRC•LE•IIICCT • KPTS ISUD0230
C0155 306 IF	 IIRO.E4.n)	 GO	 TO	 40 IS000140
COIS7 31• 1e4DS•NOFEAT9ICCT 15000250
.^
OCI60 320 CALL	 NTRAN14,2,IwRDS.C,ISTAT,221 IS000260 ^, C
00161 33• IF	 IISTAT.GL.C)	 GO	 TO	 40 IS000270 ►..
0:16: 34• ARITE	 16.301IST AT ISOJO230
OC166 35• 3C	 FURPA'1 0	ERROR	 READING	 DRUM.-ISTAT • ',14 I 150JC290 `•(!
00167 36• 40	 EC14TINUE 15000)00
00170 37• DO	 100
	
1 • 1.ICCT IS000310
00173 3119 KK•1 15000320
00174 39• If	 (LNCAT.LT.2)	 GO	 TO	 90 I5JUO330
00176 40• SOIST•I0.OE.20 IS000340
5-55

















OC177 41• CO	 70	 J•I.LKCAT ISDO03SO
OC 2 02 41• 0yT.0.0 15000360
C1, 203 43• DI	 SD	 K . I.NC F EAT 15000170
002i`6 44• SO CIST • DIST	 •	 A9SI H EANSIK.JI-CIK,II) 15000380
OC21C 45• IF	 (OIST • SDISTI	 60000C 1SCL0390
OC213 4O^• 66 KK.J ISOJ0400
0:214 47• soIST•OIST 15000410'
0021-, 4e• 70 CONTINUE 15000410
00117 49• aJ CONTINUE 15000430
00227 57• P.(KKI.N(KKI.1 ISOJ0 44 0
I OC221 51 - IPLACEIII n KK ISOJ04S0
00122 S7• RNI)-((t•ATIl IKK11-1.1/FLOATt41KK11 1y0U7460
00223 53• 0U	 90	 K • I.NUFEAT
	 - 15000470
OC276 54• AMNIK,KKI	 n 	 RNC*APNIK,KKI	 .	 C(K.I)/FLOAT(NtKKII ISOJO460
00227 SS• AVPIK.KK)	 -	 RNC • AVP(K.KKI	 •	 CIK.I)	 . • 2/FL0AT(N1KKJ).._ 15000490
00 2 30 56• 90 C(jNTINVE 15000500
Oc232 57• 100 CONTINUE	 _ ___._ ISOUDSIO
0021 4 59. IF	 IIRD.E4.(,)	 GC	 TO	 110 IS000520
00236 S9• CALL	 NTRANI7.I,ICCT,I P LACE.1STAf,12) -ISOUDS30
00231 6C• 110 IFC.IRC-I ISCOOS40
002 4 0 61• IF	 IIRC.GT.i^1	 GO	 TO	 20 ISOUO550	 --
00242 62• CALL	 CLOCK(TIMEI IS000560
1 OC243 63• RRITE	 16.12nIT114E	 __--- —15000S70	 — ---
CC146 64• 120 FORMATE •	TIME	 I.*	 F7.31 T5000580
00147 65• - 00	 130	 KNI.LNCAT ISCOOS90I
00252 66• ON(K).NIKI ISOUo600
00153 670 CC	 130	 J a I..,OFEAT ---1$000610
CO256 680 STUEV(J.K	 ).SQFT(AVP(J.K	 I-APNIJ.K	 10 0 21 15000620
0c257 69• 130 M EANS(J. K ) • A M N(J.K) ISOD0630
00257 70• C• IS000640
002S7 71• C• CALCULATF	 O;STANCES	 BETKEEN	 CLUS T E R	CENTERS 1500065C




00261 74• C. ISOD068C
i 00262 75• C• IF	 ISTOP	 EQUALS
	
ZERO	 kETURN	 AFTER	 INITIAL	 CLASSIFICA T ION 15000690
00262 76• C• 15000700
05263 770 IF	 IMODIKKT,MAF)l	 1501140.150 ISOD0710
1 002by 7H• 140 CALL	 PRINT(RKT,1°LACE) 15000720
00267 7rr• GO	 TO	 170 15000730.
0027D 8;• ISO IF	 IMOC(KKT.KR%I)	 170,160.170 15000740
00273 81• 16C CONTINUE 15000750
00274 62• CALL	 PRIFIT(KKT.IPLACE) ISOD076C
00275 83• i70 IF(1STCP.EQ.OIFETUPk I50o0770
00175 84• C IS000780
00275 RS• C REMOVE.CLUSTERS	 WITH	 TOO	 FEW	 ELE M E N TS 15000790
00275 86• C ISOUOR00
07277 87• DO	 180
	
K.I.iNCAT IS00081C
00302 BH• IF	 Iti(KI-NMIN)	 1 9 c.lectleo IS00061C
00305 89• Ito CONTINUE ISOODA30
1 00397 9''• (ALL	 CLOIST 15000940
07310 91• GO	 TO	 220 15000950..




00321 94• 200 CALL
	
OELETE(KI ISOU0680
00321 95• GO	 TO	 170	 .. 1SOOD990
00323 96• 21U FORMAT 1 1 0	 CLUSTER	 1 .12, •	REMOVEp	 FOR	 HAVING	 ONLY	 9 A 16. 1500090(
00 3 23 97• 2 1	 ELE M E N TS.	 MIFt.	 N0.	 ELEMEN T S	 15	 1 .161	 _; • M _ ! - ISOD0910	 ^-















^.u3Iq ^ 9• C
ISUJQ910
t	 00325 1701 IF	 IKKT.EQ.ISTCP!	 GO	 TO	 230 IS00094C
00327 1016 1;0	 TO	 ITER(230. 4 1r) IS000950
OC327 1020 C IS000960 l
0033U IC3• 15000970
CO330 1040 E• SPLIT	 I i 1 R A ; j 0A ISOJ09b0
0033C. IDS, C 15000990
00330 IDF• C
1SODI000
00 3 30 IC7• 230 TA141 n 0 ISOU1010
00 3 31 IC90 ASS IG%	 4 10	 TO	 ITER ISOUIGlO
1 1	 CC332 1090 IbpLT.O IS0D10J0
00333 110• DO	 260	 K n I.;NCAT ISOu1G40
OC333 1110 C• ISOUIOSO
00333 112• C• FIND	 IFAXI MUN	 STANDARD	 DEVIATIO N	 P E R	 CLUS T EW ISO01060
00333 113• C• ISOU1070
00336 114• S(.MAtK)•STOEV(IoK) ISOJI0b0
(	 00 3 37 IISO ISGMA(KI-I ISOU1090
00 34 0 116• 00	 ?SO	 J•2.KDI1, IsOU1100
CC343 Ill. If	 ISTDEV(J.KI - SG M AI K )I	 250.240.240 ISODIIIO
OC346 119• 240 ISGMA(K)-J IS001120
CC347 119• S4mA(K)•STDEVIJ.K) 1501,1130
CC 350 120• 250 CONTINUE 15001140ISOulISO
1
CO352 12i0 IF(56MAIK).GE.STOMARIISPLT • ISPLT • I
00 3 5 4 122• 260 CONTINUE ISOU1160
1
Ilk
003Se 123 0 TEST-FLO	 TI	 SPLII/FLD	 TILNCAT!A	 I	 A 150011	 0
1	 00357 124• 1F(TESI.LT..201.AN0.TRIG2•EQ-O.AND•KKT.NE.ISTOPIGO	 TO	 410
00361 125• IF	 ITRI62 • EC • 0 )	ASSIGN	 230	 TO	 ITER ISODI19C
00361 126• C 1SOU1200
00361 127• C 15	 SPLITTIN •S	 REQUIRED ISOO ► 1IO
00361 1280 C ISOD1220
00363 129 • 27C K-! ISOJ1230
0036 4 130• NCAT•INCAT ISOD1240
00 3 65 1310 2B0 IF	 (K - SCAT)	 290.290.500 15001250
OC370 132• 290 IF	 ISTOMAX-SGMAIYII	 300.300.310 15001260
00373 133• 300 IF	 INtKI-(NMIN O NMIN•21)	 310.310.320 15071270
OC376 1340 310 K-K•1 15001260
0037V 1350 GU	 TO	 260 ISOU1290
00377 136• C 15001300
00377 1370 C SPLIT	 CLUSTE R	K ISOD1310
00377 1380 C ISOO1320
!	 00800 1390 320 TkIGI-I 15001330
00 4 01 140• KA-ISGMA1K) 15001340
00402 141• 33C INCAT-INCAT01 15001350
1 `	 OC403 142• IF	 (INCAT-LE.MARCLS)	 GO	 TC	 350 15001360 r..
00 4 05 1430 %RITE	 16.34F1 ► KKT ISOL)137a .^
00 4 10 1440 340 FORMATI / '	 MAXIMUF'	 CLUSTERS	 ON	 ITERA T IO N• . l 4 /' 	 SPLITTING	 R L4UIKED bIS00I3bO
(	 00410 145• *VT	 NOT	 PERFORMED•/I 15001390
CO 4 11 146• LNCAT-PAIICLS 15001400 t"
00 4 12 147• GO	 TO	 500 ISOU1410ISOU142000417 1413- 350 INC•INCAT
COS 14 1490 GO	 TO	 360 1SOD1440
00 4 15 1500 363 00	 37D	 I-I.-DIM 15071440
00 4 20 ISI• 370 AMNII.INC)-AMNII.K) ISOU1450
CC 4 22 152• IF	 ISPTRIG.4T.01	 GO	 TO	 380 15001460
CC 4 2 4 1530 SEP-SGMA(K) ISOU1470
00425 1540 380 AMN(K119K1-AMNIKK.K)•SF-P 15001480
00 4 26 155• AMN(KK.INC)-AMN(KK.JNC)-SEP ISOD1490










^•^.^-.-.. _ .	 ..tar-` -





159 • 390 FO•tMAT('O	 CLUSTER	 ,11.•	 IS_S°LI T	IN	 THE	 '.12. • TN	 P A R AMETLM INTO	 CISOOIS30
160 • 2LUSTER	 1.121 ISODIS40
1 b1 . 400 CCNT14LE 15001550
162 0 K n K•1 150DI560
1630 G3	 TO	 280 IS001570
16N • C 15001580
165' C E.4LN	 ITERATION 1SOL)	 S90
166 • C ISOO1600
167 • C ARE	 CLUSTE R S	 TO BE	 CDM6 V4E0 ISO01ti10
l6t • C lSO01620
169 • CONTINUE ISDO1630
170 1 TRIG2 n 1 15001640
171 4 .	 _	 _ ASSIGN	 230	 TO	 ITER ISOD1650
172 • DO	 420	 1 n I0I4CAT ISO0166C
173---- IP(I I.1 15001670
174 0 q20 CONTINUE ISOD1680
175e 1.0 15001690
176 0 430 I.I.I IS001700
177. If	 II.GE.INCATI	 GO	 TO	 470 ISOO1710
17e . IF	 (IP(I).NE.'.)	 GO	 T O	 430 ISO01720
179 0 --	 _._ _.._ DMIN n OLMiN ISOU1730
180 • 04 n 1.1 15001740
Is • KK.0 100:750
187 • CO	 4"0	 J n M.INCAT 1SGD1760
18 l • IF	 IIP (J) - N E • J )	 GO	 TO	 44 0 ISOD1770
18 4• IF	 ICLD(I.J).GT.OMIN 1	GO	 TO	 440 ISOO1780
185 • DMIN n CLD(I.JI ISOU1790
leh• K[ n ,7 [5001800
187 • 440 CONTINUE ISCOIgIO
188' IF	 (KK.EO . 01	 GO	 TO	 430 ISODIS20
I89 n IP(KKI n t ISOD1630
1900 C ISOU1840
191' C C04BINE	 CLUSTERS	 ;	 A N D	 KK ISOOl8SO
191 • C ISUOIA60
191 • 450 CONTINUE ISOU1870
194 • 00	 460
	
K n I.KDIM ISODIS60
195 0 460 AMII4K. 1) n (0N1i10AMN(K.II• VN(CK) n AMN(K.KK))/Iot4(11•ONCKK)) ISUDIS90
196 0 ONlO n DN(II.ONIKK) 15ou190o
197 • N(1) n NII)•NIKKI 15001910
198 • IF	 IMODIK K T.KRNI)	 430.9430 (SOD1920 C
199 • *RITE	 (6.490)I.KK.1 15001930
2000 GO	 TO	 430 15001940
201 0 470 CO	 480	 I n I.INCAT ISOUIgSG
202 0 IF(IP(I).NE.1)CALL	 DELETE(l) I SOU IsAa
+^2030 N80 CONTINUE 15001973
27+ •!• 490 FONMAT('	 CL U S T E R S	 1 912. •	AND
	 1
.!2.'	 NAVE	 BEEN	 COMnI N EO	 INTO CLUSTISOU1960
2^_ . IEN	 19121 ISOU1990
206 0 C. IS2000
1070 E. REINITIALIZE	 _.__.. 1SOO2010
208 0 C n ISu02r120
209 0 530 CONTINUE ISOU2030
210 6 CO	 :10	 J n I.4AKCLS ISOU2040
211 • NlJ) n O 1SOU1pSO
211 0 DNIJ; n O.0 ISUU2060
213 • SGMA(J) n C.0 ISUU2070









































































^ ♦ 	 C
4
COSVS 215• oo	 b10	 R • I.cOt n 15002^9 C
00550 716• AVPIK.J1•C.0 ISOU2100
OOSSI 217 0 STJE vi K.J )• O . 0 ISOU1110 -
Do S S2 216• MLAN5(K.JIOAMN(K.JI ISOU2120
00553 219• A4v1!..o10D.0 15001130
00554 220• 510	 CONTINUE IS002140
00557 2210 IF	 (KKT.E9.ISTCPI	 GO	 TO	 S20 15002150
00 5 61 2120 KKT-KKT•1 ISOD216C
co s ta 2710 GO	 To	 17 ISOU2170
00562 21+• C ISOOZ180
OCS62 225• C	 EXIT ISOU2190
00562 2260 C ISOD22OO
00563 1270 S20	 ISTOP:C ISOD2210	 --
CCS64 121:0 GO	 TO	 10 1SCU2720
00565 2191 530	 IF	 (KKT.kE.2)	 GC	 TO	 55C ISOU2230
00567 2100 %RITE	 16.540) 15OD2240
00571 2310 540	 FORHATI'	 THE	 O R IGI N AL	 CL U S T E R	*AS	 NOT	 SPLIT EXAMINE	 THE	 INPUT VAISOU2250
07571 212• •LUE	 FOR	 STDrAX'/) 15002260
00572 2310 RETURN ISOD2270	 -
00573 23.19 SSO	 %RITE	 (6.560)KKT 15002280
COS76 215• 560	 FORMATI//'	 A F TER	 '.1 4 .'	 ITER A TIONS	 ALL	 DATA H A S	 BEEN	 ASSIGNED	 TO 015002290
CC576 236• 0)'E	 CLUSTER'/) ISDOZ300
00577 137• RETURN ISOD2310
00 5 17 218• C0 ISOD2320
00577 219• C0	 INTERNAL	 SU6ROUTINE	 M DELETE	 A CLUS T ER ISOD2330
0,1 577 2400 C• ISOD2340
00600 241• SUBROUTINE	 OELETE(L'. ISOD235p
00603 2421 INCAT-INCAT.1 ISJO2363
00 6 04 2436 IF(LK.Eg.(INCAT.II)RETURN ISOO2370
C0 6 C6 2449 DU	 S60	 J O LK.INCOT ISOU2300
00 6 11 245• 00	 SSO	 L 4 1.•CIM ISOU2390
00 6 1 4 2460 AMN(L.J)OAMh(L.J•I) ISOO2400
OC 6 15 247• MLANSIL.JI-r.EANS(L.J•II ----	 -
00616 2480 SSO	 STJEV(L.J I• S T DEVIL.J*I l 15002410
00 6 20 2490 MIJI•NIJ•I1 15002420
00 6 21 250• 560	 C N IJI . CN(J • 11 ISOU2430
00 6 23 251• RETURN ISOU2440 J
00624 2570 END ISOU245O
A
END	 OF COM P IL A TIO N ;	 NG	 DIAGNOSTICS.
ISODAT SYMBOLIC 29	 ROY	 73	 13;41:01 0	 0 1 56 1 7 1 2	 1q	 252	 tOELETED)
ISODAT CODE	 FELOCATABLE 29	 NOV	 73	 13: 4 1:C1 1	 UIS70622	 36	 1	 (DELETED)






0000 1 000000 FIND













1108	 FORTRAN r LXEC	 11	 LEVEL	 25A	 -(EXECS	 LEVEL	 E12010010A)
T HIS	 COMPILA T ION ► AS	 DUNE ON	 03	 DEC	 73	 AT	 17527:52
FUNCTION	 FIND ENTRY	 POI'•T	 OCC265
NXTC.-R ENTRY	 POINT	 000311
auMeER ENTRY	 POR T 	030333
S T ORAGE USEJ: COO F ( I ) 000357;	 DATA(0)	 07009 4 18	 B L A NK	 COMMON(21	 000000




ASSIGNMEN T i8LOCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE	 LOCA T ION.	 NAME(
0001 D00023 II S G 0001	 COOC27	 12OG	 0001	 000073	 1 4 06 OOGI 0OOI34	 160(1
0001 0000V7 2CL cool	 000107	 Y C L	 0001	 000111	 SOL 6001 000205	 60L
0001 000224 90L OOOC	 1	 000003	 BLANK	 0000
	
1	 00000 % COMMA COLD 1	 000001	 CROSII
0000	 I CCC0O 7 1 0000	 000015	 INJPs	 0000
	
1	 00001 1 	J 004;0 1	 000005	 K
0000	 1 000012 NU M 0000	 1	 p oC013	 N60RD	 0000	 1	 00000 2 	VECS12 0000 1	 000010	 V 
00100 10 C //SYNTAX FINUOD00
00101 20 FUNCTION	 FINOICA R O.COL.VECTO Q ) FIN00010
1	 00101 3• c FIN00020
00 10 3 V- IMPLICIT	 INTEGER	 IA- M ,o -2) FINJO030
00103 S• CI --------------- ------
	
-	 -------------------------	 ------- --- -----
	
---IFINJOCSO
00103 6- Cl IFIN0OO50
00103 CI --------------------------------------------------------------------- IFIND006O
I OCIo3 6- CI IFINJOO701
00;03 9- CI CALL..	 J	 -	 FTMOICA R D.COL,VECTORI IFINDO060
031C3 10- CI 1FINUDO90
00103 1I• CI ARGS.•
	
CARD	 -	 BCD	 BUFFER IFINDOI00
00103 120 CI COL	 -	 PTR	 TO	 POSTION	 IN	 • CA R D • IFINJOIIO
C0103 136 CI VECTOR	 -	 VEC	 CONTAINING	 N	 SY M B O LS IFINUO120
00103 IN- CI TO BE	 LOCATED	 IN CARD IFINUOI30
00103 150 Cl (N	 IS	 GIVEN	 IN	 VECTOR ( !) IFIND0140
00103 160 CI EG.	 12.1s•.4.91	 1 ifINU0150
00103 17- cl NL,MVLC	 -	 FULL	 KORD	 INTEGER	 VEC T OR IfIN00160
OCIU3 18- Cl IfINU0170
00103 19- CI REWUIRFS.	 NCR IfIhuu1B0
00103 20- C1 IF11400190
00103 210 CI PuRPOSE..	 USED	 TO	 LOCATE	 SPECIAL
	
SYMBOLS	 IN	 'CA RD ' IFINO0201,
0OIL3 220 CI IFIND0210
00103 230 CI RETURNS..
	
CCL	 -	 ^TS	 AT	 SYMBOL	 1	 IF	 LOCATED) IFINJC22CI 00107 240 Cl J	 -	 YTS	 AT	 SY M BOL	 LOCATED	 IN	 • vECTOk I 1fINUO230
00103 25. C1 IIIN002N0
00103 26- CI ------------------- ------------	 ----•	 -	 --	 ------------ -------- - IFINUO250
00103 27- CI IFINUO260
CCI03 28-	 -Cl CALL..	 J	 n 	 NXTCNRICARD,COLI IFIND027C




^^i^r+^<'.dV..^^lGJK911s4'- 	.^.ti9.:	 ". ^...._	 - •acw a+:atn,w.....al^o.w^ -<.•.., .^..ww.wa.,.w..a^ .arut,+.^ac>r^^w+ .aa r..adoa•Mw^bdk...z.^em^ae^.trG.:^mY.r...,
{	 l
CCIp3	 jr*. 	 C:	 AF,4S..	 SEE A60YE	 IFINO0290
JDS 3	 71•	 CI	
IF1NO0300
U
00I03 32• CI uRPOSf	 LGCA 7	 THE	 NE7T	 NONBLANK	 SYMBOL	 IN	 • CARU •P.. ES IFIN003i0
OCID3 33" (1 IfIND0320
OCIU3 3%. CI RETURNS—J	 -	 LOCATED	 CHARACTE R	(BL A NK	 IF	 LUC)
FIND033C
00103 35• CI CCL	 -	 SEE	 AF..OvE IF IN(,C340
00103 3t•• Ct
IFINDO350
I OC103 37• CI --------------------------------------------------------
«^---^.•----IFIND0760
00103 36 . Cl  IFINUO]70 -
00103 39• CI CALL..	 J	 .	 NUM8ER(CARD.COL.N%)"VEC1 IfINDO380
( OC103 4C• CI IFIN00390







CI PURPOSE..	 Of CODES	 INTEGERS	 SFPARATED	 B V	COMMAS
IFINUO410
IFINDO-420
00103 44• CI STOPS AMEN NONU M ERIC	 IS FOUND IFINUO43G
00103 45• CI
IFINUO440
I 00103 %k . CI RETURN5..	 J	 NO OF	 INTEGERS LOCATED	 _ :FINDo-45o
00103 47• CI NUMVEC	 -	 CONTAINS	 THE	 'J'	 INTEGERS
00103 46• CI
iFINUOv70
OC103 rc• -----------------------------------------CI -	 -	 -	 --	 --------- ------	 ---- -IFIND0480
010] 5.• Cl ----------------------------------------------------------- ----------IFIND0490(


























00113 67- L - COL•t
FIND06IG
00114 6.• 00	 10	 COL-L.CRDSIZ
FIN0062C
C0117 64• DO	 10	 1-2,K
i1Np0630


















001) 7r- C	 102 FORrATI •	F1P.D	 ENTERED'/'	 1 ,62A1.110/ 1	 .15.A41
OCI31 71 - RETURN lb
00131 710 -C - FINU071O







ENTRY	 NXTCNRICARD,COLI fIND0740 .,
^. b
I 00134 76• 1.	 -	 COL•1
FIN00750
00135 77- IF	 IL.4T.CRDSIZI	 GO	 TO	 40
FIN00`60
00137 76• DO	 30 COL-L.CRDSIZ
FIND0770
-z-
00142 79• FIND	 •	 CA R OICOLI	 D	
-• A6 • F1Np0780
00143 800 IF	 IFIND.NE.BLANKI	 40	 TO	 50	 0	 '••••	 _ ._	
FlNU0790




cc ISO 81. 4C FINC	 -	 BLANA	 4	 •••••
FIN0o810
00151 e^• 50 CONTINUE
FINU0
FINUO8840
00151 85- C MkITE	 !611041	 (CARDIKI.K-1.621,C0L.NXTCNR
00151 86• C	 10 4 FGRMATI'	 NXTCHR	 ENTE R ED'/ 1	 1 ,62A1.110/'	 'A11. FINUOBSo









0CIS2 aP' C riNUOa70
(	 OCIS2 a9' C	 -	 -----------------------	 -------	 ---------	 ---------.-•----------FINUCBbO
00152 40' C	 — FINJ0890
COIS2 91' C FIND0903/
00153 t:'' ENTRY	 &uPBEk(CARC,COL.NUMVEC1 FINU0910
0^_155 93' L - COL" FINJC920
00156 94' VK-VEC51r F1NU09301
OOIS7 9:• CC	 SO	 J.I.V n FINUC94G
00162 v6' kc„ . 0 FIND0950
00)6) 91• OC	 6C	 COL-L.CROSIZ FIN0096C
00166 9P- IF	 (CANOICOLI.EO-PLA N K)	 GO	 TO	 60 FIN^0970
00170 990 If	 (CARCICOLI.Ep.COM M A)	 CO	 TO	 70 FINUO960
00172 100• NKORO	 •	 FLJ	 (ABS1O1.	 6,	 CARDICOLII FINUO990^	
00173 101' N60RD	 . NNORD -	 48 FINUI000
001)4 1020 IF	 IN&OR0.LY.0.OR.NWO R D.GT .91	 GO	 TO	 90 FINU1010
001 1 6 103' NUM •	 10	 '	 NUM ♦ NAO R D F1'-Wlrzo
1	 CC 177 104• 6G	 (O N IINUE FINu1030
00201 IDS- COL	 •	 CROSIZ'I FIN01040
00202 106• GU TO 90 F I'+JIC50
00203 107- 11'	 NuMVECIJI	 -	 N U M FINU1060
OC204 ICP' L	 •	 COL•I FINU107G
00205 109• •o	 CONTINUE FINDID801
00207 1100 J	 -	 vECSIZ FINJ1090
00 2 10 111' 90	 COL	 -	 COL-1 8 '.,)1100
OQ211 112• NUMVEC(JI
	 "	 NUF' FIND1Ito
1	 OC212 113' FIND	 .	 J	 G	 --•t• FINO1120
00212 114• C	 "RiTEI	 6.I0A1	 (C APO 10(1K01,621.COL,NU N 0E R .INU M VE: IKI,K• I . J I FINoIA30
00212 115• C	 1 06	 FORMATI-	 NUrBER	 ENTERED'/'	 '	 ,1501813) FINDI140(	
OO 1 :3 116• RETURN FIND1150
00213 117' C " ... FINU1160
OCI13 119 • C " -•'	 rUNCTION	 ENTRIES	 MUST	 RETURN	 VALUE	 IN	 ORI4-INAL FUMCIIO14	 N AME FINO1170
I	 00213 1190 C900" FIND1180
00214 120• ENO FINU1190
f
- I, N D	 OF	 CO MP IL A TIO N : NO	 DIAGNOSTICS.
F IN012 SYMBOLIC	 29	 NOV	 73	 13:40:55 0	 0:54746








A FO R .* FLTNUM,FLTNU M 03	 DEC	 7 3	 12:I2:Sr.720




2SA	 -IE X EC9	 LE V EL	 EII010010AI
THIS
	
COMPILATION AAS	 OLNE	 Oh	 C3	 DEC	 73	 AT	 11:21:54
^ 1
FUNCTIO% FLTNUM E14TRY	 Poll" 000102
STORAGE USED: COOEIII
	 13 1^326: DATA(rI	 0000 4 7:	 RLANC	 (1 0 414f21	 OOOOJO




STORAGE ;SSIG NM EN T 18-OCK.	 TYPE.	 RELATIVE	 LOCATION,	 NAME)
000 1 000013 10L	 0001 000263	 IIOL	 0001	 000032	 1 3 0 6	 0001 0000S6	 20L 0001OOOZn- %	 1J2L
0001 OOC260 Z23G	 ^DlC 0 000 74	30L	 0001	 000103	 40L	 OOOI 500013	 S0L 0001
	
0001%1	 63L
0001 000150 7 0L	 0001 000222	 9OL	 0000	 1	 00000 3 BLANK	 COLO	 1 00000 4 CO M MA 0000	 1	 000011	 CROSII
1 0000 1	 000001 FLTNUM	 0000 1	 QOOOZ3	 1	 0000	 000026	 INJPS	 OOCO	 1 00001 7	ITER OOCO	 1	 00001 3	L
0000 1	 000006 MI N US	 0000 1	 000021	 MORNUM	 0000	 1	 00001 6	PCNT	 0000	 1 000010	 PERIOD 0000	 1	 000005 PLUS
OOOC N	 00000 2 PROM	 0000 1	 000020 SI D E	 0000	 1	 000000	 SIGN	 0000	 I D0000 7	STAN 0000	 1	 000U22	 VECFIN
! 0000 1	 000019 VECPOS	 0000 1	 000015	 RNUM	 0000	 1	 OOOOI I	ZERO
l
00100 1- C	 //FL-TNUM FLTNOOOO
OOIOI 2. FUNCTION FLTNU M ICARD•COL,NUMVEC.VECMAXI FLTNOCIO
00101 30 C FLTNO020 +
00103 9• IMPLICIT INTEGER	 IA -M.0 - 71 FLTNO030












00103 )• CI IFLTNO06O^-
00103 8• CI	 CALL.. J	 0 FLTNUM(CARO.COL.NUMVEC.vEC M AA! IFLTNOf170
00103 9•	 --Cl IFLTN0080
t
00103 IC• Cl	 ARGS.. CARD	 -	 62 COL	 CARD BUFFER I`LTNO090
00103 11• Cl COL	 -	 PIP	 TO FIRST	 COL	 IN	 C A RD	 TO	 SCAN IFLTNOIOO ,^^	 r










LENGTH	 OF	 NUMVEC IFLTNO120
IFLTN0130 Z
00103 154 CI	 REGu1RLS. NONE IFLTNO140
00103 le• CI 1FLTNOISO
OOtL3
00103
17• CI	 PURPOSE.. INTERPRETS	 REAL	 NU-BERS	 SEPARTED	 B Y	 COMMAS	 ON	 CARD	 IFLTNO160









AT	 FIRS T	 • NONUMERIC'
IFLTNOI70
IFLTNOIdO 91
CC103 20• C1 (NOTE.	 NUMBERS	 MAY	 AP°EA R	IN IFLTNO190
G;
^ ?;
00103 210 CI *DATA	 STATENENT	 FORMAT'	 1 IFLTNOZ00
~0C1 13 12• CI lFLih0110 K !f1
00103 13• CI	 REILRN5.• CCL	 -	 COLUMN	 *HE R E	 SCAN	 TER M (NATEO IFLTNO220
OC103 24• CI %,,MVEC	 -	 VECTOR	 OF	 REAL	 NUMBERS	 FOUND IFLTn0230
OCIU3 25• CI FLTNUM - NO OF	 REAL	 AU M BERS RE T URNEU IFLTNOIyO
f 00103 260 CI IFLYNO250
or, 103 270 CI
-,•.--------- ------	
-	
- - - - - - -	 -	
-	 - - -	 -	
















T OC101 290 L FLTN0780
1	 ( 0C103 1C• C FLTNO290
OC10 4 310 PEA-,	 %VrVEC!201,P%L' M F._TNO30C
OCIvs 32• DIMEtiSI(N	 (; 4 ;lc2r FI.TNO)IG
! OC111! J3• T	 \t/'	 '/•	 hMA /• 	 '/.P	 US/ •• ^/.^	 VUS/••'/.ST	 n / • • • /,OA	 ► 	 8LA	 C=	 L	 l	 A" TFL	 ND320
I CCIO6 340 I	 PEFIOG/.,./^	 Z ERO/ • 0 • /.	 CRDS!Z162/ FLTNO33C
CCI F! 6 37. C FLT-40360





CC111 4C• IC P, NUM	 n 	 0 FLTNC390
0c. 122 41• PINT	 . 0 FLThG4GO
OC123 42. PNUM	 .	 O.0 FLT h0410
OC124 43• TTEq	 n 	 l FLTNL410
00125 44• SIDE	 -i FLTNO430
00126 45• 514P.	 n 	 • 1 fLT NO44l•
CC126 46• C FLTAPO4S0
00117 4)• 00	 60	 CCL n L,CRCSIZ FLTN046VI
OC1J2 48• IF	 ICARD(COLI.EQ.(LA N KI	 GO	 TC	 6n FLTNU470
CC134 49• If	 l(ANOICGLI.EC.PLUS)	 LO	 TO	 60 FL7NO4P0
C0136 50• IF	 ICAFClCOLI.EQ.COM M A!	 GO	 TO	 70 FLTN0490
OCI4O 51• IF	 (CA R D(COLI.NE•MINUS)	 GO	 TO	 20	 - FLTNUS00
001 ='2 S2• SIGN	 n 	 -SIG•. FLTNOSID
00141 53• GU	 TO	 60	 ^. FLTNO520
00144 54• 20 IF	 ICAFOICOL1.hE9STAR1 	 GO	 TO	 30 FLTN0S30
00146 SS• ITER	 . RNUM FLT%JS40
00147 S6• 1, P.uM	 .	 C F L T N 0 S S C
CCISC 5'• FLhT	 .	 T. FLTNC56U
C0151 ig. PNuM . C.0 FLTNOS70
CCI51 S9• SIpE	 .	 - ► FLTNOSbO
ODISJ 6U• 514•.	 •	 -I FLTf.0S90
0015 4 61• GC	 1 0 60 FLTN0600
00155 620 JU If	 (CAFJ(COLI.hE.PERIUUI	 bO	 TO	 40 FLT040610
00157 6'.• SIDE	 .	 1 fLTN0620
C0160 640 GO	 TO 67 FLTNO430
OC161 650 V(I IF	 ICAPGICOLI.LT.2ER O t	 GO	 10	 90 FL Tr. 0640!
OU163 66• MORPIUM	 .	 FLOIAPSIt1!,	 6,	 CA R Dt C O L I1	 -	 v8 FLTNO650
001n4 67• IF	 ISIGE.LT.01	 GO	 TO	 SO FLTNO460
00166 6B• P(NT	 •	 PCNT.1 FLTN0670
00167 69• PNUM	 n 	 Pf:UM^ M ORNUM . (O.1 •• PCNT! FLTNG660
00170 700 GU	 TO 60 FLTNO690
G01T1 71• SO WNU"	 .	 IV 0 NF.UM•MORNUM fLTNO700
CC172 720 6U CONTINUE FLTN071G
00172 730 c FLTNO72n
00174 740 COL
	 •	 CROS12 • I FLTNO7JO
1 00175 75• GO	 To	 90 FLT1.0740
00176 )t.• 70 VECFIN	 .	 VEf P OS • ITER-1 FLTNO750
00177 77• 1F	 I	 VECFIN	 .GT.	 VEC M AN	 1	 VLCFIN	 n 	 VECMAN-I FLT1.076C
00201 78• DO	 NO	 I • vECPOS.VECFI N FLTN0770
00204 799 9C NUMVECIII	 •	 SIGN O 1wNUM.PNUM) FLTN07n0
CC2U6 BG• L	 -	 (UL • I FLTNC790
002137 81• VECPOS	 •	 VEIFI F•• l FLTNO600
00210 820 If	 IVE(POS. L E.VECMAAI	 GO	 TO	 FO FLTN0810
00212 630 GO	 TO	 110 FLTh0620
00213 840 90 CUL	 n 	 COL-I FLTND830
00214 85• VECFIN	 •	 VECPOS • ITCR-1 GFLTr.B4D














ISS344 %	14	 93	 (DELETED ►









00101 1. SUBROUTINE	 PACK(	 LNG T M,BIAS,NSAM P .INBUF.OBUF.MOO U TI PACK0000
00103 2- IMPLICIT	 INTEGERIA-2) PACK0010
-0010 4 3- DIMENSION	 INSU F III.OBUf1Li I-ACK0020
00105 N- IBIT n 36-LNGTM PACK0030
00106 5- KUUUT-I-BIAS/36 PACK0040
00107 60 QUIT-IABS(BIAS-I0IAS /36)0361
00110 7. AGIF,	 -	 I PACK006C
001)1 B- 10	 IF(AO.N.GT.NSAMP)RETVRN PACK0070
0011) 9- -	 IF	 IIO8IT-LNGTM1-GT.361	 GO	 TO	 2C PA(KOCBO
00115 10- FLOIOBIT.LNGTN.OBUFlOGOUT))-FLD(IBIT.LNGTN.INBUF(*Ulhl) FACK0090
OC116 11- MOIN n *DIN+1 PACK0100
OC117 110 OBIT-0BIT•LNGTM PACK0110
00120 13- IF	 1001T.LT.361	 GO	 TO	 10 PACK0120
00112 140 OBIT-0 PACK0130
00123 Is$ *GOUT-ADOUT*I PACK0140
0012 4 160 GO	 TO	 10 PACKOISO
00125 170 20	 REMAIN036-OBIT FACK0160
00126 IB- OVER-LNGTN-REMAIN PACK0110
00127 19- FLO(OBIT.REMAIN . OBUFI * 000TI) - FLDI IS IT, O E"AI -ffINBU F I * DIN)I PACKOINO
00130 200 *DOUT n *DOUT•I PACK0190
00131 210 JBIT-IbIt#REPqAIW PACK0200
00132 22S OBIT-0 PACK0210
00133 --230 FLDIOBIT-OVER-OBUFIIOOUTI)-FLO(JBIT,OVER,INBjf(ODIN)) PACKOZZO
00134 240 *DIN-ODIN•1 PACK0230
00135 256 OBIT-OBIT#OvER PACk0240
00136 260 GO	 TO	 10 PACK0150
00137 270 END PAC40260
END CF CO M PILATION;	 NO	 DIAGNOSTICS.
PACK SYMBOLIC	 19	 NOV	 73	 1 3 : 4 1:OZ 0	 OIS7322 4	14	 27	 (DELETE01
PACK CODE
	
RELOCATABLE	 19	 NOV	 73	 1 3 : 4 1:02 1	 OIS7401 6	24	 1	 (DELETED)
















VNIv A C 110E fCRTP A N v EXEC It LEVEL 25A
	
-(E x EcF LEVEL E1201001CA)
THIS CO MP ILA T ION *AS DONE 04 03 DEC 7 3 A T 12:23:01
SUB Q Ou T IkE P AC K	ENTRY POINT ODC206
STORAGE USEC: COOE(I) ODOM ; DA •A (CI (1 00025: PLANK COMMON(2) OOOCOO
E X TERNAL R EFE R ENCES ISLOCK. NAME)
0003	 NERRJS
STORAGE ASSIG NM E% T	(BLOCK S TY P E; RELATIVE LOCATION S NAME)
0001	 000016 10L - -- 0001	 000105 20L	 0000 1 000000 ISIT	 00„0	 000006 INJPS
0000 1 000001 OBIT	 OOCO 1 COCOC 4 GvER	 0000 1 00000 3 RE M AIN	 0000 1 000002 *DIN
low.,
0000 1 0000^S J*IT
IC FOR,• PCmSTA,PCHSTA
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN v
 EXEC 11 LEVEL 25A	 -(EXECS LEVEL E12010010A)
THIS COM P ILATION *AS DONE ON '33 DEC )3 AT 12:23;03
I
SUBROUTINE P C h S TA	 ENTRY P OI NT 000365
STO R AGE USED: CODE( I I
 03^600; OATA I C I 030 2 00: BLANK COMMON ( 2 1 000000
CO P MON BLOCKS:
0003	 PASS	 01657-1
rd






OJ DEC 73	 12:23: 2.930
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT
0000	 000054 130F
1	 0000	 000107 I50r
0001	 000077 1706
0001	 000163 2276
(	 0001	 000266 267u
0001	 000421 344G
0000	 000047 a0F
(	 0703 R 026507 CHNTM
0000 R 030025 E
0003 1 000000 HEAD
(	 0000 1 000006 ICAL
0000	 00012S INJaS
0000 1 000037 ISIuN
t	 0003 1 007704 KPTS
0003 1 000112 LNCAT
0003 1 014612 N
0003 1 007705 NOPTS
0003 1 707702 SPTRI
IBLOCK, TYPE, RELAT .IVE LOCA T ION, NAME 
0000 000057 1 10 F 0000 000066 120V
OODt 070060 1 576 0000 0071)• 16OF
000 1 OD0115 2 DO G 0001 000136 2106
000 1 000211 2366 0001 0002ns 2424
000 1 033310 276G OOOI 000224 30L
OOOI 000442 3536 0001 000513 40L
OOoO 1`3OOSI 7oF 0000 A 00001 1 BLANK
S	 0000 R 03OC3 4 CL AS S 0003 R 007 7 0 6 CLO
0003	 1 003053 FETVEC ---0003	 1 006011 FLONAIA
0000
	
1 000026 1 0000	 1 000040 IBBT
0003	 1 026510 ICHAIN 0003	 1 026506 (CHN
D00D	 1 000034 14U M 0001)	 1 00001 2 (PLUS
000 3	1 COOill (STOP 0000	 1 00001 3 IN
000 3 	t 00111 4 KRN 0003	 1 026573 KUNIT
0000	 1 030033 LREC 0003	 1 007701 MAP
0003	 1 014674 NSLK 0003
	
1 00011 3 NMIN
0000	 1 00003 2 NREC 0000
	 1 000010 PCHuNT
G	 0003 R 003OS q STOEV 7003 N 00011 5 STDMAX
0000	 0300 77 130F
0331	 0000 72 165(,
0001	 o0015D 2164
OoGI	 000 21 0 2544







































0003 1 C06ISS BLOCK
0003 R 000116 DLMIN
0000 R 000007 FRED
0000 1 000020 lay
0000	 000131 INJPA
0000 1 Donnas 111UN
0000 1 00002 7 J
0000 1 000031 LBLK
0003 R 000120 MEANS
0003 1 006010 NOFLD
0003 R 000117 SEP	 A 1






00104 20 PARAMETER	 4AXPOPwsO.MAXFETe30
00105 1- PARAMETER	 MAXD14-21000
00106 1- PARAMETER	 MAXFLD-100
00107 1. CU.MMON/PASS/1tEA0141),NOFEAT,FETVEC4MAAFET),IStOP.LN(AT,NHIN.KRN,
00107 2- -	 STDMAX.DLMIN.SEP.MEANSIMAAFET.4AXPOP).STOiVIMAXFET,HAAPOP).
00107 2- -	 NJFLO.FLJN'M(MAXFLD).BLOCK(MAXFLD.6)AeLKIMAXFLD.2).
00107 2. -	 STMBLS(MAXPOPI.OAS.FORMAT.MAP.
























































































00 2 65 33.
































DI M ENSICN	 LOCK(II
DATA BLANK /( H /,IPLUS/042/
DIMENSION 1:.(S).19T(5)
DATA 10/3.5.7.10,12/.IST/6918930.6.18/
D ATA E /'E•/










ARITE IPCHUnT . 9O11MEANS11 . J1.Io1.h0FEATI
to CO.+T INOE



















90 FORPATI OM EAt; '.5E15.8)
IGO FOkMAT('COVAR1.5F15.8)
























































S2 • 170	 FUNW ATI•NOPTS-.0191
53 . C. PCH5C350 1
54 • C• PCHSO360
SS . C• PCHSO370
$6 0 St, bF' CUT INE	 01 ASKI%U 146R U I PCHSO3bC
57• NREC n NU4ARD/S PEHSO390
Se • LkL('NUr*RD-NREC•S l.•HSO40o 1
S9 • kQtC'NREC'I PCHSO410
6C • I&—'s PCHSO420
61 • Cu	 4 C	 I'I.NREC PCHSO430




64 • CC	 30	 J • I.IP' U H 00"50460
6S • IORU.ItIJI•II•II.I PCHSO470
66: 1bIT.IBTIJ) PCHSO480
67 • (SIGN-FLP(1611.6.	 LOCK(INRD11 PCHSO490
6 P. If11SIGN.EQ.IPLUS)FLOIIBIT.6.	 LOCK(1WRC)).FLO(o.6.0LA4)ll PCHSOS00
69 0 IbbT.ABS(IsIT-6) PCHSOSIO
70 • FLUIISBT.6.LCCK(1 ► ROI).FLD10.6.E1 PCHSOS20
71 • 30	 CONTINUE PCHSOS30
72. 40	 CONTINUE PCHSOS40
73 • lF(LREC•EG.0ILBLK.INREC-I)•14 PCNSOSSO I
740 IFILREC.GT.CILBLK'(NREC-II.14.40	 In(L A EC) PCHSO560 -
75 • IF(LREC.EG.3)LBLK'L8LK*1 PCHSOS70
76. RETURN PCti505B0
77 • ENU PCHs0590
END	 OF COMPILATION:	 NC	 DIAGNOSTICS.
CH57A SYMBOLIC
	
29	 NOV	 73	 13:41:05 0	 0IS74424	 14	 77	 (DELETED)
CHSTA	 CODE	 RELOCATABLE	 29	 NOv	 73	 13:41:05 1	 015765,12	 24	 1	 (UELETED)













0001 000033 IOL 0001 90016 1110E 0001 000510 1 4 OL 0001 000051 1436 0001 OOOIOI 15560001 000657 I60L 0001 000700 170L 0001 000127 1726 0001 000137 100. 0001 000146 2056ODOG 000713 21OF OODI 000172 21 7 6 7000 000715 22OF 0001 000202 2254 0000 ODU716 130E
UOOi 000211.232E 0000 ()09721 240E 0001 000261 2466, OJO0 OOJ732 25OF 0001 000273 2536
0000 000741 260E 0,301 000302 263G 0000 000747 270F 0000 000157 28OF 0000 000763 29OF
0000 000767 303F DOD' 030363 333G 7001 000361 30 6 6 0000 000777.310E__ -.--
-0000 COIUO3 320E ._
0001 000435 32 7 0 0000 031311 33OF 0000 0010y6 34OF 0001 000456 3406 0000 001()60 3SOF
0000 701063 36OF 0001 0311S67 36 7 6 0009 001064 370E -0001 000575 3746 0000 001103 ]epf
0001 000602 4 006 000! OJ0622 4116 0001 000624 4146 0001 000711 441: 0001 000734 4526
0001 000235 6OL 0001 OJ0335 80L 0001 000351 VpL 0000 R 000 6 71 BLANK 0003	 1 00 7 30 5 BLK
0003	 1 0061SS BL O CK 0003 QZ6507 CHNTHS 0003 R	 00 77 0 6 CLO 0000	 1 000001 COL 0003	 1 CO'677 OAS
0003 !'00116 OL M 1N 0003	 j 099053 FETVEC 0001 1	 00401 1 FLDNAM 0003	 1 00 77 00 FORMAT 0003	 1 000000 MEAD
0000	 1 000674 1 0300	 1 000 7 06 18 0000 1	 000 7 00 ICCT 0003 026510 ICHAIN 0003 026506 ICMN
0000	 1 700707 IE OOCO	 1 030704 IFLO	 ___.-0000 1	 000710 INC 0000 001127 INJPf 0000	 1 000 671 IRE
0003	 1 007703 IRD 0000	 1 030732 IREC 0000 1	 00070 1 ISTAT 0003 000111 ISTOP 0000	 1 000673 U
0000	 1 000703 JPTS 0000	 1 ()30676 K QOOQ 1	 000672 KNT 0003	 1 00 7 70 4 KPTS 0003 000114 KRN
0003 026573 KU N IT 0000	 1 030675 L 0000 1	 00071 2 LINE 0000	 1 000705 LINES 0003	 1 000112 LNCAT
0900	 1 000711 L P TS 0003	 1 037771 MAP 01`103. 026595 MAXCLS 0003 R 000120 MEANS 0003	 1 014612 N
OOU3	 1 01467 4 NBLK 0003 070113 NMIN 0003 1	 000052 40FEAT 0003	 1 006010 NOFLD 0003	 1 007705 NOPTS
0000	 1 000513 OUT 0000	 1 000000 PTS 0003 1	 026504 PUNCH 0003 000117 SEP OOU3	 1 007702 5 ► TmIfi
0003 R 001054 STDEV 0001 930115 STDMAX 0001 1	 0076:5 SYMBLS 0003	 1 026572 VARSI2




00104 29 PARAMETER MAXPOP n SJ,MAXFETs3j
00105 2• PARAMETER NAtO1Ma2S700
00106 Z• PARAMETER MAAFLO.130












UNIVA( 1108 F ORTRAN V ExEC It L E VLL 2SA1EExiE	 LLVE: EIIOIOOIOAi
THIS COMPILATION 6AS DONE ON 03 :EC 73 AT 12:-3.05
SUBROUTINE PRINT	 ENTRY POINT 701006
STORAGE USED; CJDE(l1 J01035: OATA10) 001166; BLANK COMMON12) 300000
CO M MON BLOCKS:
0003	 PASS	 026574

















T	 STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 IOLOCK, TY P E. RELATIVE-LOCATION. NAME)










of, 10 1• •	 5TO 4 AA.7LM1'I.SE P .'jE ANSI4All r rT.Mt A P O- I, S T OEV( M41FET. M AAPOP I.
0C107 2• •	 14JFLO.FL3VA41'4ArF.01.13L)CK('^AAFL0,61,BLKl"AAFL0.22,
OC101 2• •	 StM8LS(MAAPIPI,9AS.FOiAAT.Mt°.
00107 2• •	 SPTRIG.14).(PTS .'IOPTS.CLD( MAAPOP.041kKP OPI
00107 1• •,	 N1^tAP3^I.I.^L<I+AAFL3,4txPn°)
00107 2• •	 .PUNCM•'AAxC.S.IC,1'I.C'.NTMS•I(NA141"AXPOP1••Ali$II
OC10 7 2- -.KNIT
OCI10 2 . 111EGE R 	VARSI2
OC111 2• I4TtGER	 PJVCi
00112 1• RCAL	 MEANS(	
OC113 2• INTEGER	 SPTiIG,9LOCK•SLK,STM8LS.4EAO.FETVEC.FLUNAt'.OAS
001)4 2 . INTEGEF F34rAT
OC115 2• E•.0
I
1	 00116 3• DIMENSION	 I P LACEINJ PT S) PR1N0010	 11
(!Ci(7 4• INTEGER
	 P TS.COL.OuT PRIN0030
OC120 S. DIMENSION	 COL13.I13	 0UT4110) PRINOOYO
If
	 00121 6• OAT ► 	 BLA NK/ -	 •/ PRINOOSO
OC123 7• CALL	 %TRANI?,101 PRINOn60
0o 174 d• ARITC	 16.3671 PHINOO70(	
00126 9• *RITE	 (6.HEA31 PH 11,0060
00110 IC• IF	 IKKT.L T .11	 GO	 T9	 10 PHINDO90
00132 1!• -*-MITE	 16.243)KKT PR 11,0100
00115 12• l0 COAT INuE PRIN0110
00136 13• *RITE	 (6.25n)LNCAT PRIN0120
00141 14. KNT•0	 ^, PRINOI3U
00142 IS• OJ	 10	 J • I.NO F LO PRIN014a
00145 16• 20 KvT • KNT	 •	 8LK(J.II68LKIJ,1) PRINOISO
00147 17• *RITE	 (6,26n)KNT PRIN0160	 I(	
00152 18• UNITE	 (6.270) PRIN0170
OOIS 4 19• OJ	 30	 J•I.L•1CAT PAIN01B0
OOIS7 10• ARITE	 16,l8C)J.SYMBLSIJ).NfJl PkIN0190
0016 4 21• 30 C 0 N Y I N u E P R I N 0 2 0 0
OC166 21• *RITE	 (6.2901 PRIND210
OC!70 23• *RITE	 (6.30n)IBLANK.FETVEC(J),J•1.40 F E W PHINU22T)
OC177 240 DJ	 40	 J•I.LNCAT PRINO230
00202 25• *RITE	 16.313)J.( N EANS ( I,J I ,I • I,N 0F E A T I PRINO240
CO211 16• 40 CJNTINUE PRINO250
C0113 27• *RITE	 (6,320 PRINO260
0OIlS 1R• *RITE	 (6.300) IBLANK.FETVEC(JI.J n I,NO F EAT) PRINO270
00224 2'0• 00	 SO	 J•I.LNCAT PRINO2dO	 i
00 1 2 7 30• *RITE	 (6. 31 n) J.(STOEVl1.Jl,1 • I,NOFEA T ) PHINO290
00216 31• 53 CONY INUE PRINO300
00240 31• L A I PRINo310	 E
OC241 33• J n LNCAT PRINO320
00142 34• IFIJ•GT.ISIJ•IS
00 244 35 - 60 *MITE	 16,3401(K,K • L.Jl PRINO340
00252 36• 30	 70	 1 • I.LNCAT PHINO350
00255 37• 70 ARITE	 (6.35n)l.(CLOi:.K1. K•L.J) PRINO360
00265 39• IF	 (J.EQ.LNC A T )	Gr	 TO	 8C PRINO370
CO267 39• L•L•15
00270 -40 . J•J•15
00271 41• IF(J.GE.LNCATI..•LNCAT PRINC%aC
0027] 42• GO	 T3	 63 PRINOYIO
00274 43t. 60 CONTINUC PRINp420
OC275 44• IF	 (KKT.E].-I)	 GO	 TO	 90 PR1N0430	 )
00277 45• IFlMOp(KK',	 4AP)•tIg.01 R ETURN PRIti;;Y40	 i
00301 46• 90 CONTINUF PRINO450
CC3o2 47• OU	 100	 I • I,LNCAT PR 1:40460
5-71
i
5 43• 00	 100	 K81•.)170) PQIN0470
i





CC 315 51• I4(1RD.EG.OIICCT•KPTS
PRINC510
OC317 530 IF	 (IRD.f^.CI	 GO	 TO	 110 PRINGS20
CO371 54. CALL	 kTXAw17.?.ICCT.IPLACE,IST4T.221
PkINO530
00322 55• I•EC n I PRIN0540
OC323 560 110 JP15.0 PRIN0550
00324 570 IRC•1RC-I
PRIN0560
00325 s8• CALL	 SET«R(,tS6.n.66) PRI NOS 70
00326 59• 00	 200	 IFLD0I.NOFL3
P41NO580
00331 600 LI%F S•BLKIIFLJ,1) PRIN0590
00332 610 PT^,s9LKtIFL0921
PRIN0600
00333 620 Id•3LOCF(IFLO.4) PRIN0610
00314 63• IE•q:OCKIIFLO.51
PRIN0620
0 C 3 3 S 64• INC n SLCCK(IFLC.6) PRIN0630 -	 - ---
00736 650 J0G
PRIN0640




OC343 e8• COL(I.JI.1/I3C PRIN0610
00344 69• CJL12.JI-M0CI19100)	 10 PkINO680
-	 OC 145 70 • CUL13 .J1 n MOO((.10)
PRIN0690
00346 71• IF	 IJ.E0.1101	 GO	 TO	 140 PRIN0700
00350 72• 130 CONTINUE	 ti
PRIN0710 -




----	 -	 - -
00353 74* IF	 (IFLD.NE.II	 6RITE	 44.36C1
CC356 750 *RITE	 16.2101
PRIN0740
CC360 76• ARITE	 (&,HEAD• PRIN0750
OC362 770 J•PTS•LINES.
PRIND760
OC363 780 ARITE	 16.3301FLONAMIIFLCI.J.(9LOCK(IFLD.11.1.1.61 PR(h0770
00 3 73 79• CC	 Iso	 I.1.3
PR(r.07tlp
00376 8r• 150 *RITE	 1&,21p)(COL11.J)9,10(.LP1SI PRIN0790
00 4 05 810 ARITE	 16.22C)
PRINOB00 i
00 4 07 B2• LINE n BLOCK(IFLD,I)
PNIN0a10
00 4 10 B3• DO	 180	 I n 1,L1NES
PRIh0820
C04i3 84• DO	 170	 J•I,PTS PRINC830 i
00 4 16 65• JPTS•JPTS•I
PRIh0840
00 4 17 86• IF	 IiP75.LE.ICCT)	 GO	 TO	 160
PRINOB50
~




00423 88• CALL	 NTRAN(7.2.ICCT,IPLACE.ISTAT.221 PRIN0870
z
00 4 24 890 IRC.IRC-I
PH INrI BBO r
00 4 25 900 JP75.1
PRIN0890
`^ C
C0 4 26 91• 160 C Ll. TINUE
PRIN	 900




00'4 30 93• NbLK(IFLD,K(•NbLK(IFLD,K)•l
FRI h 092 p
00 4 31 940 IF	 (;.C,T.IIn I	GO	 TO	 170 PkIh0930 ^^
00 4 ]3 95• OUIIJI n SVMBLS(K) P91NU940
00 4 3 4 96• 170 CONTINUE
PRlhevso
OC 4 36 970 ARITE	 16,231ILINE,IOUT(JI.J•1,LPT5) PRIN0960
00445 980 180 LINE•bLOCK(IFLD.3)•LINE PRIND970
OC'4 47 99• ARITE	 (6.370)
iR;N^liaO
00 4 51 ICO• DO	 190	 I n I.LNCAT
PRI140990
OC 4 5 4 101• 190 ARITE	 46,38CII.STMBLS1(I,NbLK(IFLO,II PRIa1000
00 4 62 1020 20C CONTINUE
PHIN1010
00 4 6 4 1030 CALL	 SETMRG(66.4.621 PRINIOZOPRIN1030
00 4 65 1040 RETURN









mv. ^ Ar - -	 -- ^hA	 -'	 _cl^ ^,s	 _ ^.::cS-.' '	 --	 -	 .^^ r .s► _	 .^.^.	 - e.,wic a . ^	 _.•tri _	 .—.d
. l
OC467 106• 120	 FCRO AT1/1 Pa(N10S0	 1	 ;
C0 4 70 IC76 23C	 FOR-AT121.15,1X,IICA11 valNlOeO
00 4 71 108• 240	 F09PA11 W	 INTERMEDIATE	 PRINTOUT	 FOR	 ITE4ATIONI.I5//1 PRIN1770
00 4 72 109• 2S u^	 FORMAT(//'	 TOTAL	 NUMBER	 OF	 CLJSTFRS	 • ',13) PR1H1080	
11 0^473 110. 260	 FORMAT(/'	 TOTAL	 NJM9ER	 OF	 POINTS	 • 1 ,17) PRIN109D
004 7 4 111. 270	 FORMAT(//'	 CLUSTER	 SYMBOL	 POINTS	 IN	 CLUSTER,) PR1N1100
00 4 75 112• 280	 FOaNAT14X,12,91•AI,IOX,171 PaINI110	 1
00476 113• 29C	 FOT'MATI///IS11''IEANS'/1 PRIn1120
00 4 7 7 114 • 310	 FO R -4AT(12A,'CLUSTER* , SX,I21A1,'CH(0912,'t',IA)1 PRitiIIJO
00500 115• 310	 FO.IMAT(Sx.17.71.1217 7. 2.1XII °41^,1140	 1
00 5 01 116• 320	 F Ja+AT 1/// 10X,'	 STAN0AR0	 DEVIATIONS @ /) PP141Is')
00502 117• ;3O	 FJ4mAT•(//2A.A6,//'	 TOTAL	 NUMBER	 OF	 POINTS	 IN	 T04I5	 FIELU • .17/ P-IN1160
00502 118• •	 '	 LINE'•iS,'	 T44000M' PFIN1170
1 00501 119• •	 .(S.'	 EVERY',13.'	 LI N E(SI	 SAMOLE'•IR.'	 THROUGH* .1 4 . 0 EVLM9 • . Pkl•1160
00 5 02 117• •	 13,'	 SO4PLEISI'///l PRIN1190
00503 121 0 340	 FJR-AT(//1SX, ' DISTANCES	 90IIEEN	 CLUSTERS'//IA.'CLUSTER I . IS181
1 OOSU4 111• 350	 FOMMATI3X912.51.ISF9.21
OUSOS 123• 360	 FORMATIIMI) PRINt220
00506 124• 370	 FOR044TI/12X.'POINTS	 PER	 CLUSTE R	IN	 T H IS	 F IELO 1 /3A.'CLU5T EM '. PRI0+12)0
00506 125• •	 SX•'SYM801,••SA..?DINES'/I PRIN1240
00501 126• 34G	 FJRMAT16X,17•IOX.AI.7X.1S1 PRlNI?so
OOSIC 127• END
PRIN1260	 1
ENO	 OF COMPI L A TION;	 NO	 OIAGNOSTIC5.
I PRINT 5YMBJLIC	 29	 Nov	 73 13;41107 0	 01600002	 14	 127	
IDELETE01
PRINT CODE	 PELOCATABLE	 29	 NOv	 73 13;4110) 1	 0160336 4	24	 1	
(DELETE01
L























0000 1 00002 6 CARL
0003 1 000037 COMMT
0003 1 006U11 FLLNAA
0003 1 000U23 ME02
0000	 000655 INJPs














/	 6 f O A . • SETUP.SETUP
UNIVAC Ilea FOMTRA4 V EXEC It LEVEL ZSA	 -1E AE C8 LEVEL E12CIOCIOAl
THIS C O M P ILATION AAS D OME ON 93 OEC 71 A T 1?:23:07
SUBROUTI4E SET JP	 f;4fRy P314T 301477
f
STORAGE USED: CJOEII! 001511: 3 4 TA1J, 377 701: BLANK C3M M ON111 OJO300
1	 COMMON d-acKs:
OJO3	 PA5S	 016S7-























STORAGE - ASSIGNMENT . IBLOCK. T YP E. RELATIVE LOCA T ION, NAME?
IF
0J01 000017 IOL DOD' 000312 tool. 0001 000322 IIDL 0001 000334 120L
0001 000373 1401. 0001 000406 ISOL 0001 000421 160L 0001 000027 1674
0001 -000042 17 6 6 0001 000435 1801. 0001 00049q t 9 0L 0001 000464 ZOOL
0001 OOOS10 ?IOL 0001 000123 2l g G• 0001 00053. 220L 0001 000562 22SL
OOUI 000635 2 3 OL--- 0001 030631 2351.- 0771 000643 2 4 0L 0001	 .000656 -ZSOL
0001 000722 26 S L 0001 007776 280L 0001 OOl03l 2 9 0L 0001 000130 30L
0001 001107 310L 0001 010366 3116 OOOI 000401 3206 0001 001126 320L
0001 001146 330L 0001 030427 3366 0701 001165 340t, 0001 001204 350L
0001 .001225 370L 0001 031275 900L 0001 001312 4 20L 0001 00134S 43SL
0	 01 000711 9916 0001 009712 4436 0001 001310 445L 0001 000746 45S4
OJUI -.000756 463G 0001 OJ07A5 4106 0001 001436 47OL •-.0001 001445 475L
OOOU 000303 490E 000! 030160 S OL 0000 000313 S OO F 0001 001005 5006
00111 001045 517G 0000 000317 52OF 0000 000321 53OF 0000 000330 54OF
0000 000342 S 6 OF 0000 010351 17OF 0000 000366 5 8 OF 0000 O0U4Ou 59uf
0000 000,113 60OF OOC 010430 61OF 0001 001242 6136 0000 000442 62OF
0000 ODO454 63OF 0001 OOI271 63 2 6 0000 000460 64OF OOUI 001307 6424
0001 001317 6516 0000 030974 66OF 0900 000502 67OF GOOD OOOS46 680f
0001 000232 70L 0000 007613 7 3O F 0000 000374 710F GOU: iLaLdSo dOL
0000 L	 030266 A5GORM 0000	 1 090163 BLANK 0003	 1 001395 OLK 0003	 1 006155 6LOCK
0003 R 016507 CNNTH5 0003 077776 CLD 0000	 1 00016 2 COLE 0000	 1 000164 COL
0003 1	 007677 UAS 0003	 1 r000 16 VOL 0003 R 00011 6 OLMIN 0003	 1 OODUS3 FETYEC
0004 1900000 FLTNUM 0003	 1 037700 FO R ' ; AT 0OU3	 1 000070 HEAD 0003	 1 000002 HEDI
0000 1	 000167 1 0003 026510 IC I++IN 0003	 1 026506 1CHN DODO	 1 000271 ICNT
0000 1	 OD0000 INVEC 0000	 1 000265 IPASS 0000 1 00027 4 IPTS 0003 007703 IRO
t
5-74	 s
0700 1	 0.70275 1 . OT	 0000	 1	 000270	 J	 0000	 1	 ^0^.17 3	K	 0003	 007704 A ► TS 0003	 1	 00011 4	ARM
0003 1	 016573 .UNIT	 0003	 1	 03^112	 INCAT	 13100	 1	 0002 72	M	 0003	 1	 001701 MAP 0003	 1	 02650S	 "AXCLS
0003 R	 737120 4EANS	 0000	 1	 00017 4	MTAOLE	 0303	 014612	 N	 0003	 01.167• NSLK 0003	 1	 000113 kMlk
0003 1337252 NO F LAT	 3003	 1	 036010	 NO F LD	 0003	 007705	 hOPTS	 0000	 1	 000300 NSfAT OCOC	 10001t'•	k7A8LE
0006 1000330 .0"dCR	 COCO	 1	 00012 4	NU A VEC	 11^01.	 1003000	 NXTCNR	 0000	 1	 00027 7 k 1 7 a 2 0000	 l	 00027 6 N132
00	 3 1	 126504 PUN C ,.	 0001	 R	 09011 7	SE P	90C3	 1	 00320 3	SMBLS	 0003	 1	 007702 SPTMIG 0003	 003054 STOEV
•OOC3 R	 30011S STCH A X	 0003	 109 7 61 5	SY 4 81.5	 3003	 1026572	 vAkSIZ
00 10 1 1• SUBROUTINE	 SE T U P SET00000
O OIOi 2• •.....•••.•.•.•••AA•..................... •... ........................ .SETUD910
0;101 3• SETUD020
OCI01 4• C	 THE PURPOSE	 OF	 SUBROU T INE	 SETUP	 IS	 TO READ	 AND	 ANALYZE ALL	 CARD SETUDC30
OC101 5• C	 INPUT	 TO	 TO E	P ROG R A M ,	 INI T IALIZE	 OEFAU.T	 OPT IUNS .AND 	ASSIGN	 DRUM SET00040
00101 64 C	 S704AGE	 IF	 NEEDED SET000SO
00101 7• C SETUCC60
00101 'I• C .......... . ........................................... 0 ............. ...SET0007D
00101 9• C SETUOOdO
00103 10• INCLUOE	 COM.3% ,15T SET00090
C0104 to, PARAMETER	 MAXPOP•SO,MAXFET n 30
00105 10• PARAMETER	 MAXOIM n 25000
00106 10• PARAMETER	 MAIFLO.100
00107 10. COMMON/PASS/HEAD(421•NOFEAT,FETvECt"aAfET1,I5TOP,LNCAT.NMIh,KRN.
OC107 l0• •	 STDMAX.DLMIN.SE ► .MEANS(MAXFET.MAXPCPI,STOEVtM4XFET.r1AA ► OP1.
00107 10• .	 NO FL0. F LONA M I M A I FLD ) . St. OCKIMAAFLO.61.SLK4MAXFLO.21.
OCI01 10• .	 5YM3LSIMAXPOPI,OAS.FORMAT.MAP.
00107 100 •	 SPTRIG,IRO.KPTS.NOPTS,CLDIM%xPO?,4AKPOPI
OOIU7 10• •,	 N(MAXPOPl..48LK(MAXFLD,MAXP3P1
00107 l]• •	 ,PUNCh.14AACLS.ICH4 .CNNTHS.ICHAINI"AXPOP).VARSIZ
00107 13. ..KJNIT
00110 106 INTEGER	 VARS12
00111 13• INTEGER	 PUNCH
00112 100 REAL	 MEANS
— - -
	
- —	 -- ^-
OC113 100 INTEGER	 S ► TRIG.BLOCK.BLK,SYMBLS.IIEAD,FETVEC,FLDNAM,DAS
C0114 100 INTEGER	 FORMAT
00115 IC• ENO
00116 11• DIMENSION	 IAVECt121.CARD1621.4uMVEC1301.DATE(21
00117 126 DIMENSION	 MEOIIIOI,ME021101.COMNT(f01 SETU0118
C0120 l3• EQUIVALENCE	 IMEOIIII. H EAO131).	 IDATE(II.HEAO(15)). SETu01=0
00120 149 IHEO11ll."EAD(2011. 	 ICOMNT(II.MEA013211 SETUD130
OC121 I -^• DATA
	
thVEC/IFEATUR•.•ISTOP'.'LNCAT•,•NMIN..•KRN..'STOMAX'.'DLMIk',SETu01^0___
001;1 I6• •'5LP•.•FORMAT•.•MEDI'.'HE02'.'OATE'.'•ENO.'.'sENO••.•COMMEN•. SETUOISO
00121 1)• •	 ISYMdOL'.'OASUNII,IMAP•.•PU'1CM•.'MAXCLS'.•C"AIN'I'ERIPSI/
00123 IS• INTEGER
	 CODE.CARD.DA T E.HEDI. N ED2.dLA NK.C OL.C OM NT. FL T N U M SETUOI7t7
00124 19• DIMENSION	 NTABt"17l. M TA8LE171 SETUO180
00125 106 INTEGER	 S M BLS SET'JOI90
00126 11• DIMENSION	 S M BLS(5D) SETUO200
CC126 220 C• sETUO210
00116 230 C•	 DEFAULT
	 VA LUES FOR	 INPUT	 PARAMETERS SETUO220
OOI16 2.40 C• SE:uC2.0
00127 25• OAT•	 PUNCH/n/ SETUO240
00131 16• DATA
	 OL M IN/3.2/,FORMAT/2/. STOMA >f1r.S/.MAP/20/
00136 21• DATA	 IST0P/i0 /.NMIN /30/.KRN/I/ SETUD260
00142 290 DATA
	
MAXCLS/MAXPO P / SETtr0270
OC144 29• DATA	 SMBLS/'1'.'2•,'3•.'^'.'S'	 • 6•.• 1'.•8•,'9'.'A•.'B',•C',•0'.•E•SETu02S0
v	 00144
1
300 •.'f',•G•,' K', '1','	 •.'K•.'L'.• M'.• N•.'0•.• ► '.'Q'.'R','S'.'T','u', SETUO2V0
5-75 - -	 -	 •
ggi
.^1n.AJ	 i
}p	 ^¢pa"Wi56iit14+MIY.^w%wwiNerrf.+.owa«ia+u:.m,^rw«s. _	 _
00 14 40 31•

























































.'y',•A',•A• •r'.'2'.'z^.'•'&•A','/•. -	 ^.•^	 .'s•.•r•.^•
	
.'L'.'?SETUO300
• • ,t« • ,	 ,',•	 •/ SETUO310
DATA
	
aLA4K/	 •	 ./ SETUO320







414ITE	 16 .•4 EADI 5ETUC340
A.,;TE	 I6 ,h]01 SETu0350
► J	 R:A315.493.EV0•47i)COJE.CARJ
6.#I y c	 16.S501Co3E.C4RO SETUO310
Cl;.-, SETUD380
DJ	 20	 111.22
20	 IF (CODE	 .£Q.	 INVEC111I	 GO	 TO	 130.50.60.7.^•,90.90. too. 110.120.130.
•I4J.150.240,360.IAJ.170.200.210.220.230.2lS.2151.1
POITE	 16.490)CODE.CA RD SETuo4020
40	 TO	 10 S[TUO403O
C•
C •	 FEATURE CAR;]
C•
30 J	 -	 MXYCHRICARD.CDLI







C. I^,TOP	 CARD	 4 ,4 4 : I M U M	 NUMBER	 O F ITERATIONS)
c•
50 J	 -	 NXICHRICARC.COL7
IF
	
(J.E2•9 L A'4 K I	SO	 TO	 10
COL-COL-1




C. L•VCAT	 CARD	 14UMBER	 O F	INITIAL CLUS T E R S	 O R	CATEGORIES)
C•
n0 J	 -	 NATCHR(CARD,COLI
IF	 IJ.E0.3LANK1	 GO	 TO	 10
COL - COL-1
J	 -	 NUMBE.R(CARC,COL.NUMVEC)





	 CARD	 (MINIMU M NUMBE R	OF	 POINTS PER	 CLUSTER)
70 J	 -	 14ATCHR(CARD.COLI






GO	 ► 0	 10
C•














































uCC261 89• • SE110830
(	
00226 9°• 80 J	 0	 tg lT! N RICARO.COLI SETUOIl40
QE263 91• IF	 (J.EC.BLA P(K)	 GO	 TO	 10 SETUO85C
00265 02• COL	 •	 COL-1 SETU086r
002 6 6 93* J	 •	 1iUM8EPICARD.COL.NUMVECI 5ETU0870
002A7 94• KR'i	 0	 "" v E`'I1 SETU08b0












C^271 990 9U J	 -	 fLT"?^M(CARG.COL.STDMAX.II SETUO93G
CC277 10^• GO	 TO	 t0 SETU09*0
OC272 late C• SEIUO9S0
00 2 72 102• C• D^MIH	 CA R D	 ( k j%IMUM	 DISTAf.CE	 PET P EE 1•	CLU S TE R	MEA N S) SETU0960
CO 2 72 103* C• SETUO970
OC 2 71 108• 100 J	 •	 FLTau"(C/PD.CnL.DL 1-IN.I) 5ETUO960
0027 4 1050 Go	 TC	 10 SETUO99C
OC274 106• C• SETU1000
0027 4 107• C• SLP	 LARD	 (!):STANCE	 FOR	 SPLITTING) SETUICIO
0027 4 lure C. SfTU1020
00275 11390 IIC J	 -	 FLTNUM(CIFD.COL.SEP,11 SETUI030
CC276 Itoe SPTRIG-I SETUIV40
OC271 It I* GO	 TO	 10 SETU10SO
00277 1120 C• SETU1060
00277 113• C• FORMAT CARD SETUIG70
00277 114• C SLTUIU80
0^300 115• 120 JONXTCHR(CARC.COL ► 	 — SETUIC^0
Cc 301 116• If	 IJ.EG .pLA ►•K)	 60	 TO	 10 SETu110C
00303 117• COLOCOL-1 SFTu1110
00304 118* J-NUPBER((ARC.CCL•1JUMVEC) SETut120
00305 119• FORHATef•LMVEC(t1 SETul130
00306 1200 GO	 TO	 10 SETu1t40
00306 121• C* SETu11SO
00306 1220 C• HLUI	 C ► RU SET161160
00306 1230 L. SETUII70
CO307 1240 130 RIAU	 130.5001HE01 SETUI180
00 3 1{ 1250 GU	 TO	 IC SETul190
00315 1269 C. SETL-1200
CO315 1270 C• HLDx.CARP SETUt210
00315 1200 Co SETU1220
00316 1290 I%C READ	 (3C.5or,)HEOZ SETU173C
0032 4 1300 GU	 TO	 10 SETUI243
00324 131• C• SETu1250
01332 4 1320 C• DATE	 CARC SETU1260
OOJ24 133• C• SETu127O
00 3 25 134* ISO RLAO	 (30. 1,00 ) DATE SETU12SO
CO333 1354 60	 TO	 10 SETU1290
CO333 1360 C. SETU1300
00333 1370 C. COHMENT CARO SETU1310
00333 1380 C• SETUI3Y0
00339 1390 160 READ	 130.500)CO14NT SETu1330
G0342 140• GC	 TO	 10 SETul340
OC342 1410 C• 5ETu13SC
0034Z 1420 C• STMPOLS	 CARD SETu136C
00342 1430 C• SETU1170
00 3 43 1440 170 ILNT00 SETU1380
00344 145• 180 I(NT 6 ICNT	 *	 1 SETU1390
G0345 1460 IF	 IICNT.GT.MAXPIP)	 GO	 10	 IC 5ETU1400
5-77
1OClv7 1410 1oC N•:.ATCHPICAPt,CGl1 SETUIrlO(	
00 15 0 149` iF	 1 N .EC.`LA N l'I	 GO	
T'0	 IO SETU1410
00 3 52 1490 it	 Ir.E4. 1 6 91	 GC	 TO	 190 SETulr1C
0035~ IS7• SfNbLSIIrNT)w" SETV1440
00355 1S1• GO	 TC	 IAC 5ETvl%S0
00355 IS.— C. SETVIr6C
00355 I131- C• DASUNIT	 C.0tO	 II:AIT	 01.	 RhICr	 OPS	 'APE	 IS	 T G	BL	 CPEATEDI SETu1r70
00355 154• (• SETUIrdO
0C3S6 ► SS• 200 J-,.XTCHFICARU-.00II SETu1Y90
00357 IS.• If	 IJ.EQ • bLA )4 K )	GO	 TO	 10 SETUIS00
00 3 61 157• COL.COL-1 SETUISIO
003.1 lb, • J --11"BERICAr.tU . COL,'.u"vEC I SETulSdO
00363 1570 DA,wriUmJECIii SLTUIS30
00364 167• u0	 TO	 10 SETUISrO
0036 4 161• C• SETUISSO
00 3 6 4 162• CO MAV	 CARD	 (%U"BFR	 OF	 I T E R A T IO N S	 T O	 OUTP^J T	NA P ) SFTUIS6C
0036 4 161• C0 SEIUISIO
00365 16— 110 J-mxTCHRlCAm(?.COLI SETVISdO
00366 165• IF	 (J.EG.OLA'IK)	 GO	 TO	 10 SETVIS90
00370 166• CUL n COL-I SETU1600
00371 167• JwxUM8LRICAHO,C0L.NUMVEC1 SETU1610
00372 168• MNPSNUMVEC(t) SETU1620
00373 169• GO	 TO	 10 5ETv1630
0^373 17^.• C• SETU1640
00373 171, C• Pu;4CH	 CARO	 IrU)4CH	 SSATIS T fCS	 ON	 CAND51 SETU165o
t	 00373 171• C• SETu1660
CO37 4 1734 -220 PU:► CHaJ SETul670
OC37S 174• JwuXTC04NICARO.LOL1 SETUI660
00376 175• IF	 IJ.ED.tlLANKI	 HO	 TO	 IQ SETu1690
00400 176• COL-LOL-I SETU1700
00 4 01 177• J-NUH8ERCC4aO.COL.1IUMVECI SETU1710
C0 4 U2 179• PU4CH n NUMvEC(1) SETu1720
00 4 03 179• 60	 TO	 10 SETu1730
00 4 03 1437 • C
00 4 03 Ig)• C EHIP5	 CARD	 1	 UNIT	 TO	 USE	 A M EN	 CREATING	 A	 TAPE	 I
00403 182• C
00 4 04 181• 225 J-NATCHHICAM^.COLI
00 4 05 184• IF	 (J	 .E l)-	 gLANKI	 GO	 TO	 10
00 4 ;17 18.,• CUL n 	 COL	 -	 1
00410 186• J	 n 	 NumbE,fICARD.COL,4VMVECI
00 4 11 1970 KUHlT	 n 	 NUMVEC(I)
00 4 11 I88• C• SETUI740
00 4 11 1896 C• MAACLS CARD	 (MAKI •IUM NUMBER	 OF	 CLUSTE R S ) SETU17SO
00 4 11 1930 C•
SETUIi60
00'4 12 191• 230 JaNATCHRICARZ,COLI SETU1770
00413 192• IF	 IJ.E9.3LA N A)	 GO	 TO	 10 SETU17VO
1	 00415 193• COL-COL-1 SETU1790
00'4 16 194• J n NUNSERICAMD,COL.NUMVEC) SETU1800
00 4 17 195• MAACLS	 -	 4UMVECII) SETU1A10
00 4 20 196• GO	 TO	 10 SETUTAIO
C0 4 20 197• C•
00 4 10 lid* C• CHAIN	 CARD	 ► CHAIN CL U S T ERS	 Woo CH	 APE	 DLMIN UNITS	 PARTS
1	 00421 1990 235 ICHV•l
00 4 12 200• J•FLTNUMICAR9,COL,CNNT.4S,I)
00 4 23 201• GJ	 T3	 10
4_	 00'423 201• C• SETuIA30
00 4 13 203• C• •ENDO	 CARD	 IIF	 THE	 NUNHER	 OF	 ORIG14AL	 CLUSTERS	 15	 GREATER TMAN	 ONkSETv1840






CC 4 23	 275•
OC 4 2 3	206•
00 4 1 4	2071
00 4 16	 208•
00 ,1 30	 109•
00 4 31	 210•
00 4 33	 211•
On434	 212•
00 4 3'=	 2l 31
00 4 3 7	214•
00 4 50	 215•
00 ,4 51	 216•
0^ 4 53	 2170
00 4 62	 219•
OC^ 6 5	 214•
00 4 65	 227•
CO'f 65	 211•
00 4 65	 222•






00 5 1 4	229•
00514	 230•
00 5 1 4	231•
00 5 1 4	232•
00 5 23	 233•
00525	 234•
00532	 23S-
0O 5 33	 236•
00 5 35	 237•
00541	 239•






















00 6 02	 21,7•
00603	 25d•
00605	 259•







140 IF 140FEAT.GT.01 :,-3 TO 750
RRITE Ie.San^
CA-L EXir
250 1: (L4CAT.f,E.2) G7 TO 26^
L',( A T. I
GO T7 IaC
260 S F f l^es5 • g T.'1G0 TD 265
^i	 S1,11 f 1 11E ANSI J.K1,,1 . 1 7,`(OrE AT). K • 1. LNC AT)
26S CJ,.TINVE
6 t1Tl 16,%671
M nI T E 16,6,OffBLA1K,FETVEC(II.Iol.NOFEATI
0J 270 J•I.L'ICAT




R E.D IN F IEL D IOE14TIFILRS
C•
2dJ m LAO (S.4901CODE.CARO
I F I C 0 GE • E 4• "E'+0 • ' 1 GO T O 36n








Eft,/OR CNECKENG FOR INPUT fIELOS
C•
IF IfaLOCKI; • OFLD.21-BLOCKINO F L0,11 1 . G E•O I GO '0 300
R41TE 16.57OIfAO F LO.BL O CK ( N OF LO,I I . BLOCK (NOFLJ.11
C.LL EMIT
300 IF 1RLOCK(N3FLD.II.GE .11 GO Tn 310
"41TE 16,i&n' NOFLD.nLOCK(NOFI.O.I)
CALL EXIT
Jl0 If IbLOCK I NDFLO.31.617. 41 GG Tn 320
Ar•ITE Ib.i9r1:•IOrLD.9LOCKff.'UFLD.31
CALL EXIT
320 IF ((BLOCK(HnFLb.SI-BLOCKINOFLD. 4 1 1 . G E . 0 1 GO lu 330
6NITL 16.60niliCFL0.44LOCKII.UFLO.4I.f1L(JCK(NOFLU.SI
CALL EXIT
330 IF ISLOCK4N-^IL0.41.GE . 11 GO TO 340
WRITE (6,bIn'N0FLI,.RLOCK(NOFLD.4I
CALL EXIT
































































































































































































































































C.	 ARE DE F ACL T S • MRLLS • 0 BE LSE04,




4 CC, Ir IICr,T•(E.OAX(LSI GO Tc 42P









•	 1(BLOCK(1.51-BLOCK1I,411/kLOCK11,6) • II
4 30 CONTINUE
ITOT • IPTS•KOFEAT
1F(ASGD P P,40 TO 435
CALL CRMAVL(F,432,NI782!
435 CONTINUE
IF IITOT.GT. ►,432) GC TO 44C
IF(I P TS.LE.N!782)GC TO 445
44C *RITE 16,69DI0.432,N1782
CALL EXIT
445 IFIASGC k 3 1GO TO 470
ASGDRM n •TRUE•
ITOr•N432
4 50 CALL DR"ASGI4.ITOT,NTA6LE,NSTA7I
If (NSTAT . EC • 0) GO TO 460
MkITF 16,7001NSTAT
CALL EXIT
4 60 CALL DkMAS60.41782,01TABLE.NSTATI






C •	RETURN TO PROCESS THIS SET OF DATA
RLIuKN
C .








530 FORMATI • AT LEAST ONE F IELD M UST BE INPUT.)














00734 3210 Sti0 F'^R4AT1'	 AT	 LEAST
	
ONE	 FEATURE
	 MUST	 BE	 tN P uT'1 SETu18dO
(	 OC73S 321• 570 FORM?.T I'	 IN	 FIELO'.1 4 .'	 INITIAL	 LINE'.IS.'	 15	 (.BEATE R	THAN	 LAST	 LISETU2890
OC 7 3S 313• 1NE'.ISI SETU2900
00 7 36 3141 S60 F34'g AT4'	 1 ;41 • IAL	 LINE	 IN	 FIEL0 4 .1 4 0	 OF.FiINED	 LESS	 THAN	 1'.	 151 SETU291C
1	 00737 315• 590 FJRMATI'	 LIME	 INCRE MENT	 I 	 FIELn',14,'	 OEFIkLD	 LESS	 ?MAN	 1 1 1 IS1 SETu2910
C07-on 326. 633 F04MA T l .	 !'1	 FIELD..14.1	 INITIAL	 SA M PLE-,16.1	 15	 (.NEA T ER	 THAN	 LAS T SETu1g30
(	 00740 321• ' S ..PLr'..'s1 SETU194O
00741 32A- 610 XIP A	1'	 I N I	 IAL	 [ A M P L E 	 I N	 FFLL D '.1 4 "	 I S	 LESS	 T HA N	 1'.151 SETu29S0
00 74 2 329• 620 F ON,ATI'	 SA M P LE	 I N C R E M E NT	 I N	 FIFLD * '1 4 ''	 I S	 LE SS	 T,„N	 1 9 . 1 51 SETU1960
OC 7 43 33'1' 630 F Jd-AT (// '	 1 11 PUT	 SUMMARY'//1 SITU1970
00 7 44 331• 647 FORPATt2X,'(LUSTFk-.2X,I2(AI.'Cm( 1 12. 1 ) 9 .IAII SETU2980
00 7 45 332' 65J FuLMA1 (S y ,I2.5A,12 1 F'. .Z.71 11 SETu2990
00746 333• 663 FO k MA T I/15X.'INITIAL	 CLUSTEN	 ME A NS'/1 SETU30J0
00 7 47 3341 670 FJRMAT I //3UX.'FIELDS	 TO	 BE
	
CLIISTERED'//IOX.' F :ELO'.S X .'G I R5 T ',SX, SETU3010
00 7 47 335' '	 'LAST'.6A.'LINE'.6X.'FIRST'.SX,'LAST'.6X,'S AM PLE' / IOA,' N A M E'. 6 X, SETu3020
00 7 47 336. .	 'LI%E'.et,CLINE', 6 X.' INC.'. AY. .SA M PLE'."X.'SAMPLE', 4 A.1INC.'/ I SETU3030
00 7 50 337' 6d0 Fu.tMATI]X.13.'•'.3X,A6.VR.6(I5.5XII SE7u3040
00751 338• 670 FJKMATI'	 US F R	 H A S	 REO UFS T ED	 TUO	 "ANY	 DA T A	 POINTS--STORAGE	 NOT	 AVAISETU3050
00 7 51 3391 1LAdLE'//'	 AVAILABLE.	 STORAGE	 nM	 FM432	 DRU M S	 15 1 .1 7 . 9	1•OkDS'/ SETU3060{	
00751 340• 1	 '	 AVAILABLE	 STORAGE
	
ON	 FI11792	 ORUM	 15'.17.'	 .1URUS'/1 SLTU3070
00 7 S2 341' 7J0 F.K.A1t'	 FILE	 ASSI4.IMEt,T	 NOT	 M ADE	 FOR	 UNIT	 4--- N STAT n 1 ,17 ► SETU3080
00 7 53 342' 713 FJHMATI'	 FILE	 ASSIGNMENT	 HOT	 MADE	 FOR	 UNIT	 7-^-NSTAT n 1 .171 SETu3O9O
(	 007S4 3431 El:u SETu3100
END	 O F COM P ILATION:	 NO	 DIAGNOSTICS.
SETU P SYMBOLIC	 29	 NOW	 73	 13:41:11 0	 01605340
SETU P :DOE	 RELOCATABLE	 19	 NOW	 73	 13:41:11 l	 01616641
l 0	 Otete7oe
14	 343	 tOELETEDI










D F;R^• rAFERD.TAP_u0	 03 OEC 73	 11'27 It•499
UNIVAC 1106 FORTRAA V LXEC If LEVEL 15A	 -(E X E(9 LEVEL (12013019A:
THIS CCM P ILATIJN 445 )uNE 04 03 DEC 73 AT 11:23:11
SJJROUTINE T A P ERD	 EIIRY POINT 101400
STORAGE UiEO: CJOE(1) 701635: ')ATA(D) 000 7 13: BLANK COMMON121 000000









OD 1 0	 U'1PCK	 f





S T O R AGE A551GNMLN T
	(9^UCC, TTPL. RELA T IVE LOCA T ION. NAMFI
OOJI 000343 1201. '3001 000407 1331 ODUt 000455 j4 0 L 0001 000471 ISOL
^001 0]0527 160L 1001 000677 170L 0001 000123 1766 0001 0007C7 180L
0001 000717 201L 0901 000727 220L 3001 030750 230L 0001 0010:7 140L
0001 991116 260L 0001 001120 2 7 0L OOOI 03II%J 28 0L 0001 OCIZOS 290-_
0001 Oo1512 300L 9901 001306 320L 0001 030463 3266 0000 000234 33OF
0030 (300254 3SOF 0000 000263 360F 0000 000273 37OF 0001 000612 3706
0000 o093n3 19nF 00on onn327 3 9 0F 0001 000121 S OL 0000 000353 Soul,
0000 000466 4 27E 0001 000741 S2SG OCGO O0OS01 430F' 0000 000517 44OF
0000 000546 460 F 0001 000171 SOL 0001 001436 $726 0001 001462 5766
0001 001567 622G 0001 000223 70L 0001 000237 SOL 0001 000261 90L
0000	 1 n1)021ll A N ( 000(3	 1 00056 4 ANCLNG 0000 1	 00011 7 BIT 0003	 1 007305 SLK
01103
	 1 n 2 6507 CHNTHS 0003	 1 0077n6 CLU 0003 1	 00767 7 UAS 0003	 1 000116 ULMIM
0000	 1 0 1)0175 USL Onon	 1 00021 4 F 0003 1	 C00O53 FETVEC 0OU3	 1 G06UII FLORA"
0003	 1 n07700 FORMAT '1000
	 1 000000 FkM COLD l	 CIUL17 / FSCAN 0003	 1 OOOU00 MEAD
0000	 1 r10163 I Orton
	 1 00022 1 IAUR OOUO 1	 000023 IB7TE OOU3	 1 026510 ICHAIN
0000	 1 000561 in nnnn	 1 000113 Iu1M1 OOUO 1	 00017 4 10IM2 0000	 1 000200 [FLU
n000	 1 000223 IFT CCoo
	 1 00023 2 IJ 0000 1	 OU016 7 1NB 0000 000i.46 INJPS
01,110 nnoA3S INJPS 0000	 1 n0022 6 IP OUC3 1	 007103 1RD 0000	 1 000217 IREC
n000	 I n'TP162 ISTAT nO03	 1 00011 1 ISTUP OO(jO 1	 000171 ITEMP OCUO	 1 000160 (UNIT
0000	 1 n1n231 IaRDS G^.On	 1 00022 4 J 0000 1	 000225 jU 0000	 1 000230 JPTS
noon	 1 00]215 F; nnOC	 I Ono161 KBUF OOUO 1	 C091 V U KNB 0003	 1 007 7 0 4 KPTS
0003	 I n-6573 KnNIT nCOn
	
1 00021 5 LC 0000 1	 CGG111 LINC ODUO	 1 000205 LINEND
0000	 1 Cn02U1 LI N S T R COO 	 1 00n112 LNCAT UOUO 1	 GOU10J LSKIP 0003	 1 007 7 01 MAP
0000	 1 On0165 hAXREC 01103	 R n30129 NEANS OOUO I	 COU172 HASH COU3	 1 014612 N
OOOC	 1 010567 NRITS 0003	 1 01467 4 NOLK 0000 1	 COOS65 NC 0000	 1 000572 NCAN
0000	 1 nnnl6% NCS 0000	 1 00057 1 NDSPR 0003 1	 OOUIIJ NMIN 0003	 1 000052 NOFEAT












0000 1 . 000 2 1 2 ADD
0003 1 006155 9LOCK
0000 1 0005 7 0 DOI
0000 1 000202 ► LINE
OODU 10]0145 HARD
0003 1 026506 ICHN
0000 10001 7 o IFRST
OoUO	 000642 INJPS
0000 1 OOOOn4 1ST
0000 I n0016 6 IaD
0000 i Jn00el JREC
0003 1 0001 14 K$V
0000 1 000176 L114INC
0003 1 0265'T5 MAXCLS
0000 1 000132 '.B
0000 f 000562 NCPR










0000 1000> 56 v5
0000 1 000110 SA"ENI
0^03 1 00305 4 STOEV
0000 I n0^220 NS AMP	 0000 1 00020 `' uSCAN	 OUGO 1 000233 NOR	 0003 1 02630` PUNCH
0000 1 x0121 1 ;A M INO	 0000 100020 7 SAMSTR	 0003 1 OOCI17 SEP	 0003 1 00770 7 SPTRIG
OOC! 1 000115 STOMAX	 0000 100057 3 5VD	 0003 1 017615 SYMdLS	 0003 1 026SIZ VARSIZ
SUbp0UTI f,E	 TAPE-4OIlRu F 1 TAPEOD00
C.•.....•....•••••.....••......•0 ............. 	 ....................•...•TAPEOOIO
C . TAPE0020
C •	TAPE7D	 READS	 THE	 MUL T ISPECTRAL	 S'AN N LR	 DATA	 TAFE,	 UNPALKS	 THE TAPED030
C.
	 RE..UIRED	 DATA	 ANO	 STORES	 I T	ON	 DRUM TAPLOO40
C. IAPEOOSO
C...• ...	 ......•...•............•• ............. 	 ............	 •...... TAPL OO60
 I'.CL'JUE	 COMnON.LIST TAPEOC70
P ARA 4 ETE R	MAXPOP-SO.MAXFET-30





















IMP-LICIT	 IN T EGERIA-Z) TAPE0090
DI M ENSIO N	FRM(2.2) TAPEOIOO
DATA	 FkM / • UNIVERSAL	 '	 'LARSTS	 2'1 TAPLO110






















THL ARRA Y S BIT.NR.ANO HWRD ARF P R ECALCUL A TLO AURD ANO dI T	 APL0140
POSITIONS OF INFORMATION IN TIIE HEADE R RECORD OF THE UNI V L k SAI.	 TAPLOISO




NR P OS - NO. OF RECORDS PER DATA SET
	
TAPE0180
f.CPR - NO. OF CHA^JNELS PER RECORD ON RECORUS PAST A NCI L LA RY RECOTAPLO190
NPRC -110. OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER CHANNEL
	
TAPEO200
ANCLNG - ANCILLA R Y LENGTH IN BITES
	
TAPLO2IO
NC - NO. OF CHAN'IELS
	
TAPE0220
NS - NO. O F SA MP LES P E R CHANNEL P E R SCAN
	
TAPL0230
NBITS - N0 . OF NITS PE R PIXEL
	 TAPL0240
001 - DATA OROER INDICATOR
	
TAPt0250
NOSPR - 40. OF DATA SETS PFR RECORD
	
TAPEOZ60
4CAR - ;10. O F CHANNELS OF VIDEn DA T A O N SA M E RECD D	 TAPtC270
.VIT 1 1 ANCILLA RY DATA!
	
TAPE0200
SV7 - STANT OF VIDLO DATA. InYTE POSITION AITHIN 	 ATA FUH	 TAPLO290
A GIVEN CMANNEL)	 TAPLDl00
TAPLO3l0












































































00127 3S• DAIA	 BI!/]l.le,7+^",29,32.].2	 .]2.16,8/
TAPLO340
0C131 36• ^ATA	 Nb/8.8,9. 16.d116.4.4•8.16.16/
TA P LO 350
CC133 37• EOui'7ALC4CL	 (ID(I).•1Q°DS	 ).(1')17).NCPR	 1. TAPEC360
O3133 39• •	 110(3 ► .NPR(	 1.I	 UI4)•ANCLNG1.
IAPLQ370
00133 390 •	 11D(S).tic	 ).(IO(AI.NS	 1. TAPLO380
00133 410 •	 I1V	 71.NBI TS	 )•1 1 01a I.D011.
7APL0390
D0133 41• 110(9).NDSPRI./ If, 119/.MCAR	 1 A IAPLO400
00133 +7• 110(111,5VO) TAPE0410
0:134 43. DA TA	 (UNIT/3/ TAPEO410
00134 44• C• TAPLO430
CD134 45 • C• RL„D	 ID	 RECORD 1APEO440
0:136 46• K!fuF.600 TAPLO%50
Col 36 47• C• IAPL0460
00137 49• CALL	 NTRA•1(111VIT.IO)
00140 47• CALL	 NTRAN(1JNIT.2.K4Ui.IBUF.IST/.T.221 TAPL0470
OCI41 SO- IF	 J15TAT.aT.!))	 GO	 TO	 2T! TAPLO480
Col -4 SI• 10 A111TE	 (6.340) IAPLON9U
00145 520 WIt TE	 16.4001Fkt1ll.f•OR4AT).rRM(7.FORMA'I TAPL05OU
OOISI S36 CALL CNERR TAVLOS10
ODIS2 S4• 20 IF	 (FORHAT.E 11.11	 GO	 TO	 40 TAPEOSIO
00154 S5• CALL	 (JNPAKI(IBVF) IAPLO530
00155 S6• DU	 30	 1.1.6 TAPLOS40
00160 570 33 CA L L	 UNPACKJiD(I).321 TAPE0550
00162 59• NCSs tic .NS
TAPED560
00163 59• MAAREC-(ACS*3	 32)/36	 2 TAPE0570
0016 4 60• NRVt)5•I TAPED58U
00165 61• NCAR.NC TAPED590	 -	 -







C0172 66• NCOR n 0 TAPE0640
00173 67• LJSPReI IAPLO650
C017 4 69• GO	 TO	 lOr
IAPLOA60
00174 69• CO TAPL0670
0017 4 70• C• U:+PACK	 NECESSA RY	INFORMATION	 FROM	 HEADER	 RLCORO-V N I VLR SA L
	FORMAT TAPLO680
00174 71• C• TAPEOA90
00175 72• 40 DO	 60	 1 n 1.i1 TAPL0700
00200 73• ! 1U.HIR1)( I 1 TAPL07LO
00201 74• If	 1181TII).N8(I) ► .L F .36 )	GO	 TO	 SO IAPED720
00203 7i• IN8836•BtT11) TAPE073o
CO104 76• KNb.14R(11-1NN TAPLU740
CO205 77• ITLMP.FLOIBIT(l).l)1B.IBUF(IR011 TAPL0750
CC1U6 78• IU(I)-IT(.MP.2.*KNB	 •	 FL010.KN8,;RUF(I4D•I)1 TAPLO760
00207 79• GO	 TO	 60 TAPLO710
0(3210 9C• SO CONTIt1UF 7APLO780
00211 81• lull)-FLDIdIT(I).t4B(1)•19UFI!MDII 7APt079O
00212 82• 60 COFITINUE IAeLO800
00214 830 MAAREC•680 TAPE0810
CO215 64• IF	 (NRPDS•LE • 15)	 GO	 TO	 70 TAPLORIO
00217 85• 1141TF	 (6.430)NRPOS IAPLC830
G:,2j1 Be• CALL	 CMERR !APEG640
OC223 87• 7U IF	 (NPRC.LF.11	 !:U	 TU	 an lAYE0bS0
OC225 88• ANITL	 (6.420) TAPEOS60
00127 89• CALL	 CME4R 1APL0870
00230 9o• 80 CUHTINUE TAPEOBND
00231 910 IF(ND5P'+.LE.0)Pj'j$PR.1 TAPLOR90










00235 91- ORITE	 16. 4 5C 1 ' J5 1 T S tArtOvtO
100240 94• CALL
	 C M E4 R TAPED920
00141 9S- 90 IF	 I30190 . 0 1 	 GO	 TO	 100 TAP LVlkf
00243 96- •MITE	 (6.46C1DO1 7APLO9
00246 9'- CALL
	
C M E RR TAPE09to
00146 91. C• TAPED960
00246 99• C0 DLTERMItlE	 MASM.	 M A .'.IMUM	 NUM B ER	 OF	 S A MPLES	 UN	 A NT	 P A RTICUL A M FIELU-TAPLO970 1
00246 ICD- C• EVER'	 DA T A	 D..	 F R OM	 pEGI N NI N G 	 5," D LE	 TO	 FNDINU	 S A MPLE	 TILL 0 1	UNPATAPE09dO
i
OOZ46 101- '- rcN	 R E GCI E ST ED 	 CNA NIIF LS. TAPLC990
00246 IC2- C• IAPEIOUO
00246 103• C• TAPLI010
OC 2 47 104• 100 M ASM . O TAPL101O
00250 I0t,- OU	 110	 I-1,NnFLO IAPtln30 1
0 0253 106- 110 MAS-1-MAk1MAS11.(BLOCK(I.S)-BL(!CK(!,41.111 TAPLI040
00255 107• IuIMI.NRPOS-+IAXREC	 -	 I TAPLIOSO
00 2 5o IOR- IUIM2-IOIMI	 -	 MXSM-NOFEAT	 -1 TAPEI060
lOC257 100• NUPTS-(MAAp111-I0TM2)/(t1OFEAT-11 TAPE1010
00260 110- IF	 ('I0PTS-GT-01	 GO	 T O	120 TAPt1080
00262 III	 - *RITE	 16.39n1 .:C,FIS TAPLID90
00260 112- CALL	 CMERR TAPt1100
00267 Ili- 110 CJNT14UF I APE I110
00270 114• K"I S.O T APE 1120
00271 115- 1.1U-0 TAPE1130
00271 116• C- TAPE1140
00271 117. C. DATA	 SET	 LEt.GTM	 IN	 B Y TES TAPL1150
00,7 72 Ile• D5L•A14CLNG-N5-NC TAPE 1160
00 2 72 119- C• TAPE1170
002 7 2 110. C. READ	 FI R S T	 OLTA	 SE T	 TO	 DETERMINE	 FIRST	 SCAN	 LINE	 NUMbEk TAPE1180
CO272 121• C. TAPE1190








00302 116- AHITE	 16.4001Fke11.F0RMA T I9FRM(7,FO R "ATI TAPL1240
00306 127- CALL	 CMEI-P TAPL1250
00 3 07 128• 13C IF(FORMAT.EU-I)!Fk!. T • FLO(10.16,IEUF(1611 TAPE1263
CC311 129• I/IFURMAT- EL,- 211FRST n FLDI0,16,IBUF(Ill 7APE1270t	
00313 130• 11	 (IFkST.GT.CI	 GO	 TO	 140 1 APE 1280
00315 131• 06FITS.	 16.36C1 TAPE 1790
00317 132- OkITE	 ( 6, 4 001FRN119FORMAT).FRr(2.FOR M AT) TAPE1300
1	 00323 133- CALL	 CMER R TAPE1310
00324 134• 140 FSCAN.IFRSI TAPLI320
00325 135- DO	 310
	
IFLU.I.NO F LC TAPE1330
00330 136- LINSTR-BLUCK(IFLD.1I TAPE1340
OC331 137- If	 (LINS T R.GI.IF P STI	 GO	 T O	 ISD TAPL135O
00333 13.1- LINSTP.-IFRST TAPL1360(	
0033 4 139- bL000.(IFLD.I1-IFRST TAPE 1370
00335 140- 150 CONTINUE TAPE13bO
00335 1410 C. FLINE-FIRST	 SCAF	 ON	 R ECO R D	 CO N TAINING	 LI N STR TAPL1390(	
00336 1420 FLINE0LINSTR- MOD IILINSTR- IFRSTI.NDSPP) YAPLI400
00337 143- LSKIP-I(FLINE-FSCAtI/NCSPR-II-NRFDS TAPEI410
00337 1440 C- IAPL14 -'J
00337 145. C. SKIP	 DO01:	 T.,I.	 TA P E	 TO	 REGI N NI P6 	LINF	 OF	 T HIS	 FIELD. TAPL1430
00 3 37 146- C- AN1,	 INITIATE	 READ	 FO P 	 FIRST	 VATA	 SET TAPE 1440
00337 147- Ce YAPLI450
00340 148- IF	 IF SC AN - EO.FLINEI	 GO	 TO	 160 TAP,L1460
00341 149- CALL	 NTRANIIUNIT,7.LS K 1P1 TAPE 1470
00343 150- CALL	 RUFILL TAPE1460
t
5_85
0034~ I51• FSLA)..FL INE TAPLIM90
00745 1516 I 6 CLt.	 1 1 1 , VF TAPLIS00
00346 IS31 NSCAt.•LI-•STR _.	 __.__ TAPLISIO
00347 tS4. IFISLCCKIIFLL',S).GT,NS)I+LOCK(IFLD,51-45 7 A P E ISdO
I	 00351 ISS• LINEND-8LOCKIIFLC,21 T APE ISjO
00352 1b6• L1t+It.C•clLOCKIIFL0,31 I APE IS40
00353 IS7• SAMSTR•8LLCX(IFL0,M) IAPCIS50i
0075% I594 SAP-END-61-GCK(IFLP,S) TAPEIS60
00355 1591 5AMI)1C n BLC(KIIFLD.6) TAPE157O
00355 160• C- LINC.NO .OF	 RECORDS	 TO	 SKIP	 AFTER	 EACH	 SCCAK LI N E TAPE ISdOI
00356 161• LIt•C•(LINIt•C/hDSPR	 w.116NRPDS 7APLIS90
OC 3 5 7 162• IF(LINC•1.1.011-INC n C TAPE 1600
0035 7 163• (• TAPLI610
00357 164• Co ESTABLISH	 AREAS	 ON EACH	 SCAN LINE	 TO	 UNPACK TAPE1620
00357 .650 C• _ TAPLIA30
00 3 61 1660 ANC.ANCLNG	 .	 SAMSTR	 -	 SVD	 -	 I TAPL1640
00362 1670 1F( FORMAT .EC.I)ANC-A N C-2 TAPEIASO
00 3 6 4 1680 FC•I 7APEI660
00365 169 • - LC•NCAR TAPE1670
OC 3 66 170• K-I TAPE1680
OC 3 67 171• OL	 210	 1 n 1.40FEA T TAPL1690
00372 17240 OG	 190	 IREC n V.NRPDS TAPEI7DO
00375 1730 _ IfONEC.GT.1 , ANC-2	 --SAMSTR	 -	 SVD	 -	 1 TAFL1710
00377 174• IF	 (FETVECIII.GE.FC.AND.FETVECII).LE.LCI 	 GO TO	 1 7 0 TAPLI720
00 4 01 175• IF	 (FETVFC(1).GT.LC.ANO.IREC.LT.NR F rS)	 GC	 TO Ib0 TAPE1730
00 4 03 176• WHITE	 (6.414pIFETVECII) TAPE 1740
--00 4 06 1778	 -- CALL	 CNERf.	 - TAPE 1750
00 4 07 1780 170 I8TTL11) • IFfTVECII )•F CI •N 5	 -	 ANC TAPL1760
00 4 10 1790 JRE((I),IREC TAPLJ770
00 4 11 1800 GO	 TO 20C TAPE 1780
OO M 12 181• IPO FL • LC • I IAPE179D
00 4 13 181• LL-LC-hCPP TAPEIb00
00 4 ) 4 143- 190 CONTINUE IAPL1610
00 4 16 184• 200 K n IREC TAPE 1620
(	 00417 1856 210 CUhTINUf. TAPEI6J0
00 4 17 186- C• TAPEIP40
OC 4 17 187• Ce NSAMP	 .	 N0.	 OF	 SAMPLES	 TO	 UNPACK	 FOR	 EAC H	FEATURE IN	 FLTVL( TAPLIbSO
00 4 17 166. C- TAPLIA60
00 4 21 189• NSAMP.SAMEhD-SAMSTR	 ♦ 	 I TAPLI87O
00421 190• C• TAPL18bO(	
00 4 21 191• C• BEGIN	 LOO P	FOR	 READING	 AND	 U NP AC K I N G	 DATA	 IN THIS	 FIELL TAPLIS90
00 4 11 192• Co TAPL19UO
00 4 12 193• 220 IADR n IDIMI TAPE1910
00 ,123 194• ADU
	 •	 (NSCA •.-FSCAN)-DSL TAPLl910
00 4 1 4 IVS• DD	 250	 IFT.I.NOFEAT TAPL1930
00 4 27 1960 J•JREC(IFT) TAPE 1940
00 4 37 197• JJ-tJ-11•MAAREC	 -	 1 TAPL19^,0
00 4 30 196• C. TAPL1960
00 4 30 199• C• (HECK	 STATUS	 OF	 THIS	 RECO R D	 eFFO N E	 UN P AC K ING TAPE 1970
00 4 30 201)• C• TAPE 1980
C0 4 31 201• 23U IF	 IIST(J).GL.0)	 GO	 TO	 240 TAPLI990
00 4 33 201• 1F	 I:ST1J,•E)--1)	 GO	 TO	 280 TAPL2nU(I
00 4 35 20)• 11	 tI5T1Jl.(.L.-1)	 GO	 TO	 230 TAPL2010
00 4 37 209• *A1TE	 16.350) TAPE1010
00441 201• *RITE	 16.3701NSCAN9I57IJ) TAPL2030
1	 00445 206• •a1TE	 16 9 400)FRMII.FORMATI.FRt117.FOR M A Ti IAPLID40
_ 00 4 51 207• GO	 TO	 280 TAPL2050








- _	 ^—	 ^^•®•-1	 1'j^`'	 -	 - ` •`t: :' ^'^i^Mli illAY^tlll"	 — .r n-^•••"^a`•-••wRN'AY -
	 aa.+s N_srl•1\--=•^. -/.M_ __ _ 	 _ - _	 _	
_M_.rrtw...w^ __ _ +ri^:iYt•^
-	 KIit11i1.^A.




00 4 51 109• C. U.l-AZt	 DA T A	 FOR	 THIS	 FEATURE TAPL2m1C
00 4 51 217• C•
TAPE2C80
CC 4 52 211• 240 ir'-A70	 -	 ISITE11FTF TAPL2090
CC 4 53 212• CALL	 UNPC411v.14JFIJJI.NSAMP,1dUF(IADRII TAVL2100
T 00 4 13 4 213' IAOR .	A'3 9 -+	 1.41 TAPL2I10
0c455 214. 257 CJ-AT I4VE TAVC2120
00 4 5 7 215• IF	 I , ,jSCA4.LIMI 4 C,. r, T. LI N E N0 1 	GO	 TO	 290 TAPL2130
00 4 61 116• NSCAN-"FAI""IN1-IC
TAPL2! `0
00 ,462 217• I	 SCA.1•T-1,SCAN•NOSPR)I 	 TO	 2 7 0LL`1F TAPL21S0TAPL2160OC464 21d• SCA4 n FSCAN•	 NOSPR-(1	 •	 LINC /NR P OSil
00 4 65 219• CALL	 NTRANIIJ4IT,7,LINC) TAPL2170
07 4 66 220' IF	 IvSCA4•LY-IFSCA4 .N OS PRII	GO	 TO	 260 TAPL21bO
00470 2211 CALL	 NTR AYIIUN(T,7.1) TAPLI190
00 4 71 222• F5`A%wFSCAN.NOSPR 14PL2200
00 4 72 223- 2SJ CONTINUE TAPL2210
00 4 72 224- C. TAPLI220
00 4 72 2213• co INITIATE	 READ	 FOR	 4ERT	 SCAN TAPL2230
00 4 72 226• C• TAPL2240
00473 227• CALL	 BUFILL TAPL225D
00 4 73 2280 C• TAFL2260
00473 2290 C• TRANSFER	 DATA	 FOP	 THIS	 SCA N LINE TAPL2270
00 4 7 4 230• 270 CONTINUE TAPE22b0
00 4 75 231• CALL	 TRNSrRIIBUF(IOIMI).IBUF(ID!MZ),NSAMP.MXSM.NOFLATI IAPL2290
00 4 76 232• 60	 TO	 220 TAPL2300
00 4 76 213• co YAPL2310
(	 00476 2340 C6 ENU	 OF	 DATA TAPL2320
00 47 6 23S6 C• TAPL23JO
00 14 7 7 136• 290 IF6NSCAN.GT.LINSTRINSCA4-NSCAN-LININC TAPL2340
00501 231• 8LOCK(IFLO.2)-NSCA-4 TAPtd3SO
00502 239• ORIYE	 16. 39011FLI),43CAt1 TAPL2360
COS06 239• IF	 IIFLO.EA3.4O F L J)	G O	 T O	 300 YAPE2370
00506 2401 C• TAPE2380
00506 241• Co REATNO	 TA P E	 AVD	 POSITION	 AT	 FIRST	 SCAN	 LINE TAPL2390
00 5 06 242• Co TAPL2400
00 5 10 243• CALL	 NTRA411UNIT.22,10.22I TAPLI410
00 5 11 244• CALL	 4TRAAfIJNIT.7.I) TAPL2410
00 5 12 245• FSCAIa-IFRST TAft2430
(	 00513 246• CALL	 BUFILL TAPt2440
0D514 247• GD	 TO	 300 TAPL2450
00 5 15 24d• 270 CALL	 TRNSFRIIBUFIIDIHII,ISUFIIDIMI).NSAMP,MASM,NOFEATI TAPL2460
00516 249• 300 8LkIIFLD,II. I LINE N O-L I14 S TRI/ L1 4 1 14C	-	 I TAPE24)0
00517 150- bLK(IFLD.21.(SAMFNO-SAMSTR)/SAMTFIC	 -	 I TAPLI480
00520 2510 310 CONTINUE 7APL2490(	 00521 252• CALL	 NTRA14IIUNIT,22) TAPL2500
00522 253• co TAPL1S10
CO S 22 254° C• *MITE	 PARTIALL Y	 F ILL E D	 BUFFER	 ON	 TO	 DRUM.	 RLCALCULATL I R E	 NUMbE N	TAFL2520
00 5 22 255• C . OF	 POIfjT5	 NMICH	 THE	 IBNF	 1	 IDAT)	 ARRAY	 MILL	 MO L D 	 IUSIN(. THE	 BUFFLRTAVt2s30
OCS22 2136• C• AFEAS	 *MICR	 4 L R C	 USED	 IN	 TAPE	 1/0)-	 IF	 ALL	 OF	 DATA	 *ILL FIT	 IN	 COTAPL2540
CC S 22 257• C• READ	 I T	BACK	 INTO	 IBUFIj1	 FROM	 DRUM.	 IF	 NUT,	 READJUST THE	 NUMBER	 TAPLZS50
00522 259• C• RLCORDS	 AND	 RECORD LENG T H.	 66	 WARNING	 •-	 THIS CAN BE DONE ONL Y	TAVE2S60
00 5 22 259• C• DRUM	 .	 BINARY	 I/O TAPLI570
00 5 21 260• E TAPL1586
I	 00523 261• VAftS:2-NOFEA'i1t+OFEAT•11/2 TAPL2590
00524 262• LAPIS-IMAXDIM-VARSIZ•MAXCLSI/(NOPFAT-II TAPL2600
00 5 25 263• JVTS n NOPTS•IF)D	 •	 KPTS TAPL2610
(	 OCS26 264• IF	 IKPTS.E4.01	 GO	 TO	 320 TAPt2627
COS30 2613• 14RDS-NOFEAT•KPTS TAPL2630








CO512 267• 31C InU- J PTS/I.PTS 7APE2650
OCS33 168• APTS n JPTS-:R(,•I.YTS TAPE2660
00534 267• IF(KPTS.GT.O,IR0wIR0*l TAYE2b70.__
00 5 3 6 27^• NOPTS n hPTS TAPE1680
1	 00537 271• IFIIRl.GT.IIRETUk4 YAPL2690
00541 272• CALL	 N7RAh(4,IQI TAPL2700
00542 273• 1*Ro%.KPTS-MOfEAT TAPL2710
1	 OOS43 274• CALL	 4TRAN(4,2.!ORDS,IRUF.I STAY .221 TAPL2720
OOS44 275• IRJ.O I 
ARE 
2730
00545 276• RETURN TAPE27M0
(	 CC546 277• 330 FORMAT( •	Eh3-OF-FILE	 ENCOUN T E R ES	 ON MEADEF	 RLCORD 6 1 TAPE27SO
00547 278' 14C FON - AT( -	 UNRECGVERABLE	 E R RO R	RE A PING	 MEADE F	RLCGRU'I TAPL2760
OCSSO 27Y- 350 F(Ik4ATl'	 ERROR	 • H ILF	 R EADING	 DATA	 RECORD') TAPL2770
OOS51 180• 360 FORMAT( •	 A	 LINE	 NC.	 IS	 LESS	 THAN	 OR	 EQUAL	 ZER0'1 TAPL2700
00552 281• 370 FUN-ATI'	 LAST	 SCAN	 LINE	 READ'.IS.•	 ISTAT- 0 1 151 TAPE2790
00553 282- 380 FL:k ..AT( •	FIELD	 BOUNDARY	 FOR	 FIELO'. T4 .'	 DEFINED	 BE T O N U	 SCOPE	 OF OATAPt18CO
(	 00553 283• -TA'/'	 THIS	 F(.IGHT	 LI F E	 CONTAINS'.16.'	 SCAN	 LINES'( TAPt2AIO
00554 264. 390 FORMAT(/'	 IN T ERNAL	 DIMENSIONS	 T OO	 SMALL	 FOR	 DATA'/'	 NO.	 Of	 CMANNELTAPL2820
OO5S4 285' -5	 ON	 DATA	 TAI'E-'.17.'	 NO.	 OF	 POftTS/CHAN I EL- 1 .17/1 TAPE2030
OO5S5 286- 400 FOkMATI'	 YOU	 HAVE	 I N DICA T ED	 DATA	 TAPE	 IS	 IN'.2AW	 FORMA T '// TAPE2840
CO 5 55 267• .	 •	 CHECK	 THE	 FULLOOIN4	 POSTAPE2RSO
00655 266• -SIbLE	 ERFCFS'/'	 1.	 HAVE	 YDU	 INDICATED	 CO P FEC T	FORMAT	 '/ TAPLlp60
(	 005S5 289• -'	 2.	 IF	 DATA	 TAPE	 IS	 9-TRACK.	 THE	 *ASG-	 CAkD	 SHOULD	 MACE	 AN	 -N- GPTAPE2870
00555 290• -TION'/4X.'Ah(-	 A	 MESSA G E	 TO	 OPERATOR	 SHOULD	 BE	 ON	 588	 FORM'/ TAPE2A60
00555 291• -'	 3.	 If	 THE	 DA T A	 TAPE	 CAS GENERATED ON A	 MACHINE	 OTHER THAN THE I1TAPt2890
(	 00555 292- •08'/4X,'THE	 -ASG-	 CA R D	 S H OULD	 HAVE	 A N	-A-	 OPTION'l TAPL2900
00556 293 • 	 ._ A IC FDRMAT('	 ERROR	 REAPING	 FIRST	 DATA	 RECok o --ISTAT9' 6 131 IAPL2910
00557 294• %20 FONMATI'	 ONLI	 ONE	 OR	 LESS kECOROS	 PER CHANNEL	 ACCEPTABLE AT	 T H IS TYAPE2920
00557 295• - IHE'I TAPE293p
0056U 296• 430 FORMAT('	 N0.	 Of	 RFCORDS	 PER	 DATA	 SET- • .IS.-	 MUST	 BE	 LESS	 THAN	 OR ETAPE2940
00560 297' -QUAL	 15') TAPE29S0
00561 296- 44U FUkmATI'	 F EA T URE	 NUIIBERS'	 15.'	 ARD	 ABOVE	 ARE	 NOT	 ON	 DATA	 TAPE./ TAPE2960
00561 299• •1 TAPL2vlp	 _.	 _.._.
00 5 62 300• %Sfi FERm A TI'	 h0.	 OF	 EITS/PIXEL-'.IS,'	 ONLT	 0	 BITS	 ACCEPTABLE AT	 THIS TTAPE29b0
00 5 62 301 • 61 tit ' 1	 _ TAPE2990	 ...	 ..._._.. ^
005h3 302• 460 F UkMATI'	 DATA	 ORDER	 INDICATOR- • .IS/'	 DAT A	 M UST	 6E	 ORDERED	 BY	 PIRELTAPE3000
00563 303• •'1 TAPE3010	 --.--
00563 304- C• TAPE30ZO
00563 3011' C9 INTERNAL	 ROU T INE	 TO	 TRANSFER	 DATA	 FROM	 O FA E 	 BUFFER	 AREA	 TO TAPL3030
-
00563 306• Co ANOTHER	 AND (, UMP	 ON	 TO DRUM WHEN FILLED TAPL3040 ^-
00 5 63 307- C. TAPE30S0
00564 30R• SUBROUTINE	 TRNSFPIIbLF.CSUF,hSAMP.MXSM.N O FEA T I TAPL3060 UUU
00567 309- DIMENSION	 IBUF(MASM.N O FEATI.CBU ► INO ► EA T . N OPT S I YAPE3070 x ,^D
00570 310• REAL COUF TAPL3060 r
00571 311- 00	 3CO	 IJP1.NSAMP.SAMINC TAPL3090
CO S 74 312• KPIS-KPTS•l TAPE3100
00575 313• 00	 290	 J-I,N('FtAT TAFL3110 [`,
00600 314• CbuF(J.KPYSlwIBL,FIIJlJ) YAPL3120 ^T
00601 31S. 2v0 CONTINUE TAPL3130
00603 316- !F(KPTS.LT•NOPTS)GO	 TO	 3CO TAPL3140 U
00605 317•	 - Ni,R.9PT5•NOFEAT IAPL3150
OG606 31e' CAL(	 NTR$lN14,I,K9R,r8UF.ISTAT.2Z) iAPt3160
1	 00607 313' KI'15-0 TAPE3170
00610 320• IRO.IRD-i TAPL3180
00611 321• 3OG	 CONTINUE TAPE3190
OC 6 1 3 322• RETURN TAPt3200
00613 3236 _	 C& TAPL3210





1	 00617	 126•	 CALL NTRAk11t•NI1.221
00 6 20	 32'•	 K - I
C0621	 3240	 0^ 310 I-.' p.sPc;s
00 6 2 4	3270	 CALL NTPA1-IIILNIT.2."AtFEC•ISUF(rl.IST(:)'
00625	 3330	 K.K.MAIIRCC
00 6 26	 3310	 310 CONTINUE
00 6 10	 3320	 KLiLWk
00 4 11	 313•	 E1'[r
END Of COMPIL A TION:	 ►:0	 LlIA6nCSTICS.
TAPERD	 SyMbOLIC












7 A P E 32't0
TiPEl7O0
IAPE3310
2 0 40v 73	 13:41:1%	 C	 0162 X 72	 14	 333	 (DELETED)
24 NOV 73	 ;3;•1;14	 1	 01611160	 36	 1	 1 C t L E I f 0 1
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W A T E
ocO003 PROGRAMFIER	 LOCT,HLEU	 LLECTMONICS	 TES T	DATA	 REUUCTIO%
000004 DATE	 OLT	 1967
1	 OOU004 •	 1,STAt-ATION	 MANNED	 S P ACECRAF T	CENTER -	 HOUSTON
OCUUU6 DESCRIPTION
O000o7 THIS	 ROUTINE	 IS	 UESI fWNEU	 TO	 6E	 CALLED	 b y FO R I R A h 	 V






000014 00	 000000 06	 01 13 OO 0 00000 6 5,1	 911.8IIH
000015 070301 27	 00 14 13 0 000000 L	 A0,•L,BII
000016 000002 24	 16 1 4 00 0 00000 1 8014	 AO.AI
000017 003013 06	 ^l I 4 00 0 n^Ono S 5.1	 Ao.s•2
000016 - F	 FORM	 6.11.16
GOUO19	 y 000704 74	 13 17 00 0 000000 LMT	 I1.EDATES
I	 000020 003005 OU 0002 000000 F	 0.2.3-f
000021 007006 27	 16 13 00 0 0000 010 BIIM	 L•IM	 B11.f•f
000022 000007 74	 0 4 00 13 0 000002 J	 2.11
000023 ENO




TOATE SYMBOLIC 29	 NOV	 73	 13:NI:16	 0 01636"61
	
14 23	 IDELETE01
TORTE CODs	 RELOCATABLE 19	 NOV	 73	 1 3 : 4 1:16	 1 71607/6 4	12 I	 IDELETED)








G F OR,• T4wITE.TTRITE
UNIVAC 1109 FJRT'7A1 V EXEC 11 LEVEL ISA 	 • (EAECB LEVEL E17010010A)
THIS COMPILATIJN *AS 004E ON 03 DEC 73 AT 11:21:17
SuRROUTINE T VIRI T E	 E.irRY POINT 000474
STORAGE UiEJ: C JOE( 11 aaO S 10: 3ATAIo) ]00-' 26: 13LAN lk C O M w 0N121 n(,OD.10
COMMUN 8LJCKS:
0003 PASS JIoSlr







	IBLUC K . TYPE •	RELA T IVE	 LOCA T ION, 11AME)
0001 030301 11 5 E OOCI p00010 11]4 ..001 nC0415 115E
0001 0300!,6 15 1 6 0001 000063 156G 0001 OO0117 1676
7001 03016 2116 0001 OOn270 21 7 4 0001 000727 2346
0001 030253 25 2 6 0001 000266 24.66 0001 DCO3?5 1746
0001 000101 3SL 0000 000161 50OF 0000 OCO163 SIOF
0000	 1 000001 UCDRAY 0003	 1 007305 6L K OD03 I	 D061SS BLOCK
0003 007706 CLD 0003	 I 007677 DAS 0003 000116 DLMIN
OOU3	 1 007700 FORMAT 0003	 1 OODOOQ ME A D 0000 1	 00713 4 1
-	 0003 026506 ICHN On CO	 1 000076 1CHVLC 0000 000174 INJPS
0703 000111 IS T OP 0000	 1 000141 11 OnOD 1	 000143 12
0000	 1 000135 J 0000	 1 000155 it 0000 100015 7 J2
0000	 1 000136 KA 0003 007704 KPTS 0003 000114 KRN
0000	 1 300151 K2 COCO	 1 000152 K3 0000 1	 OODIS3 K4
0003	 1 000112 LNCAT 0000	 1 OOC145 LI 000111 007701 MAP
0003	 1 014612 N 0003 019674 NOLK 0003 oor!113 Nr11N
0003 OU6010 NOFLO 0003 0077pS NOPTS 0000 1	 OGOI5 6 NOREC
0003	 1 007702 SPTRIG 0003 R 003054 STDEV 0003 000115 STOMAX
0000	 1 000037 AOFuLN




















0003 1 000453 FETVEC
OOOC 1 000000 ISLANK
00f .^	 007703 1RD
u000 1 000146 13
0000 1 000160 J3
0003 1 026$73 RUNIT
0000 1 OODI54 KS
0003	 026505 MAXCLS
0003 1000052 NOFEAT
0003 1 026SO% PUNCH









0000 R 000040 CMMVEC
0003 1 006011 FLONAN
0003	 026510 ICHAIN
0000 1 000137 ISTAT
0000 1 0001 47 14
0000 1 000140 K
0000 1 OOOISO KI
0000 1 000194 L
J003 R 000120 MEANS
0000 10001 4 2 NOFEAI
0003	 000117 SEP
0003 1 026572 VARS12
00100 it 00044	 ....
00100 20 Co	 WHITES	 0),	 T A F E	 I N	 bCD	 FORM	 S T A T ISTICS	 FPOr	 ISCSCLS	 TO	 bE	 kLAD
00100 3T C0	 _	 BY	 ERIPS
CO100 4• COON	 ....
00101 S• SUBROUTINE	 TMkITE1COVA0I
00103 6• INCLUDE	 COMMCN.LIST
( 00104 6° PARAMETER	 MAXPOP-SO.MAXFEI n 30
C01ob 6• PARAMETER 11 AXO M.25000
00106 A.
 PARAMETER MAf.FLDO100
































































,• •	 5TO M AY,DL M I N .SE P . M (: ANS f KAXFF T, MAXPCP),S T CE y ( MAAF E T, MAXPOP.,
e. .	 NGF LU, F LC t
- A t I M AX F LE I.PL P C K ( n A 7 F LI .e1, At K 1 0' A l F 10, 21,
6• •	 1 ► MFLSIMr.7PGP),0AS, F O F MAI• 0-A P . -
6• •	 SPTP'G.IFD,APTS.40PTS.CLCIMAXPOP.MAKPGPI
6 • N(MAXPOF).NPLK(MAXFLD.HAXPCFI
6• ,PUNCH, tIAXCLS.ICHti.C"tTl4S-ICHAtt4("AXPOF).%ARSIZ I.,,r ♦
e • .,KUN17
^. If-TErEP	 VOFS12
e • INTEGEk	 PUNCH
6 • RL AL	 MEANS
^• 11-TFGER	 SPTRIG.BLOCK.BLK,SYMFLS,"EAD.FEYVEC.FLONAM.DAS
e • INTEGER	 FORMAT
6,• _ ENV	 --
7• DATA	 IBLANKif
B• INTEGER	 6CDRAT.	 QONCLN
9 n DIMENSION	 BCCRAY13019
	
CA•NvEC(301,COVA R CL N CATOV AR$1I1.ICMYEC1S01
il • L CHNVEC	 CONTAINS REREQUESTED FEATURES: 	 0 --	 CHANNEL OA5 NOT REQUESTED
12 • C 1	 --	 CHANNEL 665 REQUESTED------- --	 -
13 1 C
I4 • DC	 10	 I	 •	 I.	 30
IS • 10 IChvECIII	 n 	 C
16 6 DO	 20	 J	 n 	 I.	 NOFEAT
17 • ICA	 n 	 FETVEC IJ)




C RECORD	 1	 e- NO. OF . CLUSTERS.	 NO.	 OF FEATURES.	 AND REQUES T ED CMANKELS _	 _^_.- ._.^_«._._	 _ _	 .^^.-^	 --	 •-•
21 • 1
d2 • ENCODE t500.	 SCDRAY)	 LNCAT.NOFEAT,ICHVEC --	 -
23 • CALL	 NTRANIKUNTT,I.	 6.BCDPAY.ISTATI
24 • 15 IF41STAT	 -EQ.	 1)	 40	 TO	 25
2S • DO	 3C	 1( n 1.30
26 • 30 BCORAYIK)	 n 	 T6LANK
27. 00	 40	 1	 n 	 I.LI:CAT
2e0
29 0 C RECORD	 2	 --	 N0.	 OF	 DATA	 PTS.	 IN	 CLUSTER(?)
306 C
31 • LNCODE(SIC.BCDRAY)Nlll ro .'C.^.
32 • CALL	 NTRAN(KUN1T.1,3.BCDRAY.IS1AT)
33 • 35 IF	 IISTAT	 • E D •	 11	 GC	 TO	 35 v
3S 4l C RECORD	 3	 THRU 7	 -- MEANS 1^ ►b
360. _ _	 .- .
370 00	 50	 11	 n 	 I.NOFEAT
3e • SO ChhVEC(11)	 .MEANS(II.I1
39 • NUFEAI
	
n 	 NOFEAT	 •	 1
400 DO	 60	 17	 F•OFEA1	 .30	 -"	 -
fi le 60 Cht+ytC(12)	 •	 0
42 • L n 	 1
43 • LI	 B
44 6 RGNOLN •	 20
45 4 DO	 70	 13	 .	 1.4




46 • 6S IF(ISTAT	 •EQ.	 11	 GO	 !0	 6S
49 0 L	 •	 LI	 •	 1
$D• L1	 .	 L I	 •	 e








00224 S1• 70 C61471NIA
0022 4 S3• c
12 '4 5v• RLLORU	 R	 TNRL	 II	 --	 S T D.	 DEv.
CC72" Ss• L
00276 St.- 0ri	 Bo	 KI	 1.30
00231 57• :0 B LL RAV(KI;	 •	 IbLANK
00 2 3 3 SB•
0o	 9C	 K1'•	 I. ►•OFkAT





00241 61• DU	 &'3	 K3	 •	 NOFLAI	 .3C
CO244 62• 1C0 C0411VEC(K3)	 0
00246 63• V-0SDLN	 •	 20
OC247 64• L	 I
OC2s0 6S0 L:	 •	 A
00251 66• DU	 110	 k4	 •	 1.41
00154 e1• ENL0UE(57n.ECDPAY)	 (fNmVEC( K S),	 KS•L,Lll
1	 CO262 6B• CALL	 NTRA!1(KLNIT.I.RORDLN.BCDFAY.ISTAT)
00263 69• IIS 1FIISTAT	 .EQ.	 11	 GO	 TO	 115
00265 70•1
OC266 71•
L	 •	 LI	 ••!
Li
	 n 	 LI	 P
00267 71• 1F(K4	 .EQ.	 3)	 ROROL N	 n 	 IS
00271 73• 110 CONTINUE
(	 CO271 74• C
OC271 75• C RECORD	 13	 TXU •-	 COVA)tIANCE
00271 760 C
00273 17• DO	 120	 J1	 1.30
00176 78• 120 BCURAYIJII	 .	 IBLANK
00300 79 - AURULN	 •	 20
00301 d0• L	 •	 I
00302 81• .1	 •	 9
00303 Bi• LJREC	 •	 VARS12	 /	 9
00304 tl3• IF(•IOr,IVA-IS11.8)	 -NC-	 01	 NORCC	 OYOPEC	 •	 1
C'J306 84• DO	 130	 J2	 •	 I.NOREC
00311 BS• ENLODE(S10.BCOR4v1	 ICOVARII.J3).J3•L.LI)
CO317 36• CALL	 NTRAN(KUNIT.I.MURDLtlibCDRAY.ISTATI
00 3 20 01• 12` I.(ISTAT	 -EQ.	 II	 50	 TO	 I15
00322 BB• L	 •	 LI	 •	 I
1	 00323 d9• L1	 LI	 d
00 3 2 4 900 IF(	 J2	 .Ed•	 (NOREC	 -	 II	 1	 WOROL 1 4	 •	 (MOD(vAR511,81.15)i6
00 3 26 91 • 130 CJNT I!IUE
00330 92• 40 CONTINUE
00332 93• CALL	 4TRAY(KUNIT,9f
00333 94• RETURN
00334 9,• SOG F044NAT(12.12.30111
00335 90• 510 FU14MAT(161
00316 97• 510 FUNMAT(OC15.71
00337 980 ENO
ENO	 OF COMPILATIU4:	 NU	 DIAG,40STICS.




BODE RELOCATAe1LE 29	 NOv	
73	 13;41:Id 1	 01S";•'52	 24	 1	 1GELETEG)











W	 FOR,.	 uNPACK,JNPACK 03	 DEC	 73 12:23:19.776
UNIvAC	 1108	 1D4TR4'1	 V	 EXEC It	 LEVEL	 'S•	 IEKEC8	 LEVEL	 E12010019A1
THIS
	
COM P ILA T IJN	 A0	 1 3 NE	 JN	 03	 ()CC	 73	 AT	 11:23:19
SUBROUTINE	 UAPA&I EnTRY	 PO:47	 100202
uNPACK EhTgY	 P OINT	 100207
S T O R AGE	 JSEJ:	 CODE11i 000232:	 JAT A 101	 330036:	 6LANK	 C0M040N(11	 000000




STORAGE	 ASSIGNMEN T IBLOCK,	 TYPE.	 RELATIVE	 LOCA T ION,	 NAMEI
0001	 300941	 IOL 0001	 j'1n124	 2 r L 0001	 000152	 30L	 0001 OCOISS 4 0L 0000	 000011 SOF
0000	 1	 000010	 11	 -- 0000	 000024	 INJPS	 0000	 1	 000003 JBIT	 0000	 1 OOOCCS JMAA 0000	 1	 000001_KBIT
0000	 1	 000002 KIIRo 0000	 1	 00000 3 KwRDI	 0000	 100000 7 	L	 0007	 1 000OC 4 NAV 0000	 1	 OOOOO& Nov
00101	 1• S•JJROUTINE	 V APAKI	 (IDAT) UNPADOOO
00101	 20	 C UNPA0010
00101	 3•	 C THIS	 ROUTINE	 UNPACKS	 UP	 TO	 32-817	 IPr	 367	 RORLS	 INTO UNPA0020
00101	 9•	 C 36-a1T	 WORD	 IMAGES	 e R ICM	 CAN	 BE	 PEAD	 B Y 	 T HE	 VNIVAC	 11C8. UNPAO030
00101	 S•	 C UNPA0090_
00103	 6• DIMENSION	 I OAT III UNPAOOSO
00103	 7•	 C UNPA0060
00103	 8•	 C INITIALIZE	 JUAT	 ARRAY UNPA0070
00103	 9•	 C UNPAOOaO
C0104	 l0• J131T	 •	 0 UNPAO090
00105	 I1*- Kt0IT	 •	 -1 UNPAO100
00106	 120 KwRD	 - 0 UNPA0110
00107	 13• KKRDI	 •	 0 UNPA0120
00110	 IM• NAv	 .	 36 UNPA0130
00111	 IS• RLTURN VNPAO140 htj
00111
	
16•	 C UNPAO(50 G
00112	 17• E7dIRY	 UNPACK	 (NTRE.	 h01TS1 UNPAOI60 G
00112	 1R•	 C UNPA0170
00112	 190	 C UNPACK	 9EXT	 N81TS	 FROM	 IkEC	 A P PAY	 INTO	 N T RE UNPA0160
00112	 20•	 C UNPA0190 ^.
00114	 21• IF	 (NBITS-(,i•321	 GO	 10	 40 UNPA0200 ^ C
00116	 22• IF	 (NRITS•LE•OI
	
GO	 TO	 30 UNPA0210 ^.
C0116	 23•	 C UNPA0220
OG120	 240 KbIT	 •	 KPIT	 •	 NBITS UNPAOAJO r--V
00121
	 25• KnnO	 -	 K617	 /	 36 UNPA0240
00112	 76• IF	 INAV.L.T-NE'ITS)	 40	 TO	 10 UNPA0250
00114
	 279 NTRE	 •	 FLD(J6IT,t,BIT5,IpAT(KMRD•I1) VNPA0260
00125	 28• JUIT	 •	 JSIT	 •	 NBITS UNPA0270
00126	 296 Nwv	 -	 NAV	 +	 NBITS UNPA02410









001 30 31• RL;jFN VNPAi,300
0013C 32• C UNPAU310
05131 31•
_
10	 Jf'A7I	 n 	 (KNRCI	 i1	 •	 36	 1 UNPAC320
00132 34• NUv	 •	 v.p I 	 -	 J M A1 UNPAC330
1 00133 35• L	 -	 36	 -	 A 61 T S UNPA0340
0013 4 3e. If	 f F,AV	 LE.07	 60	 TO	 20 UNPAC350
C0116 37• 1	 •	 36	 -	 f:pv UNFA03.0(
00137 39• FL0(L0NAV.frTFEf	 •	 i LC(I.NAV.I C ATfA f,R C)) UNFA0370
L	
n 	 L	 ♦ 	 NAV LNPA0360
801 4 0 40. UhPAL3100t
OC141 41• 20	 FLOfL.NOV.NT R E )	•	 FLG ( A8S(07. N Ov.1DA T (KR R C • 1 ) ) LNPA0400
00142 41• JhIT	 n 	 1.C1 UNPAC410
Gel 43 43• KItr.1	 n 	 rfRC V%FAC4i0
00144 v4. NAv	 n 	 36	 -	 -.CV UNPAC%30
00144 45• C UNPAC440
00145 46• 30 R ETURN UNPAO450
00	 ,5 47• C UNPAO46r)
00146 4P• 40	 &MIT[	 (6.SOIFBiTS UNPA0470
00151 49• 50	 FORM A T	 (1M	 .'ERFOR.•.:4.•	 B ITS	 E X CEFCS
	
32-BI T	 wO R (,	 LLN4T H . 1 ) UNPA0480
00152 SC• 60	 TO	 3C UNPA0490
J 00153 51• END UNPACS00
END Of	 COMPILATION: f+0	 OIAGt,05T1CS.
UNPACK 5TH1101-IC	 29	 NOV	 73	 13:41:19 0	 016417 7 2	 14	 51	 ICELETED)1
UNPACK CODE RELOCATAHLE	 29	 NGV	 73	 13:41.19 1	 0164430 4	24	 1	 (DELETED)
0	 016443 34	14	 i6
5-95
































































































• A 3 CONTAINS ASS. LDS- OF FIRST PACKET
H O UIFIEO FOR INDEA INCREMENTAT104
X1 CONTAINS THE ABS . LOC. INPUT PACKET
A 4 CONTAINS BIT SHIFT FOR BYTE IN PACKE
AO.AI CONTAINS T HE 1 W ORD PACKET
• RI CONTAINS LENOTM
xZ AO(ATIUN OF UUTPVT MORO M OUI F IEO FCR
INDEX 1NCREMENTATION
• A 2 CONTAINS ANS*ER
S T U N E IN OUTPUT ARRAY
I F A4 LESS THAN 80 LONTINUE
• I F A 4 EYUAL TO 80 LOAD NE X T °ACKET
--LOA#) NEXT OORD PACKET
-1-1 Fl:
5-96
03 DEC 7 3	 12:23:21.370`	 i. ASM,• UNPCK,UNPC1.
t	 ASSEMbLEC B y UNIVAC 1108 EXEC It A5 , ErbLEk	 2404 0006A
THIS ASSEMBLY "AS GO NE ON C3 DEC 73 AT 12:23:21
0 00 001
'	 000002




	 — LOCATION OF FIRST DATA BYTE IN THE A RRAY STRINGI
000004	 STRINGI • INP U T A R RAY CONTAINING 8 BITIOTTE DATA IN P ACKED FOHMAT
1	 OOUOUS
	
LENGTH - N UMBER OF yYTES 10 BE UNPACKED
000006




• UNPACKIN., PERFORMAEO IN 2 WORD l9bTTE1 GROUPINGS OR PACKETS
000009
0 00	 010 itl ►
000011
OOU012 .31	 000000 74 06 00 00 0 000002
000013 C00001 06 01 13 00 0 000003 UNPCK0
000014 00000' 11 12 04 00 0	 000010
OOODIS 000003 01 00 06 00 0 000012
000016 000004 06 00 Ol 00 0 vccOO6
000017 OGOOos 06 ^C 02 00 0 000007
000016 000006 0 4 00 Cl 03 0 00onIJ
OOUD19 000007 n4 no 02 Or 0	 000014
000023 000010 10 00 0 4 13 1	 000000
000021 007011 135 00 00 00 0 000017
000022 000012 34 16 03 OO 0	 000011
000023 003313 74 01 0 4 00 0 00001 6 J
0OOU24 000014 25 16 17 00 0 00000 1 A
000025 OOOOIS 14 16 0 4 00 0	 000011 A
000026 030016 24 00 1 7 00 D	 000017
000027 000317 24 16 17 11 1	 003701
Ooo02e 700720 24 on 17 OD 0	 0001315
000029 000721 27 00 01 00 7	 301117
000030 OJOO22 31 16 04 00 0 700017
000031 000023 71 13 00 01 2	 3'30003
000032 DJ0024 17 00 0 2 on 0 000021
000033 OnO025 73 11 00 02 O 000000
00JO34 0JO026 23 00 02 00 0 737704
000035 700027 27 DO 16 13 1	 000702
000036 010030 1S 16 16 U3 0 000001
000037 000031 13 00 01 00 0 X00016
000038 030032 27 16 o2 13 1	 000703
000030 070033 24 00 02 UO 0	 no7016
0000 4 0 0JO034 43 00 01 an 1	 00001 7 LOOP
00JO41 733335 06 00 le 02 2 000300
0000 4 2 ')1)0036 14 16 01 00 3	 133710
000043 7)0337 53 00 04 0l 0 710375
000044 9JOo40 74 34 00 Do 0 037344
000045 JUO341 73 11 00 00 0	 101010 CONT
000046 OJOJ92 73 04 01 00 3 000334
000047 000043 74 04 00 00 0 300347
000048 070344 71 13 00 of 2 000030 LJADP
OoU04? 070045 10 16 0 4 o0 0 u9io 10
D0005l 000046 74 C4 0'1 00 0 IOn04l
000051 700047 23 00 03 00 0 070o51 RETRN
OCU052 OJ3050 74 04 07 OO 0 lJo051
000053 DUOO51 700050 300012
OOU054 000751 27 00 13 03 0 003303















































































000056 330754 10	 30	 06	 00	 0 OCOO12 E A6,5AVEA•2
DODOS , 000055 27	 on
	
01	 00	 3 030006 Ls xl,SAvEA
OOOOSit 0000 6 27	 00 02	 00 0 00300 7 L x2,5AVEA•1
000759 OJ705/ 23	 30	 at	 00	 0 003-113 tR RI,SAVLR
00006 1) 07006) 23 30 02 00 0 30701 4 ER R2,SAVER•l
000061 000761 50	 IS	 00	 30	 1 000000 T2, S1 •NAPE•2
000062 000362 74	 04	 00 00	 1/100030 3 •NAME -2
t	 000063	 U 000^63 74	 0 4 00 00 0 00000^ ENDR J NERRS
000064 sc0 ► '
I	 000065 00	 "33330 000013 30003 5 • 11.5
000066 030331 007000013303 . 3
000ry67 300302 003223251021 4AME •UNPCK•
000068 030033 330000000003 • S-Si	
000069 OJ3334 777777777400 "ASK • 0777717777400
	 .
000070 300305 300000000129 4.7 • 81)
000071 0--0036 SAVEV 4E5 2
000072 000910 SAVEA RES 3








29 NOV 73	 1 3 :41:21	 0	 C1644 7 30	 14	 74	 10ELETE01
UNPCK	 CODE	 REt.00ATABLE
	
27 NOV 73	 13:41:21
	

















•L RUN LT31T9 9 TF49H7.16S9J90619.C9595	 MINTER

















V M 1N	 15
m AXCLS
	 10
• tNU•	__	 __	 _	 _ _
— FLO 1
	 -- — -- 340 400	 2	 1 220	 2	 —











.®	 !".+ i^'+ SAYJir.^ltirc.' 	











S PNdUV IA^FA N A A •^•^




F'ILLOS TO	 bL	 CLUSTENLD
P ItLJ FINS ► LAST `	 LIwE	 FINST LAST	 SAM► LE
w A.1l L 114 LIwE IN(.	 yA^p(L SA-.PL!
	
IhC.
i • FL-1	 I J4f0 r^.0 2	 I 220
	
22•	 FLJ











04A..NED 5"ACEC4Af T CENTL4
	 U7 NOV I2
NVUS T 04, )E1AS
I




2.IS	 J,I ► 	 3.75
	 7.60




• l.2•	 1.99	 S.OS
— -	 --	 _-- - 1.1 •	S.JS	 1.17	 11.22





-.61	 1.,6	 2.85	 8.06
J







































NANNED SP/1LEC°AIT CLNTLN	 07 NOY 72
1-OuS 1 0 1 i, ILIAS
,
T U /A L	 NUHHLN u ► 	 LL U STLNS °	 10
1
IuT•L NunuLk of	 POINTS •	 62/0
CLUlILA













I1 CHI	 141 C h i	 71 Chi	 91
1 1"1.19 200 •4b I v ?.I7 IUU•3S
167.58 191.3! Ib7,96 Ib14.114
I1S•S4 I v 6.22 1 9 3.23 192.92
• I/S.Jo lbv.be Ibo.70 160.68
S 17Y.Y3 194.31 189. 146 171.02
6 1.49.1° 115.91 1714.50 160.02
1 163'-I 1 8 16.13 1Mr,Y4 111.82
-	 --- ;	
- -- 111. 9 / 1 6 j.I V 1 7 0.21 145.21
120.36 IS1,vI 1 4 6.06 118.10
10 Ide.6U 147.014 193.13 17v.146
- -	 --	 -	
STA11ypMU
	 OLYIAI 1u1/S




1 2.21 1.56 7.16 1.69
1 5.20 1•+6 1.16 2.60
--- ----	 - J 14.95 1085 x.61 1•bI
• I,U6 1 b 3.01 5.15
2.11 1.39 2.20 3.1b
6 9.914 14• /Y 1.10 7047
^•d5 1./1 1.71 3.16
tl 3•JY 4.11 5.65 7.79








I 2.16 I.T4) 1.52 2.at$
1 - -	 --	 - -	 U1^,IANLLS W U LLN CLUSTLRti
CLUSTLR 1 1 ! 4 S e 7 E 9 l0
1 .00 10.69 4.44 14.33 IO.S3 S• V B 13,92 1••0 7 27 - CS .,25
2 I0.:9 •00 S.2b 7.64 6.31 9.4 2 3,6G lJ•42 21,37 1.7tl
I 3 ^.ry S • 2A .UU 10 .33 6.9 1 ll •9 e b.r4 X 2.77 22./2 b.1S
-	 N	 -- 11.31 1.64 10.33 .00 ^.Sl 7.Stl 6.16 4.3h 1 7 .01 v.sS
I S 10.53 6. 32 6 . 9 1 S.Sv .CO lU.78 7.j0 9.01 21.56 3.e4
6 Ib.vb v•4 t 11.96 7.59 IG•7b .00 7.02 14.7S s.t5 13.69
13.91 J•60 8.4ti 6.26 /,JO 7. 02 .00 •.S: 1 9 .19 10.24
tl I6.U7 10 .4 2 12.17 4.36 9.07 4.7, b.b2 .00 10.33 IZ./S
v 27.05 21.31 21.72 17.01 II .S6 6.IS , 9 .19 X 0.33 .u0 [S.70
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Appendix A is an alphabetical list of the diagnostic
messages printed out by the pro5ram.
1. A LINE NO. IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL ZERO.
•	 This message is printed by subroutine TAPERD. Each data
record on the input data tape contains the scan line number.
•	 After unpacking these bits a test is made to see if the num-
ber is greater than zero, if not the above message is printed
and execution terminates.
User should check to see if correct data tape has been
assigned to FORTRAN unit 3 (Logical unit C), and that the
input card for FOPuMAT corresponds to the format of the data
tape.
2. AT LEAST ONE FEATURE MUST BE INPUT.
This message is printed by subroutine SETUP. The user has
failed to input the channels he wishes to use in the analysis.
See FEATURES input card in section 3.1.1.
3. AT LEAST ONE FIELD MUST BE INPUT
This message is printed by subroutine SETUP. The $END* card
was encountered before any fields were defined. The user







4. ERROR READING FIRST DATA RECORD---ISTAT=
Printed by subroutine TAPERD. See Explanation of 6.
5. END-OF-TAPE ON UNIT	 LAST LINE WRITTEN.
Printed by DASTAP.
6. ERROR WHILE READING DATA RECORD.
LAST SCAN LINE READ	 ISTAT=	 —
Printed by subroutine TAPERD. Either a parity error (ISTAT=
-3) has been encountered on the data tape or a device error
(ISTAT= -4) has occurred. Resubmit the run with a back-up
tape if available. Before resubmitting make sure you have
checked the list of possible errors printed with this
diagnostic.
7. FIELD BOUNDARY FOR FIELD	 DEFINED BEYOND SCOPE OF
DATA. THIS FLIGHT LINE CONTAINS	 SCAN LINES.
Printed by subroutine TAPERD. The last scan line on the
data tape is less than'the last line of one of the fields
defined by user. The last line on the tape becomes the
last line in the field and the program continues.
8. FILE. ASSIGNMENT NOT MADE FOR UNIT (4 or 7) NSTAT=
Printed by subroutine SETUP. An attempt was made to assign
a word length to drum unit 4 or 7 which was more than the
number of words available.
9. IN FIELD	 INITIAL (SAMPLE OR LINE) IS GREATER. THAN





Printed by subroutine SETUP. An error wds made in the
definition of one of the fields, check input card.
10. INITIAL (SAMPLE OR LINE) IN FIELD 	 DEFINED LESS THAN
1.
Printed by subroutine SETUP. Check input card fo- indicated
field.
11. INTERNAL DIMENSIONS TOO SMALL FOR DATA.
NO. OF CHANNELS ON DATA TAPE =	 NO. OF POINTS/
CHANNEL =	 .
Printed by subroutine TAPERD. The most data the array IDAT,
which is dimensioned by the parameter variable MAXDIM, must
contain at one time is (1) the packed scan lire as read from
tape (2) the unpacked scan line and
.
 (3) at least one data
point to be clustered. The storage needed for the above
data is calculated and if it is greater than MAXDIM the
diagnostic is written and execution terminates. The number
of channels and points per channel as unpacked from the
header record of the tape are written out with the diagnostic.
if these numbers are in error then the header record of
the tape is bad and must be corrected.
12. INVALID INPUT CARD -- IGNORED
Printed by subroutine SETUP. Check section 3.1.1 for correct
spelling of key-words for card input and make sure the key
word is left-justified in the field.
LINE
13. or	 INCREMENT IN FIELD	 IS LESS THAN 1.
SAMPLE




14. SCAN LINES ARE NOT SEQUENCED CORRECTLY AROUND LINE
	 .
Printed by subroutine TAPERD. Scan lines on da'-a tape are
not sequenced by 1. An attempt is made to continue reading
next field.
15. TOO MANY FIELDS ARE BEING INPUT.
Printed by subroutine SETUP. The number of fields is limited
to the parameter variable MAXFLD, which is set to 100.
16. UNRECOVERABLE ERROR READING HEADER RECORD.
Printed by subroutine TAPERD. A parity error or a device
error was encountered in attempting to read the header
record from the data tape. This usually indicates the tape
is bad. See explanation of diagnostic 6.
17. USER HAS REQUESTED TOO MANY DATA POINTS---STORAGE
NOT AVAILABLE. AVAILABLE STORAGE ON F11432 DRUMS
IS -WORDS. AVAILABLE STORAGE ON FH1782 DRUMS
IS -----WORDS.
Printed by subroutine SETUP. The number of data points
times the number of channels requested by user exceeds the
storage available on FH432 drum, or the number of data
points exceeds the storage available on FH1782 drum. Useri
must reduce the amount of data to be clustered.
13. WRITE ON UNIT --- TERMINATED ABNORIV'IALLY. DAS TAPE
NOT CREATED. ISTAT=
Printed by subroutine DASTAP. User should resubmit the job
with a different output tape. Thi r, diagnostic indicates that








Aircraft Data Storage Tape Format
LARSYS Version 2
There are four types of (physical) records on the Aircraft
Data Storage Tapes. They are:
1. ID record - 200 full words fixed length
2. Data record - variable length
3. End-of-Tape records - 200 full words fixed length
4. End-of-File records - IBM Standard
An aircraft Data Storage Tape contains one or more data runs
consisting of an ID record, several data records and an End-
of-File record. After the last data run on the tape, an
End-of-Tape record and two End-of-File records are written
on the tape.
For the purposes of this presentation a word is defined to
be 32 bits and a byte to be 8 bits. Further details
regarding the physical records follows:
1. ID record (200 full words fixed length)
•	 Format	 Description




File number on this tape
ID(3) Integer	 Run number (8 digits aabbbbcc)




bbbb - running serial number for
the year data was taken
• cc - uniqueness digits for runs
which would otherwise have
the same run number
ID(4) Integer Continuation Code
ID(4)	 = 0 means the first line of
data follows this ID
record
ID(4)	 = X means that the data
following this ID record
is a continuation of a
flight line started on
tape X
ID(5) Integer Number of Data Channels	 (Spectral
bands)	 on tape
	 (30 maximum)
ID(6) integer Number of Data Samples per channel
per line
•	 ID(7-10) Alpha- Flightline Identifications	 (16
numeric characters)
(4A4)
ID(11) Integer Month data was taken
ID(12) Integer Day data was taken
ID(13) Integer Year data was taken
ID(14) Alpha- Time data was taken
numeric
(IA4 )
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